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Frequently Used Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AML</td>
<td>Anti-Money Laundering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APC</td>
<td>Armoured Personnel Carriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQAP</td>
<td>Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQI</td>
<td>Al-Qaeda in Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQIM</td>
<td>Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATT</td>
<td>Arms Trade Treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFSP</td>
<td>Common Foreign and Security Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMA</td>
<td>Coordination of Azawad Movements (Coordination des Mouvements de l’Azawad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTF</td>
<td>Counter-Terrorism Financing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVR</td>
<td>Community Violence Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDR</td>
<td>Disarmament, Demobilisation, and Reintegration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECCAS</td>
<td>Economic Community of Central African States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOWAS</td>
<td>The Economic Community of West African States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFP</td>
<td>Explosively Formed Penetrators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUCAP</td>
<td>European Union Capacity Building Mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUTM</td>
<td>European Union Training Mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FATF</td>
<td>Financial Action Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSU</td>
<td>Former Soviet Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTF</td>
<td>Foreign Terrorist Fighters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Global Positioning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSPC</td>
<td>Salafist Group for Preaching and Combat (Groupe Salafiste pour la Prédication et le Combat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCUA</td>
<td>High Council for Unity of Azawad (Haut Conseil pour l’Unité de l’Azawad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTS</td>
<td>Haya’t Tahrir al-Sham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IED</td>
<td>Improvised Explosive Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRGC</td>
<td>Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS-Sinai</td>
<td>Islamic State Wilayat Sinai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISGS</td>
<td>Islamic State in the Greater Sahara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS</td>
<td>Islamic State in Syria and Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISWAP</td>
<td>Islamic State West Africa Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISY</td>
<td>Islamic State in Yemen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS-YP</td>
<td>Islamic State of Iraq and Syria—Yemen Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JNIM</td>
<td>Jamaat Nusrat al-Islam wal Muslimeen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFR</td>
<td>Kidnapping for Ransom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH</td>
<td>Kata’ib Hezbollah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAS</td>
<td>League of Arab States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANPAD</td>
<td>Man-Portable Defence Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENA</td>
<td>Middle East and North Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINUSMA</td>
<td>(United Nations) Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINUSCA</td>
<td>(United Nations) Integrated Multidimensional Mission for Stabilization in Central Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNLA</td>
<td>National Movement for the Liberation of Azawad (Mouvement National de Libération de l’Azawad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUJAO</td>
<td>Movement for Unity and Jihad in West Africa (Mouvement pour l’Unité et le Jihad en Afrique de l’Ouest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN PoA</td>
<td>UN Programme of Action on SALW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKK</td>
<td>Kurdistan Workers Party (Partiya Karkenên Kurdistan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFP</td>
<td>Regional Focal Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPG</td>
<td>Rocket-Propelled Grenade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUF</td>
<td>Revolutionary United Front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALW</td>
<td>Small Arms and Light Weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSR</td>
<td>Security Sector Reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S)VBIED</td>
<td>(Suicide) Vehicle-Borne Improvised Explosive Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNAMID</td>
<td>United Nations – African Union Mission in Darfur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNMIL</td>
<td>United Nations Mission in Liberia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIDDRS</td>
<td>United Nations Integrated Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSC</td>
<td>United Nations Security Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNTOC</td>
<td>United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAM</td>
<td>Weapons and Ammunition Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCO</td>
<td>World Customs Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firearms Protocol</td>
<td>UN Protocol against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, Their Parts and Components and Ammunition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moratorium</td>
<td>Moratorium on the import, export, and manufacture of light weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005 SALW Strategy</td>
<td>Strategy to Combat the Illicit Accumulation and Trafficking of SALW and Their Ammunition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Executive Summary

With an estimated one billion in circulation worldwide, of which only 16 percent are in the hands of security and defence forces, the proliferation of small arms and light weapons (SALW) across the globe is a source of deep concern to local, regional, and global stability. Widespread circulation of SALW has given rise to an increase in global armed violence and caused more impediments to conflict resolution. SALW continues to fuel conflict, crime and terrorism, and in the long-term impacts sustainable peace and security.

While existing research has predominantly focused on the acquisition and direct use of SALW by terrorist groups in preparing and perpetrating attacks, this ICCT report takes a different approach. Exploring how terrorist organisations cash in on guns, it investigates the nexus between SALW and terrorist financing. As such, this report contributes to raising the awareness and understanding of these linkages, and assesses the existing legal and policy frameworks to counter them. In this context, the study aims at enhancing our understanding of the use of SALW as a source of terrorism financing by answering the following series of research questions: (1) What are the characteristics of SALW possession and acquisition by terrorist organisations? (2) How do terrorist organisations use SALW to finance their activities? (3) What can be done to combat this phenomenon? In order to answer these questions, this study has selected the cases of the Middle East and West Africa. The research was based on an extensive review of earlier studies, combined with primary data collected through a series of interviews with both local and international experts.

With regard to SALW possession by terrorist organisations active in the Middle East and West Africa, the types of weapons seem to be quite similar in both regions, despite the large variety in groups and local contexts. The majority of these weapons consist of assault rifles, in particular AK-pattern weapons, as well as handguns and rocket-propelled grenade (RPG) launchers. A difference between the regions may lie in the ratio between SALW and heavy weaponry, with West African groups having access to a limited set of heavy weapons as compared to some violent extremist groups operating in the Middle East, especially IS in Syria and Iraq.

Terrorist groups’ acquisition of SALW is found to occur most often through diversion. Terrorist groups have obtained weapons in both regions through battlefield capture, theft, armed raids and attacks of national stockpiles. The types of diversion do however seem to slightly differ between the two regions. While corruption seems to play a role in diverting weapons to terrorist groups in West Africa, many interviewees underlined that it most likely represents a marginal source as compared to arms captured through attacks. Modes of acquisition were different in the Middle East, where state-sponsored diversion is very common. Moreover, conflicts, past or present, are a strong source of SALW flows in both regions.

In response to the second question, this report makes a distinction between the direct and indirect use of SALW as source of terrorist funding. Considering SALW as trading commodities, the former entails trading in SALW and facilitating others in SALW trafficking in exchange for money or other commodities. By contrast, the indirect use refers to the instrumental use of SALW as means allowing terrorists to carry out lucrative (criminal) activities to obtain funding. Considering several sources, the report finds that the use of SALW as a source of terrorist funding seems to be predominantly indirect in both the Middle East and West Africa. While some experts and stakeholders interviewed mentioned instances in which terrorist organisations may have directly engaged in SALW trafficking, evidence that would point to a structural involvement of such actors in illicit arms trade is lacking for both regions. However, apart from proceeds derived from the direct sale of SALW, this report identifies a great number of other ways of ‘cashing in on guns’. Both in West Africa and the Middle East, SALW provides violent extremist actors with the coercion power required not only to carry out various criminal activities, such as kidnapping for ransom or robberies, but also to establish and maintain their control over territories. This provides them with opportunities to extort local populations and levy taxes on the movements of goods and people within areas under their control. These findings also relate to
the emerging research on the so-called “crime-terror nexus”. This report finds that in both regions, the nexus is prevalent but not necessarily always easy to identify. In some cases, terrorist groups and criminal networks might incidentally cooperate out of opportunism, whereas in other situations the nexus is more structural and can be viewed as a tactical marriage of convenience.

Having created an overview of SALW as a source of financing, this research also addresses the suitability of DDR processes to reduce the trafficking and possession of SALW by terrorist groups. It observes that in many countries, DDR programmes have not been focussed on disarmament or the reduction of the flow of weapons, nor have they always achieved this, as these processes have focussed primarily on the reduction of violence, and increasingly also on the demobilisation and reintegration of individuals into society. Another limitation exists in the fact that DDR programmes are open only to the signatories of peace agreements, something which groups often are not if they have been designated as terrorist by the UN Sanctions Committee or the EU. Hence, it is suggested that transitional weapon management can be an effective tool prior to, during, or instead of DDR programmes. Although the aim is not necessarily to reduce the flow of weapons, but to reduce violence, through various temporary measures ranging from documenting and marking the weapons, storing weapons securely, deactivating weapons that are not ‘needed’, it can thus reduce the number of weapons in circulation.

Moreover, the report assesses the existing legal and policy frameworks in place at the international and regional levels, including within the EU, but also across the Middle East and West Africa. In the absence of frameworks specifically designed to target the use of SALW as a source of terrorist finance, the report takes an interdisciplinary approach consisting in exploring perspectives from arms control, criminal justice and organized crime, as well as countering terrorist financing (CTF).

Based on its findings on the illicit proliferation of SALW, the report considers the implications for Europe. A prominent short-term consequence is the increase in terrorist groups’ capacity to organise and execute attacks on European nationals and interests. These may occur in West Africa and the Middle East, as well as on European soil. A concrete example of this is IS, which used its SALW to control large territories in Iraq and Syria and to finance its activities – including the November 2015 Paris attack and the November 2016 Brussels attack which were coordinated by IS in Syria. In the long term, the illicit proliferation of SALW has a conflict-igniting effect, especially in polarised societies. The easy access to these – generally easy to use – weapons contributes to the risk of an outbreak of violence, but also tends to intensify and sustain existing armed conflicts and violence. Furthermore, the continued presence of SALW in post-conflict situations also threatens these fragile environments by increasing the risk of returning to conflict and violence. In addition, there is an increased risk that some of these weapons will eventually be trafficked back into Europe. Law enforcement agencies such as Europol already noted that conflicted countries such as Syria, Libya and Mali have emerged as “major” sources of illegal firearms to the European black market. Those benefitting from it are terrorist groups and organised criminal organisations alike.

In its concluding chapter, the report puts several of its findings in a broader perspective and reflects on overarching themes such as the prominence of different types of intentional and unintentional diversion within terrorist organisations’ arms procurement strategies, the ways in which continued SALW presence contributes to a greater risk of violent relapse in post-conflict societies, the above-mentioned crime-terror nexus, and the grown importance of the digital sphere in arms trafficking. The significance of SALW as means of terrorist financing being underlined throughout this report, this chapter ends by listing ten policy recommendations to the European Union, in order to identify, detect, prevent and address this linkage. The areas covered by the recommendations vary from strengthening European arms export policies to reduce unauthorised retransfers, to capacity building of countries in the Middle East and West Africa to improve the management of national stockpiles, the mitigation of risks posed by IEDs, and the strengthening of capabilities to carry out financial investigations.
Introduction

With an estimated one billion in circulation worldwide,¹ of which only 16 percent are in the hands of security and defence forces,² the proliferation of small arms and light weapons (SALW)³ across the globe is a source of deep concern to local, regional, and global peace and security. Widespread circulation of SALW has contributed to “the increase in global armed violence, to insecurity due to fear of gun violence, and to delaying conflict resolution.”⁴ SALW continue to fuel conflict, terrorism and crime.⁵ Such dynamics have been witnessed in, inter alia, the Middle East (Syria, Iraq, Yemen),⁶ North Africa (Libya),⁷ West Africa (the tri-border area between Mali, Niger, and Burkina Faso, and Lake Chad riparian countries Nigeria, Niger, Cameroon, and Chad),⁸ the Horn of Africa (Somalia),⁹ and South Asia (Afghanistan, Pakistan).¹⁰ Moreover, in the long term, the availability of SALW impedes societal advancement, economic growth, sustainable development, and the protection of human rights, as seen in Northern Ireland, Sri Lanka, and Colombia.¹¹

The relation between SALW proliferation and conflict is complex, multi-faceted, and context dependent. States that are embroiled in one or multiple conflicts have lost the monopoly on the use of force, lack of rule of law, ineffective border control combined with weak democratic institutions create a favourable environment for terrorist organisations and organized networks to operate in.¹² In such fragile environments, SALW function as a threat multiplier, enabling terrorist organisations to pursue their violent agenda, and consolidate and expand their power base—both directly as a means to carry out terrorist attacks, and indirectly to exert control over populations and territories (e.g., The Islamic State if Iraq and Syria (ISIS) exerting territorial control in parts of Syria and Iraq; and the expansion of Boko Haram’s territorial control across northeast Nigeria in mid-2014¹³).

3. The authors have adopted the EU’s definition of small arms (i.e. revolvers and self-loading pistols, rifles and carbines, sub-machine guns, assault rifles, and light machineguns) and light weapons (i.e. heavy machine-guns, hand-held under-barrel and mounted grenade launchers, portable anti-aircraft guns, portable anti-tank guns, recoilless rifles, portable launchers of anti-tank missile and rocket systems, portable launchers of anti-aircraft missile systems, mortars of calibres of less than 100 mm, ammunition and explosives, cartridges (rounds) for small arms, shells and missiles for light weapons, mobile containers with missiles or shells for single-action anti-aircraft and anti-tank systems, anti-personnel and anti-tank hand grenades, landmines, and explosives). See: https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/e-library/glossary/small-arms-and-light-weapons.salw_en.
7. Ibid.
9. Ibid.
The use of SALW by terrorist organisations is often associated with terrorist attacks (direct use). In the West, a series of terrorist attacks were carried out with the use of SALW, notably the 2011 Norway attacks (77 killed, 319 injured), the 2014 Brussels Jewish Museum shooting (4 killed), the 2015 Charlie Hebdo attack (12 killed, 12 injured), the November 2015 Paris attacks (137 killed, 413 injured), and the 2016 Orlando Pulse shooting (50 killed, 53 injured). Although statistically the number of terrorist attacks that involved weapons in Western countries between 2002 and 2016 was less than 10 percent, the number of fatalities was 55 percent. Understandably, the focus has thus far been on preventing terrorists from acquiring SALW. However, apart from this direct use, SALW also provide terrorist organisations with the ability to exert control over populations and territories, allowing them to extort, tax or kidnap for ransom. In this sense, SALW facilitate a series of activities that indirectly contribute to advancing a terrorist groups’ agenda (indirect use).

Furthermore, a distinction can be drawn between direct and indirect involvement in the trafficking of SALW. SALW can serve as a commodity which terrorist organisations can traffic themselves, thereby not only being end-users, but also suppliers (direct trafficking). Moreover, terrorist organisations can also benefit from the illicit flows of SALW without directly engaging in trafficking, by facilitating trafficking activities carried out by others (indirect trafficking). Terrorist groups can, for example, forcefully control entry points or trafficking routes. In the latter case, SALW enable terrorist organisations to generate income by providing support to actual traffickers of SALW, or other illicit goods, or “riding shotgun,” where terrorist organisations provide protection from theft and armed robbery, or provide “muscle” for, international drug shipments.

Third, in addition to the funds and proceeds derived from SALW used as trading commodities, which can either result from cashing in on sales, or taxation and protection fees levied on SALW illicit flows (direct financing), SALW may also be used to facilitate a wide range of other (illegal) income-generating activities such as, inter alia, racketeering, extortion, taxation, or kidnapping for ransom (indirect financing). Consequently, the destabilising impact of illicit trafficking in SALW, in which terrorist groups may get directly or indirectly involved, has serious implications that extend beyond monetary value alone.

Based on the aforementioned dynamics, a set of key functions can thus be identified; (1) the direct and indirect use of SALW; (2) the direct and indirect involvement in SALW trafficking; and (3) the direct and indirect use of SALW for terrorist finance (see Table 1).

**Table 1. Direct and indirect functions of SALW**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Indirect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Using SALW</td>
<td>The active use of SALW to carry out terrorist attacks.</td>
<td>The facilitative use of SALW to maintain control over a population and territories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trafficking in SALW</td>
<td>Terrorists traffic SALW themselves. In this case, terrorists are not only end-users, but are also actual sellers/suppliers.</td>
<td>Terrorist are facilitating the trafficking for others. This is the case, for example, when terrorists control entry points or trafficking routes and secure transit generally in exchange for payment from the actual traffickers, or when they provide logistical support such as transport to allow arms traffickers to continue their activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Research has predominantly focused on the acquisition of weapons and how they have been directly or indirectly used by terrorist groups. ICCT has taken a different approach and will focus on the hidden power of weapons and investigate the nexus between trafficking in SALW and terrorist financing. This topic is gaining traction, with the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), now under the German Presidency, having also indicated its intention to focus on understanding the links between arms trafficking and terrorism financing over the next two years and strengthening its operational responses. This report contributes to raising the awareness and understanding of these connections and providing policy recommendations to identify, detect, prevent, and address these linkages. In this context, this study aims at enhancing our understanding of the use of SALW as a source of terrorism financing by answering the following series of research questions:

1. What are the characteristics of SALW possession and acquisition by terrorist organisations?
2. How do terrorist organisations use SALW to finance their activities?
3. What can be done to combat this phenomenon?

In light of the research focus of this study, the Middle East and West Africa have been selected by taking into account the availability of evidence-based research as well as ICCT’s expertise and contact networks within each region. While exploring how terrorists are cashing in on SALW as a source of financing, this research also addresses the suitability of DDR processes to reduce the trafficking and possession of SALW by terrorist groups and looks at the existing legal and policy framework from an arm control perspective, organized crime perspective and the countering terrorist financing perspective. The report highlights the short- and long-term implications for the EU, as well as the role that the EU can play in combating this phenomenon. Therefore, due attention was also paid to the regional levels of terrorist threats, as well as the degree of exposure to risks and negative spill over effects of the acquisition and use of SALW as a source of finance by terrorist groups active within each region for the EU and its member states.

The Middle East has remained at the centre of global attention since the emergence of the self-proclaimed caliphate by the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria in mid-2014, which has durably impacted the global terrorist landscape. Having become “the richest and most powerful terrorist group in contemporary history,”16 ISIS has become a key subject for research on terrorist finance. Major attacks conducted within EU member states have moreover demonstrated the capability of violent extremist groups based in the Middle East to reach and inflict mass casualties within European countries. Moreover, debates and challenges posed by returning foreign fighters further underscores the importance of the region for EU security.

The proxy wars in Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, and Yemen have fuelled the conflicts with weapons, leading to large-scale transfers to violent-state actors. Although, the Saudi-Iranian rivalry has dominated the region, the United Arab Emirates and Turkey have also supplied SALW to non-state actors. While the Houthis have been equipped with weapons from Iran, both Saudi Arabia and the UAE have

also indirectly armed violent extremist groups with weapons.17 In Syria, both Iran and Saudi Arabia have been providing material support, including SALW, to opposing parties, with Iran backing sitting President Assad, and Saudi Arabia supporting rebel militants. Iran has also been the long-time ally and supporter of Hezbollah. Although the EU has only designated the military wing as a terrorist organisation, several countries within the EU such as the United Kingdom, Netherlands and Germany now consider the entire Hezbollah, including its political wing a terrorist organisation.18

West Africa has for its part witnessed increased terrorist violence in recent years, with Nigeria, Burkina Faso, and Mali all being among the four countries worst affected by terrorism deaths in 2019.19 While terrorist organisations active in the subregion mainly operate locally, and have not conducted major attacks in Europe, the EU as a regional organisation and its Member States are individually engaged to varying degrees in security and development initiatives throughout the region, particularly in the Sahel. In addition to the successive French Operations of Serval and Barkhane, the international community’s involvement has also taken the form of support to the United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA), the G5 Sahel Joint Forces, and the more recently launched Tabuka task force. The EU has moreover deployed a series of Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) missions in the region, including the European Union Training Mission (EUTM) Mali, the European Union Capacity Building Mission (EUCAP) Sahel Mali, and EUCAP Sahel Niger.

Despite the African Union’s efforts to curb violence by “Silencing the Guns” on the continent by the year 2020,20 including by addressing the issue of illicit arms trafficking and stopping “rebels/insurgents, non-state actors and their financiers and political backers from accessing weapons,”21 around 50 million SALW are still believed to be in circulation across the continent, of which almost 80 percent are in the hands of civilians.22 Within this broader context, West Africa seems to occupy a particular place as the subregion “concentrates the largest number (11 million) of—licit and illicit—civilians-held firearms on the continent.”23

Building further upon ICCT’s earlier series of situation reports,24 complemented with semi-structured interviews with experts on a variety of SALW-related (sub)topics,25 this research report presents

---

23 Ibid.
25 Data discussed as part of this report stems from 22 semi-structured interviews conducted from October 2020 to January 2021. 18

the outcome of extensive research conducted on the use of the SALW as a source of financing by terrorist organisations in the Middle East and West Africa. Chapter 2 focuses on the series of research questions in the West African context. Chapter 3 will do the same but then for the Middle Eastern context. Chapter 4 explores how DDR programmes can address the illicit flows of arms and their possession by terrorist organisations who are engaged in an armed conflict. Building upon the findings of the two regional case studies, chapter 5 examines existing international and regional legal and policy frameworks from three different perspectives to prevent the acquisition and use of SALW by terrorist groups. Based on the empirical findings of chapters 2-4, chapter 6 discusses both the short- and long-term implications for the EU. Chapter 7 provides the main conclusions of this study, as well as a set of policy relevant observations.

The acquisition and subsequent direct and indirect use of SALW as a source of finance by terrorist organisations clearly have a devastating effect on peace and security. The findings of this report illustrate how terrorist groups can cash in on SALW, which not only prolongs conflicts but also undermines the long-term efforts to prevent and counter the spread of violent extremism. The EU is committed to promoting peace and stability in the Middle East and West Africa and should take their share of responsibilities in addressing the acquisition and subsequent direct and indirect use of SALW as a source of finance by terrorist organisations.

2021 with experts coming from a variety of different backgrounds, including, but not limited to, researchers, analysts, government officials, and representatives of intergovernmental organisations. Interviewees were consulted on the basis of their regional (i.e., West Africa or Middle East) or topical expertise (e.g., characteristics of SALW possession and acquisition by terrorist organisations, use of SALW as a source of terrorist finance, implications for the EU, or disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration (DDR) programmes). To protect the identity of local interviewees, the data stemming from all interviews have been anonymised. This report moreover builds upon inputs provided by Conflict Armament Research (CAR) on the main types and origins of SALW used by terrorist and other non-state armed groups active in both researched regions, as well as the methods employed by these actors to procure SALW. These inputs were drafted by CAR experts based on the organisation’s dataset specifically for the purpose of this research and appear as separate boxes throughout the report.
2.1. Introduction

From the Mano River wars to the successive Tuareg rebellions, West Africa has been host to multiple conflicts over the past decades. Prone to socio-political instability and post-electoral tensions, weak government structures have been regularly challenged by attempted and successful coups d’état, with the latest example taking place in Mali in August 2020. Economic hardship, unemployment and social inequalities, poor or deficient governance in peripheral regions, and subsequent grievances against central states, among other factors, have allowed for the seeds of further violence to be sown.

More recently, particularly since the eruption of the Malian crisis in early 2012, the sub-region has attracted increased global attention due to the emergence of a myriad of non-state armed groups, including various al-Qaeda and Islamic State-affiliated terrorist organisations. From its first emergence in the early 2000s, terrorist violence has both intensified and continued to spread across West Africa, currently stretching from the Sahel to the Lake Chad Basin, while increasingly threatening to expand throughout coastal States of the Gulf of Guinea.

More specifically, the Sahel has been faced with the presence of two main terrorist networks. While all main al-Qaeda-affiliated organisations, including al-Qaïda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), al-Mourabitoun, Ansar Dine, and the Katiba Macina, have regrouped in March 2017 under the umbrella of the Jama’a Nusrat ul-Islam wa al-Muslimin (JNIM) led by the former Tuareg rebel Iyad Ag Ghali, the region has also witnessed the emergence of an IS’ affiliate created in 2015 under the name of the Islamic State in the Greater Sahara (ISGS). Since then, the Sahel has recorded the most dramatic increase in terrorist violence on the continent, with attacks having multiplied sevenfold between mid-2017 and mid-2020. Once confined in Northern Mali, the terrorist threat has moreover spread to the central regions of the country, as well as neighbouring Niger and Burkina Faso, the latter having suffered from the largest increase (by 590 percent) in terrorist casualties globally between 2018 and 2019.

Further eastward, countries of the Lake Chad region have for their part been confronted with the rise...
of the Nigeria-based Jama’tu Ahlis Sunna Lidda’awati wal-Jihad, known as Boko Haram. Rebranding itself the Islamic State’s West Africa Province (ISWAP) following Abubakar Shekau’s pledge of allegiance to IS central, the group split into two factions in August 2016—with Abu Musab al-Barnawi becoming the new ISWAP leader, and Shekau founding its own splinter faction. Ranked as the second most lethal terrorist group globally in 2019, casualties and incidents attributed to Boko Haram have both increased by more than 40 percent as compared to 2018. While still conducting most of its attacks in Nigeria, Boko Haram also operates in neighbouring countries such as Cameroon, Niger, and to a lesser extent Chad, which have all recorded an increase in deaths caused by the groups’ activities in 2019.

The security landscape has thus significantly transformed over recent years but, “while the causes of conflicts in the continent and the factors driving them have changed, the use of small arms and light weapons (SALW) has remained a common feature of these conflicts.” West Africa seems to occupy a particular place on the continent as the subregion “concentrates the largest number (11 million) of illicit and illicit - civilian-held firearms on the continent,” heterogeneously dispersed, with Nigeria and Cote d’Ivoire accounting for approximately 6 million and 1 million respectively of these civilian-held arms. Even more problematic is the fact that many are illicitly acquired, including by individuals,
bandits, self-defence militias, criminal gangs, as well as violent extremist actors.

The emergence of diverse terrorist and other non-state armed groups, and the subsequent deterioration of the security environment have initiated a vicious cycle through which mounting violence boosts the demand for and uncontrolled circulation of SALW, which in turn increases the lethality and damages caused by violent conflicts. The increasing threat to regional peace and stability, has led to the deployment of various interventions, including the United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA), the successive French Operations of Serval and Barkhane, the G5 Sahel Joint Forces, and the more recently launched Takuba forces.\textsuperscript{42} It has moreover exacerbated and contributed to a “weaponization” of intra and intercommunal tensions, including longstanding tensions between sedentary farmers and (semi-)nomadic herders, while prompting the development of diverse vigilante groups and self-defence militias.

Based on an extensive review of past research, combined with primary data collected through a series of interviews, this chapter will thus explore (2.2) the characteristics of terrorist organisations’ possession and acquisition of SALW in West Africa, as well as (2.3) the role of these SALW in violent extremist group’s financing strategies. In line with the research focus, and while taking into consideration the broader West African regional context, this chapter will place particular emphasis on the two areas most affected by terrorist presence and activity within the subregion—i.e., the Sahel, which notably includes the tri-border area between Mali, Niger and Burkina Faso, and the Lake Chad Basin.

2.2. SALW possession and acquisition by terrorist organisations

As in other places across the globe, SALW seem to have become “the weapons of choice of many terrorist groups […] as they are cheap and easy to access, transfer, hide and use.”\textsuperscript{43} All experts interviewed as part of this research confirmed that the bulk of armament possessed and used by violent extremist groups operating throughout the subregion is composed of SALW. This section will thus explore (2.2.1) the different types of SALW predominantly used by terrorist organisations active in West Africa, as well as (2.2.2) the acquisition modes allowing these groups to build, and continue complementing, their arsenals.

2.2.1. Types of SALW possessed by terrorist organisations

Terrorist groups active in West Africa are mainly equipped with varied types of industrially manufactured SALW,\textsuperscript{44} predominantly with automatic assault rifles. Other types of SALW described in the following sections either represent secondary sources, such as artisanal weapons which may in some cases represent a ‘second choice’, or avenues for further research as in the case of converted firearms for which no evidence points out yet to their use by terrorist groups.

An extensive use of industrial types of SALW

Automatic assault rifles seem to hold a predominant place within West African terrorist groups’ arsenals, with all experts consulted referring specifically to AK-patterns as the most commonly-used equipment—representing up to 95 percent of all automatic assault rifles in circulation in the Sahel.\textsuperscript{45} According to information provided by Conflict Armament Research (CAR), violent extremist groups’ arsenals are further complemented with other military-type weapons, ranging from small to medium-


\textsuperscript{43} Opening Remarks by Mr. Vladimir Voronkov Under-Secretary-General, UN Office of Counter-Terrorism, at the Launching event of the Project on Addressing the terrorism-arms-crime nexus, held at the UN headquarters on February 21, 2020. https://www.un.org/counterterrorism/cct/terrorism-arms-crime-nexus.


\textsuperscript{45} Ibid.
calibre machineguns to rocket-propelled grenade (RPG) launchers, and related ammunition (see Box 1).\textsuperscript{46} In line with general trends observed on the continent, most of these weapons remain “cold war era models and makes,”\textsuperscript{47} notably produced in China, Russia and the former Soviet Union.\textsuperscript{48} CAR notes however that years of production of AK assault rifles seized in the region range from 1951 to as recently as 2017.\textsuperscript{49} While SALW compose the large majority of their equipment, some interviewees however underlined the possession of a limited set of heavy weapons, such as large calibre mortars, “tanks or at least armoured vehicles.”\textsuperscript{50}

**Box 1 Types and origins of SALW used by terrorist groups (Source: CAR dataset)\textsuperscript{51}**

The weapons used by/seized from West African terrorist and other non-state armed groups correspond to military-type, small and medium calibre infantry weapons, essentially encompassing assault rifles, machineguns, rocket and grenade launchers, and related ammunition. This typology of materiel faithfully mirrors what is used by domestic security and defence forces in the region. Based on CAR’s dataset, the most common types of SALW employed by these groups include:

**AK-pattern assault rifles (7.62 x 39 mm):** This category represents by far the most common weapon employed by terrorist groups operating in West Africa. CAR’s global dataset contains thousands of AK-pattern rifles from various manufacturing states and ranging from production in 1951 to as recently as 2017. In West Africa, the majority of these weapons are of Chinese manufacture (34 percent), followed closely by Russia and the former Soviet Union (29 percent), and then thirdly from a variety of states, including Bulgaria, Egypt, Hungary, Iran, Iraq, Poland, Romania, and Serbia, to name but a few.

**Machine guns:** Small to medium-calibre machineguns represent a significantly smaller proportion compared to AK-pattern weapons but are nonetheless frequently seized from terrorist groups. Machineguns used in West Africa are primarily Soviet-origin weapons and their copies made by other countries such as those listed above. These weapons are most commonly chambered in 7.62 x 39 mm, 7.62 x 54R mm, and 12.7 x 108 mm.

**Rocket-propelled grenade launchers:** As with machine guns, rocket-propelled grenade launchers such as the Soviet-manufactured RPG-7 and its variants made by many of the countries listed above, represent a significantly smaller proportion compared to AK-pattern weapons but are nonetheless frequently seized from terrorist groups.

**Sniper/designated marksman rifles, handguns, and submachine guns:** These types of weapons are seized relatively infrequently from terrorist groups. The majority of designated marksman rifles that CAR has documented in West Africa have been traced back to exports from Eastern European countries to Libya in the late 1970s.

Regarding heavy weapons, while large calibre autocannons such as the ZU-23-2 have historically been employed by terrorist groups, CAR has not documented any in the West Africa region to date. Similarly, terrorist groups in Mali have increasingly employed large calibre mortars, but these weapons (aside from the mortar rounds themselves), do not figure in CAR’s dataset to date. CAR has however documented several 122 mm rockets which are often employed in an improvised manner by terrorist groups operating in northern Mali.

Overall, no major difference was observed between the types of SALW possessed by various terrorist organisations active across the subregion, neither between terror groups operating in the same geographical area nor between those present in the Sahel and the Lake Chad basin. The only noticeable difference lies in the origins of the armament, with for instance, one interviewee explaining

\begin{itemize}
\item 46 These inputs were drafted by CAR experts based on the organisation’s dataset specifically for the purpose of this research and appear as separate boxes throughout the report.
\item 48 Interview, international arms expert based in Europe.
\item 49 Inputs provided by CAR for the purpose of this research.
\item 50 Interview, international arms expert based in Europe.
\item 51 CAR’s West Africa dataset consists of several thousand weapons and items of ammunition documented across the region. The majority of the data pertaining specifically to materiel seized from terrorist groups has been collected in Burkina Faso, Mali, and Niger, which therefore serve as the primary basis for the below observations and analysis. CAR’s dataset includes materiel seized from terrorist groups such as Al-Mourabitoune, the Front de libération du Macina (FLM), Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), Jama’a Nusrat ul-Islam wa al-Muslimin (JNIM), Islamic State in the Greater Sahara (ISGS), and Boko Haram and its offshoot groups. Non-state armed groups such as the Mouvement national de libération de l’Azawad (MNLA) or Groupe autodéfense touareg Imghad et alliés (GATIa), among others, largely use the same type of materiel as terrorist groups and have therefore also been included in some of the analysis.
\end{itemize}
that, because “the Lake Chad Basin has a different set of influencers, connections, loyalties and networks [...] more Sudanese-sourced ammunition and small arms” are in circulation in this area as compared to the Sahel region.\textsuperscript{52} Other minor variations in the models of SALW stem from the differences in the equipment used by national security and defence forces from which these groups capture weaponry. Finally, the size of their arsenals naturally depends on the size of the organisation considered, with smaller cells like Ansarul Islam possessing smaller quantities than larger terrorist networks.\textsuperscript{53} According to CAR’s data, no major discrepancy between arms used by terrorist and other non-state armed groups can be observed (see Box 2).

\textbf{Box 2 Differences between groups, evolutions, and trends (Source: CAR dataset)}

Despite the numerous terrorist and non-state armed groups operating in West Africa, CAR’s dataset does not indicate any discernible difference in the typology of SALW employed between different groups (between non-state and terrorist groups, or between terrorist groups themselves). This is largely because both types of groups depend on acquiring SALW from defence and security forces, meaning the materiel available to them is largely homogenous. While terrorist groups often employ different \textit{modi operandi} than other armed groups, the conventional SALW in their possession is largely the same. Similarly, over the last decade, the typology of weapons and ammunition observed remains largely unchanged in the region as a whole. This is likely the result of how defence and security forces in the region have continued to use the same types of weapons over time.

\textbf{A limited use of craft-produced SALW: an ‘entry-level’ or ‘second-best’ option?}

Illicit arm flows in West Africa are also fuelled by craft-produced SALW,\textsuperscript{54} which encompass “weapons and ammunition produced largely by hand and in relatively small quantities”\textsuperscript{55} often “outside of state control.”\textsuperscript{56} The artisanal production of firearms is indeed a widespread practice in the subregion, where blacksmiths are reportedly able to craft “from rudimentary pistols and 12-gauge hunting rifles to more sophisticated weapons like submachine guns”\textsuperscript{57} and assault rifles.\textsuperscript{58} Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea, Mali, Nigeria, and Sierra Leone were often mentioned by interviewees among the sources for these types of weapons.\textsuperscript{59}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{52} Interview, international arms expert based in Europe.
\item \textsuperscript{53} Interview, national stakeholder based in Burkina Faso.
\end{itemize}
Artisanal SALW fuel a large array of non-state actors, such as road bandits, cattle thieves, criminals, and local community-based self-defence militias which proliferate across the region, including traditional Dozo hunters or Koglweogo groups. However, and unlike some organisations which have relied heavily on “the production - sometimes quasi-industrial - of an impressive array of small arms and light weapons to strengthen their arsenals,” such as the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia or the Irish Republican Army, craft-production does not seem to be a primary source for terrorists operating in West Africa.

Some interviewees nevertheless underlined occasional appearances of such handcrafted weaponry in pictures and video footage of terrorist attacks conducted in the Sahel theatre, but also in the Lake Chad basin, which might point to “a mix in terms of armament of these groups.” This confirms past research highlighting that “craft firearms have also been found in the hands of violent extremist groups such as Boko Haram.” It appears that “not all Boko Haram members have a weapon, some are only armed with old bolt-action rifles or craft weapons, and ammunition is in short supply.” Craft-produced firearms may thus represent a ‘second-best’ option for terrorist organisations.

It should nevertheless be reminded that, given the fluidity of the affiliations and the fact that terrorist groups have often resorted to ‘ad hoc’ fighters to carry out large-scale attacks, artisanal weapons may not be part of the core groups’ arsenal. Because they are relatively easy to procure as compared to more sophisticated weaponry, artisanal SALW may initially help terrorist groups building up their stockpiles, as explained by an interviewee: “because they are in an opportunist mode, they may...”
use one shotgun to get a more powerful weapon and build up their military capacity, but it is not something that they go after and definitely not something that they rely regularly on.” 71 Along the same line, these arms could represent an ‘entry-level’ equipment for individuals who plan to join terrorist groups but do not benefit yet from the right connections, as suggested by another expert:

“My sense is that it is not a necessary source. It might rather be a source for affiliated cells which are not necessarily yet well-connected with the centralised hierarchy. These will most probably, at the beginning, use these types of weapons that are the easiest available. […] It seems that the access to more sophisticated weapons, including assault rifles, is a bit more complicated and requires some level of connection with criminal or terrorist organisations and their networks, which is not always easy to create. So I wonder if it is like an ‘entry-level’ first step to get a craft-produced weapon because this is what is available, and it allows to attack a gendarme and steal his rifle, and then move on to the next step.”

International arms expert based in Europe

The specific case of improvised explosive devices (IEDs)

A noticeable exception to the limited use of handmade weapons relates to terrorist organisations’ use of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs). Although at a smaller scale than ISIS, violent extremist groups also seem to have increasingly relied on IEDs throughout West Africa. In Nigeria, Boko Haram is believed to have produced home-made explosives in local workshops in Bauchi State, North-eastern Nigeria72—a region where, according to UNHCR data, “some 230 people were killed by IEDs and more than 300 injured in 2019.”73 In the Sahel, the use of such devices is “a rising trend,”74 with several interviewees describing it as the main evolution in terms of terrorist groups’ equipment in recent years.

“It has increased as one of the modes of action of the groups labelled as terrorists in Mali, particularly in the centre, and increasingly also in Burkina Faso, in the Eastern and Sahel regions.”

Local researcher based in Côte d’Ivoire

Burkina Faso has, for instance, suffered from around 90 IED incidents since early 2016, with a significant increase recorded over the past two years.75 In Niger, while they had previously mainly been deployed by Boko Haram in the Eastern Diffa region, research has showed that IED usage has extended to the western regions of Tillaberi and Tahoua where ISGS is currently active (see Figure 3).76 Interviewees based in Mali and Burkina Faso also underlined the increased use, in addition to victim-operated devices, of more sophisticated remote-controlled IEDs, “which means that there is a more frequent use of these IEDs in the city, and no longer only on the main supply axes.” 77 It should finally be noted that the use of IEDs has also taken the form of suicide vehicle-borne explosive devices (SVBIEDs).78
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71 Interview, international arms expert based in Europe.
74 Ibid.
77 Interview, international stakeholder based in Mali.
Figure 3. This graph demonstrates the increasing usage of IED’s in Burkina Faso and Western Niger between August 2017 and June 2019.79

** Converted SALW: a rising threat? 

A significant increase in the use of converted firearms, which refer to “alarm weapons - i.e., designed to fire only blank cartridges - or neutralised weapons that have been illegally modified to allow them to fire live ammunition”80, has been witnessed worldwide in recent years, mainly as a result of their use in high-profile attacks in Europe. However, the proliferation of converted weaponry is increasingly noticeable in other parts of the world, including in West Africa.81 As Turkish-made blank-firing weapons “started flooding the civilian Libyan market after the revolution, […] this type of materiel has also been smuggled further afield from Libya to illicit markets in Egypt, Niger, and Tunisia.”82 An arms expert indeed confirmed that “non-negligible volumes” of blank pistols are currently in circulation throughout West Africa, specifying that “the proportion of those that are actually converted is very limited.”83 It appeared, for instance, that “informal gold diggers in northern Niger resorted to […] converted imitation handguns smuggled from Libya.”84 The extent to which terrorist organisations, more particularly, rely on such materiel however remains unknown, but seems rather unlikely for a number of reasons both linked to the wide availability of ‘real’ weapons across their operational areas, and to these groups’ modes of action:

“Converted weapons are not assault rifles, but rather single-shot or, at times, repeating handguns. They are more useful for targeted assassination or intimidation, rather than for a military operation per se. […] Generally speaking, when there is easy access to real weaponry, 
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79 Ibid.
81 Ibid.
83 Interview, international arms expert based in Europe.
2.2.2. The acquisition of SALW by terrorist organisations

As underlined by an interviewed international arms expert, and confirmed by CAR data (see Box 3), it clearly appears that “most of the weapons that terrorist groups use are either legacy of older conflicts that happened in the region, or the effect of diversion of much more recent and ongoing conflicts.”

Alongside rather marginal supply sources, such as the procurement of non-military equipment on local illicit markets, the large majority of the equipment used by violent extremist organisations operating in West Africa, both in the Sahel and the Lake Chad Basin, have indeed been diverted from state stockpiles through different processes.

---

**Box 3 Origin of SALW and methods of diversion (Source: CAR dataset)**

Based on CAR’s West Africa dataset, weapons and ammunition used by terrorist and non-state armed groups can be categorised in to four major groups:

**Materiel originating from immediately available State-owned inventories, through diversion from national security and defence forces:** Diversion from armed forces and security entities’ stockpiles correspond to different mechanisms including battlefield capture by the enemy (raids and ambushes), other forms of unintentional losses, or intentional diversion from military personnel. The procurement of such materiel by armed groups is achieved at short-range and conducted in an opportunistic manner. Approximately 15 percent of the weapons and 40 percent of the ammunition in CAR’s dataset related to armed extremist groups in the Lake Chad region, which for instance, can be connected to national stockpiles from countries sharing the Lake’s shores (Nigeria, Niger, Chad). In CAR’s dataset approximately 20 percent of the weapons used to conduct terrorist attacks or seized in counter-terrorist operations in Burkina Faso were generated from the national inventories of Burkina Faso and Mali.

**Materiel resulting from the legacy of previous regional conflicts:** The vast majority, not to say the totality of military type materiel, also originates from the initially State-owned inventories of countries that experienced armed conflicts such as Côte d’Ivoire, Liberia, or Libya. The geographical dissemination of these stocks over time does not, however, necessarily suggest that the weapons were recently diverted, nor the existence of direct flows from the national stockpiles to the extremist armed groups currently operating in West Africa. The procurement of such equipment by armed groups is achieved at a longer-range (when compared to the previous mechanism) and appears to concern smaller volumes of weapons and ammunition. 15 percent of the weapons used to conduct terrorist attacks or seized in counter-terrorist operations in Burkina Faso in CAR’s dataset, for instance, originated from the national stockpiles of Côte d’Ivoire, Liberia, or Libya.

**Commercially available materiel:** This category mainly includes non-military equipment (handguns and shotguns), explosives and related items. The procurement of such materiel by armed groups is achieved at short-range and relies on the presence of immediately available illicit markets, supplied through various diversion mechanisms (from long-range illicit smuggling, as observed in 2017 between Turkey and Nigeria, to illicit local trade or individual thefts/losses). However, these items represent a limited proportion of the materiel used by (or seized from) armed groups operating in West Africa, as armed groups mostly operate with military-type weapons and ammunition.

**Materiel that cannot be traced** (because of obliterated marks, age or lack of cooperation from the manufacturing/exporting countries): When looking at West African armed/terrorist groups, this equipment essentially includes military-type infantry weapons (as discussed above) and related ammunition (most of the time documented without packaging). Although it is nearly impossible to determine from where this materiel was diverted, they almost certainly also originate from State-owned inventories (whether from the immediate region or more distant states). Weapons with obliterated serial numbers only represent a small proportion of those CAR has documented in relation to terrorist groups—less than 3 percent of the Burkina Faso database, for instance.

---

85 Interview, international arms expert based in Europe.
From wars to wars: legacy of previous conflicts

One particularity of arms lies in their longevity and their subsequent ability to remain in circulation for a long period of time, with “illicit flows of SALW therefore organis[ing] the movement of weapons from one conflict system to another over time.”87 While such dynamics have been observed in various regions, notably in Afghanistan, Iraq or Somalia,88 they seem to have also played a key role in the illicit proliferation of arms across West Africa. Though most of the SALW “were introduced to Africa in the 1970s and 1980s, in the midst of the Cold War, by the major powers in order to support their allies – or proxies – on the continent [...], at the end of the Cold War several factors, including the collapse of many of those states, the outbreak of civil wars and widespread corruption, contributed to the rise of illegal weapons trafficking.”89 Such a context has facilitated arm transfers, and provided terrorist groups with a first type of supply sources.90

“There are all the weapons that are already there as a result of the various rebellions and civil wars. In Côte d’Ivoire, there has been a proliferation of small arms as a result of the decade of military-political crisis from 2002 to 2010. Some of these weapons have been recovered, but some are still circulating.”

Local researcher based in Côte d’Ivoire

Over the past two decades, illicit SALW circulating throughout West Africa have indeed been fuelled by equipment diverted in the aftermaths of diverse conflicts, including weapons left over from previous rebellions in Mali and Niger, as well as civil wars in Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Côte d’Ivoire.91 The Ivorian case provides a particularly telling example of the impact that a localised conflict can have on the proliferation of arms across a broader region. Although subject to UN arms embargo at the time,92 significant flows of SALW originating from neighbouring Burkina Faso found their way into the arsenals of northern Ivorian rebel movements during the conflict.93 In the aftermath, significant quantities of arms had been accumulated, and important illegal transfers were organised by zone commanders of Ivorian northern regions to Mali and Niger.94 In spite of the implementation of a DDR programme following the crisis, a large number has continued to circulate throughout the subregion,95 and were eventually “found in the stocks of Malian and Burkinabe armed groups.”96

Diversion from national stockpiles: the collapse of state control over arsenals

While SALW possessed by different belligerents may thus remain in circulation following the end of hostilities, in other cases, crises have directly "caused the collapse of state institutions and led to the widespread looting of large parts of national stockpiles." While those groups have notably benefited from the proliferation of weapons originating from post-Gaddafi's Libya. Following the fall of the Libyan regime in 2011, the country became an "open-air arsenal, and the hub for arms trafficking in the region." Arms looted from national stockpiles "spilled into neighbouring countries at an alarming rate following the revolution, fuelling conflict across the region and bolstering the operational capacity of criminals all the way from Mali to southern Sudan – and beyond," possibly reaching as much as twelve countries (see Figure 4). Many were brought in Northern Mali by Tuareg fighters, who had joined the ranks of Gaddafi's Islamic Legion, and subsequently used to conduct the 2012 rebellion led by the National Movement for the Liberation of Azawad (MNLA), temporarily allied with terrorist elements of AQIM, Ansar Dine and the Movement for Unity and Jihad in West Africa (MUJAO). The presence of arms "originally sold to the Qaddafi regime by Poland in the 1970s" among weapons caches discovered in Tissalit, Kidal, and Gao, is one example of cases that confirmed the occurrence of such outflows from Libya to the Sahel. According to interviewees, "it is clear that the breakdown of the Libyan regime has fuelled a number of actors in the region, including terrorist organisations."

Libya is not the only recent illustration of such dynamics. Significant amount of equipment was also diverted from Malian state stocks following the breakout of the Tuareg insurrection in early 2012. In the face of the rebel offensive, led by Tuareg separatists backed for a time by terrorist organisations, Malian armed forces withdrew from military bases located in the country's Northern regions, leaving behind their arsenals available for looting. This partly explains why the vast majority—up to 80 percent or more, according to some estimates—of Mali-based terrorist groups' equipment originate from the country's national stockpiles.

"The sources of weaponry shift depending on geopolitical events, such as the breakdown of the Libyan regime and the outflow of weapons, and then the civil war in Libya with actually some flows being reversed and weapons flowing back into the country."

Expert on arms trafficking based in Europe

As rightly pointed out by an interviewed expert, arm flows however transform according to changing security developments, constantly adapting to the law of supply and demand, as illustrated by arm flows from Libya having been "redirected, more recently, to their countries of origin." As a result of both law enforcement efforts and “renewed fighting in Libya from 2014 onwards, which created
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internal demand for arms and ammunition,” flows have progressively decreased, and to some extent even reversed.\textsuperscript{106} In this new context, terrorist groups have proved resilient and able to adapt their procurement strategies. As “the proliferation from Libyan arms stockpiles has contracted,”\textsuperscript{107} terrorist groups are indeed believed to “have diversified their supply chains,”\textsuperscript{108} increasingly relying on battlefield capture.

![Figure 4. Arms flows out of Libya following the fall of the Gaddafi regime in 2011.\textsuperscript{109}](image)

**Diversion from national stockpiles: battlefield capture**

Terrorist groups’ arsenals have over time been further complemented by large amounts of materiel looted during attacks on security and defence positions.\textsuperscript{110} In addition to SALW seized in early 2012, Sahel-based extremist groups have continued to obtain arms and ammunition in attacks on Malian military bases and convoys—sometimes “within less than a year of distribution within the defence and security forces.”\textsuperscript{111} Far from being confined to Mali, similar incidents have been reported in Burkina Faso\textsuperscript{112} and Niger. Seizures from regular armed forces also represent an important source of weaponry for Boko Haram and its offshoot groups. Under Shekau’s leadership, starting in 2009, the group
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“began to pillage arms from Nigerian military barracks and other police stations that they raided.”\(^{113}\) In recent years, arms have reportedly been obtained from Nigerian, Nigerien, Cameroonian, and Chadian state forces during clashes and attacks.\(^{114}\) While capturing materiel through targeted raids on military patrols or convoys, they have also carried out larger attacks allowing them to overpower entire bases, and to seize important caches, as in Jilli in July 2018.\(^{115}\) Such methods are believed to have provided the group with “millions of rounds of ammunition, thousands of assault rifles and assorted firearms, and hundreds of military vehicles, including armoured tanks and self-propelled artillery.”\(^{116}\)

SALW can also be diverted from international troops deployed within peacekeeping operations, with such methods having notably been employed by Charles Taylor during Liberia’s civil war.\(^{117}\) Several interviewees affirmed that, despite some attacks carried out against the MINUSMA, no significant amount of material has been looted from its stockpiles. While terrorist groups have been able to “attack, and occasionally get inside the camps, they do not usually capture material,”\(^{118}\) as these assaults remain ‘hit-and-run’ types of attacks.\(^{119}\)

While many consider battlefield captures as being “mainly based on opportunism,”\(^{120}\) some interviewees indicated that some deliberate attacks have been carried out against armed forces with the specific aim to capture equipment, notably in Southern Niger and in Mali. Capturing material is thus considered by some as ‘a key motivation.’\(^{121}\) According to an interviewee, terrorist groups’ reliance on battlefield captures has moreover been a progressive process:

> “Initially, terrorist started by attacking light patrols, including motorbike teams. After gathering some weapons, they tried to attack smaller army positions such as police stations or brigades. So they tried step-by-step to gather as much weaponry as possible and now are attacking large army positions.”
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**National stakeholder based in Burkina Faso**

In addition to the immediate security concerns that arise from terrorist organisations’ increased firepower, these diversions pose serious challenges. Such seizures have been used as part of terrorist groups’ propaganda, with various videos and pictures showing off terrorist groups’ spoils of war (see Figure 5). Boko Haram has, for instance, started as early as 2013 to release videos of “specific Boko Haram attacks and seized weaponry, or *ghanima* ("spoils") from barracks to demonstrate the group’s victories over government forces.”\(^{122}\)
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As pointed out by an interviewee, terrorist groups’ capacities to loot great quantities of weaponry from national armies also “questions the security of transferring new weapons to the security and defence forces, as they could very rapidly fall in the wrong hands – which would have political implications back in exporting countries.”124 The very fact that terrorist groups possess similar equipment as those used by regular armed forces also has important implications. An arms expert underlined the impact on these groups’ access to ammunition supplies: “if terrorist organisations have the same weapons as the security and defence forces, with the same calibres—meaning also using the same ammunition—, it is very easy to get their hands on the ammunition that is already lying around in the country or to attack again the security and defence forces and use their ammunition.”125 It moreover poses significant risks at the operational level, as “people having the uniform, appearance and same weapons as state national security and defence forces, and then conducting operations like this can cause confusion. Either they attack civilian places and it is misinterpreted as an attack from the security and defence forces, or it enables them to move around without being detected.”126

By contrast, this may also raise issues in terms of liability and collection of evidence in cases of human rights abuses, in a region where security and defence forces have repeatedly been accused of exactions and serious human rights violations against civilian populations.127 In this context, it is also worth highlighting the potential risks associated with some governments’ decisions to create vigilante groups, providing arms and equipment to civilians, to counter the spread of terrorist organisations.

124 Interview, international arms expert based in Europe.
125 Interview, international arms expert based in Europe.
126 Interview, international arms expert based in Europe.
While many observers rightly warn against the risk that these initiatives “inflame tensions further and could drive more communities into the hands of the jihadists,”128 it may also provide extremist groups with further opportunities to divert SALW.

Rampant corruption and SALW intentional diversion

Alongside battlefield captures and losses of equipment, there also appears to be intentional diversion of arms and weapons initially detained legally entering the illicit sphere “through the actions of corrupt elements who engage in the illegal trade for personal profit.”129 While security and defence personnel represent primary targets for terrorist groups eager to acquire more equipment, security officials “can also be part of the problem.”130

National armed forces of some Sahelian countries, including within Malian and Nigerien security forces, have reportedly “lost or sold their arms to armed groups, criminals and jihadists.”131 Several examples illustrate such behaviours, such as the arrest of six Malian soldiers in 2016 in relation to a case of arms theft from an armoury.132 These practices are not limited to the Sahel. Important “voluntary or involuntary diversion from governmental arsenals” have also taken place in countries of the Lake Chad Basin, where “underpaid soldiers from morale-sapped units have been known to make cash trading guns on the side”—a practice that seems to have benefitted Boko Haram.134

“There are credible indications that some governments in the subregion continue old-established practices of arming allied militias and of turning a blind eye to corruption.”

International stakeholder based in Mali

Although considered by most interviewees as a marginal supply source, such practices ought to be carefully considered in the event of any effort made at curbing a terrorist groups’ access to weaponry. They first underscore the fact that “morale is a key factor,”135 and as a consequence, “paying soldiers more and boosting morale could go a long way to stopping light hands in weapons depots.”136 However, some observers also underline the context of rampant corruption that allows for these practices to take place,137 and point out to the broader responsibility of national governments in combatting such abuses. While acknowledging that “preventing unexpected battle losses is almost impossible,” many argue that more effort should be done “to ensure that arms and ammunition are not diverted or lost through other means, such as abandonment, illicit transfers, corruption and poor management of recovered material.”138

130 Ibid.
2.3 The use of SALW as a source of finance

Terrorist organisations need funds to conduct their operations and expand their activities, which notably includes attracting and recruiting members, procuring subsistence and operational means, as well as building and maintaining their legitimacy.139 While SALW are primarily used to carry out attacks across borders,140 they may also represent strategic assets, which allow violent extremist groups to generate income. After exploring the nature of the crime-terror nexus in respect to SALW in West Africa (2.3.1), this section will thus examine the role that SALW play within terrorist organisations’ financial strategies, either (2.3.2) indirectly facilitating the conduction of various activities aimed at generating income, or (2.3.3) more directly providing these groups with proceeds from their involvement in SALW trafficking.

2.3.1. SALW and the prevalence of the crime-terror nexus

All aforementioned dynamics contribute to the “pool of materiel being smuggled across national borders,” which have been recognised as the main current issue faced by African states.141 While transcontinental arm transfers seem to have significantly decreased, as compared to the period of the civil wars in Liberia and Sierra Leone,142 smuggling across land borders still flourishes across the subregion. While providing an overview of the main characteristics of SALW trafficking in West Africa, this section will explore the nature of the relationships between criminal and terrorist actors in respect to this specific activity.

SALW trafficking in West Africa: between large-scale trafficking and ‘ant trade’

While “few, if any, areas in West Africa are considered safe from the threat of arms trafficking […], some areas are more vulnerable than others.”143 For instance, Nigeria’s "long history of armed conflict, combined with the country’s notoriously porous borders, has made it a regional hub for arms trafficking."144 Moreover, the scale and the types of actors involved seem to vary significantly across the sub-region. Previous research conducted by the Small Arms Survey has shown that, to the North of the Niger river, across the Sahel-Sahara regions, arms are usually subject to larger-scale trafficking.145 Along centuries-old Trans-Saharan trade routes, trafficking is managed by ‘highly-organised groups operating across the Sahara, or on a West-East axis, and characterised by what is called ‘poly-traffics’ because they combine arms with other products, such as drugs.”146

“There are trans-Saharan/Sahelian networks which are complex, very organised, sophisticated, and have the infrastructure capacity to make the difficult journey through the old-established Saharan routes. They are groups of smugglers, or merchants, who have the capacity, connections, knowledge to transport anything along these routes, including armament, and have developed these networks to serve certain groups.”

144 Ibid.
Illicit arm flows occurring to the South of the Niger river seem to take on different features, with SALW being rather "the subject of a less-known 'ant traffic'."  This smaller-scale trafficking, which reportedly represents "one of the main modes of transport, from one country to another, of weapons diverted from national stockpiles," is particularly visible in border areas. Bordering regions between Côte d’Ivoire, Mali, and Burkina Faso, for example, constitute “a key geographical area for the transport of goods” and one the centres of such types of arms trafficking throughout the region (see Figure 6). This area occupies a strategic position as a conduit between the Gulf of Guinea coastal countries and the remote Northern Sahel-Sahara regions, with Côte d’Ivoire, more particularly, representing “an entry point for goods destined for its landlocked northern neighbours, Mali and Burkina Faso.”

**Figure 6.** Illicit arms-trafficking routes in the Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, and Mali border areas

In contrast with highly organised trafficking networks active in the Sahel-Sahara region, illicit smuggling activities in this region are rather structured around “bosses” (patrons)—individuals often part of trading elites and based in regional capitals—, and “transporters”—using their knowledge of local routes and interpersonal links with bordering communities “to move unhindered.” Although
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these networks smuggle various commodities, with different goods being transported together, there seems to be a division of labour “not at the level of the transporters but at the level of their bosses, who change according to the types of goods.” While these types of flows may appear as minor, compared to large-scale operations occurring in the north, it should not be underestimated as “in the course of a single operation, up to 100 smugglers can be in action simultaneously.”

Figure 7. Map showing main trafficking routes and flows across West Africa.

Terrorist and criminal networks’ ‘client-supplier’ relationships

According to some interviewees, linkages between arms traffickers and violent extremist organisations primarily take the form of ‘client-supplier relationships.’ A recent field research conducted by the Institute for Security Studies (ISS) in the tri-border area between Mali, Niger, and Burkina Faso, argues that “participating, even indirectly, in trafficking or maintaining links with traffickers allows violent extremist groups to procure means of subsistence (such as food and medicine), operational means (arms, ammunition, motorbikes, spare parts, fuel and means of communication such as phones, top-up cards or phone credit) and generate financial resources (namely through selling stolen livestock).”

More specifically, terrorist groups have reportedly forged “vital links with weapons traffickers,” with observers arguing that “terrorist organisations in the region, including those linked with al-Qaeda, such as AQIM, established contacts with traffickers in order to obtain the weapons and ammunition...
needed for their activities.” As part of primary data gathered by ISS, former members Ansar Dine and the MUJAO confirmed the existence of “commercial links” between terrorists and arms traffickers. Similarly, illicit trafficking has allegedly represented an important source of weaponry for terrorist networks active in the Lake Chad region, with research underlying that “the regional arms pipeline proved important as Boko Haram weapons were reported to have originated from locations such as Chad, Mali, Libya, and as far as Darfur.” A number of experts interviewed however underlined that, given the significant quantities of SALW regularly captured from national forces by terrorist groups, material obtained from trafficking may not represent a large share of their arsenals. Most agree that “these groups actually do not need to take the risk nor to carry the burden of finding supply lines far away, moving logistics capacities, generating legal risks and so on, simply because the local and immediate availability is already there,” with most dynamics taking place at the regional level.

According to information gathered within this research, the degree of cooperation between criminal actors involved in arms trafficking and terrorist groups may, moreover, differ according to the location under scrutiny. In northern regions of the Sahel, experts suggest that terrorists may benefit from greater support, with one interviewee explaining that “in a place like Timbuktu for example, they [terrorist groups] have sympathisers and spies, who might not be perceived as being terrorists, but deliver material to them in remote locations. Anything that is available on the market, including surplus material from other armed groups, will make its way through middlemen to terrorist groups.” Many experts moreover indicated that among the actors engaged in “the sale of arms to the population and to other groups in the area, including terrorist groups” were certainly some elements from northern Mali so-called signatory armed groups. Describing opportunistic transactions, one interviewee explained that “signatory groups might, for example, acquire weapons in anticipation of conducting a convoy escort of a drug shipment, and once the convoy makes its way through, there is a surplus of weapons.”

“In the case of small-scale trafficking observed along Côte d’Ivoire-Mali-Burkina Faso borders, traffickers are not directly affiliated, according to our information, with terrorist activity or groups. In some cases, we were told of the importance of trust and the danger of working with these groups. Some of the traffickers or small team leaders said that, for them, it is dangerous to associate with these types of organisations because, if there is any doubt about something being wrong, the lives of people from the whole group, including their families, may be at stake.”

International arms expert based in Europe

By contrast, small-scale ‘ant trade’ occurring in the southern parts of the subregion seems, for its part, less directly connected to terrorist organisations. This type of small-scale trafficking seems to be mainly fuelling other types of non-state armed groups, including self-defence militias.

However, it is not entirely excluded that terrorist groups indirectly benefit from this type of ant trafficking, through the looting of material possessed by self-defence groups. An expert interviewed as part of this research argued that, in a context where local self-defence groups are “building up
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their arsenal slowly, starting out with craft weapons and hunting weapons, and then acquiring assault rifles, [...] it is possible that terrorists are also acquiring weapons from these groups, not commercially, but by capturing them.”167

And beyond...

Links between criminal and terrorist networks active in the Sahel have been subject to much debate in recent years. While some claim that “all the argumentation, either thematic or specific (as in the Sahel), appears to be based on anecdotal evidence and not the clear observation of clinical symptoms,” making it complicated “to definitively determine if such cases merely provide an isolated example or are reflective of an emerging trend or demonstrate a widespread problem,”168 others point to “clear linkages among arms traffickers, organized criminal entities, jihadist groups, and insurgent armed groups.”169 Whilst others alternatively suggest that criminal and terrorist networks’ relationships may rather depend on the nature of the criminal and trafficking activities in question, affirming that “jihadi organisations have established more regular interactions with illegal networks that provide ‘required goods for pursuit of their fight,’ such as gas traffickers, food traffickers and arms traffickers.”170

“There are of course links or bridges between criminal groups and terrorist groups but they are limited in time and scope, and just happen when both groups have a mutual interest in doing it. 

International arms expert based in Europe

Overall, most interviewees agreed on the fact that links between criminal and terrorist groups are primarily based on pragmatism.171 While taking different forms, they are intended “to grow and sustain each organization, bolstering each group’s capabilities, strengthening their individual infrastructures and contributing to their financial well-being.”172 Even in instances where both types of actors simply ‘coexist’—meaning that they operate in the same geographical area without cooperation necessarily taking place between them—, it “does not necessarily mean that the activities of each don’t benefit the other.”173

According to an interviewee, a number of (criminal) actors have certain acquaintances with terrorist organisations, with whom their share ‘give-and-take’ types of relationships, with for instance terrorist groups not disturbing traffickers in the conduction of their activities in exchange for their help in procuring or transporting necessary means.174 Among other examples illustrating links between terrorist and criminal organisations, interviewees notably mentioned instances where attacks against national armed forces might have served to target camps and outposts blocking the main smuggling routes175 or cases where traffickers may have “opportunistically declared themselves affiliated to al-Qaeda” in order to “be able to work well.”176
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2.3.2 Scope and dynamics of the indirect use of SALW as a source of terrorist finance

Besides their direct use to conduct attacks, SALW also confer coercion powers on their holders, allowing them to engage in various types of criminal activities, and to establish their control over lands and people, and in turn providing them with various local sources of income. This section will thus examine the instrumental use of SALW, reviewing the main income-generating activities carried out by violent extremist groups requiring—or being facilitated by—the possession of SALW.

SALW as key components of the “lucrative kidnapping industry”

Extremist groups’ possession of SALW plays an essential role in their ability to carry out “their everyday activities, including in the presumed main source of income: kidnapping of ‘westerners’ for ransom.” Kidnappings for ransom (KFR) have been extensively used by al-Qaeda affiliated groups in the Sahel-Sahara region in the past two decades, leading to the emergence of what is sometimes labelled as a “lucrative kidnapping industry.”

From the kidnapping of 32 Europeans hostages in Northern Mali in April 2003 by its predecessor, the GSPC, AQIM seems to have continued earning considerable amounts from KFR. While Western governments have—for obvious reasons—systematically denied the occurrence of such transactions, evidence indicates that ransom payments could amount to several million dollars for a single hostage, thus representing “one of the main sources of funding for terrorist groups in the Sahel-Sahara region.” Some estimates indicate that “at the peak of the business (2005 to 2010), abduction revenues made up more than 90 per cent of terrorists’ financing in the [Sahel] region.”

Although the number of KFR of foreigners seems to have declined, it is certainly more linked to “the limited numbers of potential targets in the region,” rather than a voluntary shift in terrorist groups’ financing strategies. This decline moreover seems to have been compensated by a “steady rise in the kidnapping of locals,” as well as a displacement of the threat southward, including in Burkina Faso which is “new to this kind of activity.” The abduction of two French tourists in Pendjari Park, northern Benin, in May 2019, has provided a particularly telling example of this expansion of the threat.
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Not only has KFR brought Boko Haram to global attention—through the international campaign ‘Bring Back Our Girls’ following the 2014 abduction of 276 schoolgirls in Chibok—but this activity has also represented “a prime source of funding” for the group.\(^{188}\) It has reportedly earned millions in ransoms from the abduction of foreigners, with for instance “four incidents in northern Cameroon netting Boko Haram several millions of dollars in ransoms in 2013 and 2014.”\(^{189}\) It should however be noted that “while the abduction of foreigners attracts much attention, the great majority of kidnapping victims are Nigerian nationals.”\(^{190}\) The group is indeed suspected to have “abducted several hundred people over the past five years in attacks on villages in north-east Nigeria, and in neighbouring countries such as Niger and Cameroon.”\(^{191}\)

All experts interviewed as part of this research confirmed that SALW played a prominent role in enabling terrorists to conduct such operations. It is however worth underlying the links that seems to have been established between terrorist and criminal networks, whereby “a Western hostage captured by criminals - who are mobile and have local contacts - will be sold for a large sum to a terrorist group like AQIM, which will use its international propaganda networks to put pressure on the West and obtain payment of a ransom.”\(^{192}\) While shedding light on an interesting aspect of the crime-terror nexus in the region, such dynamics question the extent to which SALW possessed by terrorist organisations play a central role in the conduction of KFR. An interviewee however mentioned that smaller terrorist cells, such as Ansarul Islam, may also play this intermediary role, explaining that “especially in the case of foreigners, Ansarul Islam seems to be just a ‘buffer’ group. They may lead the kidnapping, but it is to hand the hostage over to a larger group that will be responsible for conducting the negotiations.”\(^{193}\)

**SALW as enablers to conduct miscellaneous criminal activities**

Terrorist organisations active in West Africa also appear to have generated important revenue from the conduction of miscellaneous other criminal activities, including theft and robberies, for which the possession of SALW appears as equally critical. Boko Haram militants have allegedly attacked and “robbed hundreds of banks in their home province of Borno and two other northern regions of Nigeria, and nabbed convoys and successful businesses,”\(^ {194}\) reportedly earning around 6 million dollars as proceeds from bank robberies from 2010 and 2013.\(^ {195}\) While bank robberies have decreased in recent years, the group has also been “accused of stealing cattle and selling it throughout the region.”\(^ {196}\) Cases of cattle abduction have not only been reported in northern Nigeria,\(^ {197}\) but also in southern


\(^{189}\) These kidnappings included the abduction of a French priest in November 2013, followed by the abduction of two Italian priests and a Canadian nun in April 2014. (Mahmoud, O. “Local, Global, or in Between? Boko Haram’s Messaging, Strategy, Membership, and Support Networks,” p.111).
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Cattle theft was also mentioned as a source of income for Sahel-based groups. However, the degree of involvement of violent extremist groups in such activities is still a matter of debate. While some argue that cattle abductions are carried out by “ordinary bandits, with no connection to extremist groups, [who] are taking advantage of the insecurity and confusion that prevails,” others either report a form of cooperation between criminals and terrorists with “the former carrying out abductions on behalf of and with the authorisation of the latter,” or point to a more direct involvement of terrorist groups for which “cattle rustling has become both a source of financing and livelihood.” While securing terrorist fighters access to food, it would also provide them with commodities to resell or exchange.

Terrorist groups have also allegedly been involved in different types of trafficking activities proliferating across the region (see Figure 8). Research indicates that “trafficking of persons, narcotics, arms, contraband products, stolen cattle […] represent another flourishing avenue through which Boko Haram finances its operations.” Similarly, Sahelian terror groups have reportedly generated revenue from their involvement in the trafficking of, among others, contraband cigarettes, drugs, and migrant smuggling. One interviewee moreover mentioned the potential involvement of terrorist groups in poaching and the subsequent trafficking in protected species, “from which groups present in eastern Burkina Faso could possibly generate income.”
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However, it seems that “their involvement generally appears indirect, in that they are not the holders of the trafficked products.” Groups can “without being involved in certain activities, profit from them in several ways: by collecting taxes on convoys of goods transiting through an area under their control, by providing escort, protection or transportation services.” Reports indicate that groups like AQIM, al-Mourabitoun and Ansar Dine “are now increasingly changing how they finance themselves, shifting their attention away from kidnapping for ransom and cigarette smuggling to protection-taxing the trafficking of drugs […] an activity that pays much higher dividends,” a trend confirmed by some interviewees:

“While there is long-standing speculation about extremist involvement in the trafficking of drugs and other contraband, there is no evidence for this. Still, extremist groups may provide “protection services” for convoys travelling through their areas of operation in northern Mali, for which groups will also carry arms and ammunition.”

International stakeholder based in Mali

Research moreover underlines that West African terrorist organisations have “been significantly bolstered by having access to a steady supply of arms from Libya since 2011, which has strengthened their position to offer ‘protection’,” further underscoring the importance of SALW possession in the conduction of these activities. Such forms of indirect involvement in illicit trafficking are only possible because of the control some violent extremist organisations are able to exert over portions
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of territories, with more opportunities to levy funds being derived from the taxation and extortion of local populations.

Many interviewees indeed referred to the taxation of populations living in the areas controlled by terrorist groups as a non-negligible source of funding. In the Sahel, terrorist groups have, for instance, relied on the imposition of a ‘religious’ tax (called ‘zakat’) collected from local populations, a form of racketeering in disguise. Importantly, “incursions into villages to demand such payments are backed by extremist possession of small arms and related ammunition.”213 Such a practice, “while unlikely to be a significant source of income in a broader sense, [is] important for local-level income,”214 and further illustrates the instrumental use of SALW as a source of terrorism financing. Similar practices have been used in the Lake Chad basin, where Boko Haram has “set up instruments for collecting taxes (haraji)” 215 in areas under its control.

**SALW and the exploitation of the artisanal gold mining sector**

Growing concerns also surrounds the exploitation of the artisanal gold mining sector as a new avenue for terrorist finance in the Sahel.216 A recent investigation by Reuters underlines that “for the Islamists, the mines are both a hideout and a treasure trove: of funds with which to recruit new members and buy arms, and of explosives and detonators to stage the attacks that extend their power.”217 Regarding this latter point, several experts interviewed indeed mention the “diversion of explosives from artisanal mining sites, which is a real problem and risk.”218 In a context marked by a rise in IED attacks, gold mines are believed to “provide a supply route for the manufacture of IEDs, particularly in central Mali and parts of Burkina Faso.”219 Some concerns were also expressed with the risk of seeing these sites becoming “training grounds, notably with regard to the manipulation of explosives.”220 These sites are described as attracting poles for illicit arms more generally, due to a dynamic whereby “miners seek to protect themselves from those who would prey on their success, the people nearby are also increasingly turning to armed members of their communities to protect them and to prevent insecurity and instability from taking hold [which], in turn, drives demand from criminals for even greater firepower to subdue those ranged against them.”221
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In addition, “high-value commodities such as gold and diamonds serve as alternative currencies in money-laundering schemes, while also financing terrorist organizations in West Africa.” Gold extracted from artisanal mines in Mali, Niger and Burkina Faso, are estimated to represent “a total monetary value of between $1.9 and $4.5 billion per year.” Gold mining sites and convoys have thus become strategic targets for terrorist attacks (see Figure 9), as illustrated by the ambush against a convoy of the Canadian mining company Semafo in eastern Burkina Faso in November 2019. But these types of operations are not the only way extremist actors can make use of this flourishing sector. Often located in regions where the state presence is either weak or contested, “scores of the small-scale excavations are in areas controlled by jihadis.” According to research conducted by the International Crisis Group, it seems that “the main jihadist groups in the Sahel benefit financially from gold extraction [...] in ways that vary from region to region.” While groups like Ansar Dine in northern Mali, as well as ISGS and JNIM in eastern Burkina Faso, do “not have an armed presence to secure the site, but levies the zakat (religious tax) upon miners and the rest of the population,” groups operating in the Burkinabe Soum province may moreover earn money from securing mining sites. Extremist groups’ modus operandi was further described by an interviewee as follows:

“Typically, when they arrive in an artisanal gold mining area, they do everything they can to take control of the gold mining site. So if there was a security mechanism there, they get rid of it. If it was the defence and security forces, they get rid of them. If it was other security actors, such as the Koglweogo in Burkina or others, they get rid of them. They provide security for the site themselves, or they join forces with other actors who provide security for the site, and in exchange for this service, they get paid.”

Local researcher based in Côte d’Ivoire

---
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Figure 9. Terrorist activity around artisanal gold mines in Burkina Faso between 2017-2019.222
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have created and emerge as the guardians of security for the mines,” 229 and get remunerated for their protection. Some also argue that, in Burkina Faso, “Islamists had taken control of some mines, especially in protected areas, where they encouraged camps of miners to dig in violation of government bans.” 230 Finally, recent reports indicate that gold produced within sites under terrorist groups’ control in the eastern regions of the country have been “purchased by buyers from Benin and Togo.” 231

2.3.3. Scope and dynamics of the direct use of SALW as a source of terrorist finance

In light of the previous section, SALW appear as critical assets allowing terrorist groups to carry out a diverse set of income-generating activities. In parallel to this instrumental use, arms and ammunition also represent valuable trafficking commodities as such. Researching the use of SALW as a source of terrorist finance thus requires an exploration of the level of involvement of terrorist organisations in SALW trafficking, either as suppliers directly generating income from the sale of arms and ammunition, or as intermediaries benefitting from arms trafficking through taxation, the provision of transport and protection services.

Terrorist organisations’ direct involvement in SALW trafficking

Arms trafficking has regularly been listed among “the potential sources of funding for terrorist groups in West and Central Africa.” 232 Many reports claim that violent extremist organisations have obtained profit from arms trafficking, arguing for instance that Boko Haram has partly financed its operations through “black-market operations such as […] arms sale.” 233 However, there does not appear to be any concrete evidence pointing to a structural involvement of terrorist organisations in arms trafficking as suppliers. Even if this involvement was to be established, it remains unclear “whether terrorist groups engage in arms trafficking as a means of remaining self-sufficient or as a way to finance their activities.” 234

While data gathered through this research mostly confirmed these trends, some interviewees underlined that, as opportunistic actors, terrorist groups could occasionally resort to this activity if perceived as beneficial under certain circumstances, thereby rather pointing to a potential ad-hoc involvement. For instance, it was argued that “if they have weapons that are surplus to their needs or they have an alliance, they would happily sell material to other groups as long as they are aligned, even on a short term basis.” 235 Along this line, one interviewee referred to instances where violent extremist groups may have acted as arms providers, indicating that: “We know that, at one point in time, certain actors within the jihadist movement took up causes for certain communities […] We know that these groups have provided training in the handling of weapons. It is therefore reasonable to assume that arms transfers also took place to accompany this support.” 236 Most of the experts consulted regard these types of transactions as a way of ‘buying loyalties’, rather than a ‘trading

235 Interview, international arms expert based in Europe.
operation’ allowing terrorist organisations to generate income.\textsuperscript{237}

Overall, international, and local researchers and stakeholders interviewed agreed on the fact that terrorist groups generally do not “use weapons as a commodity to sell and make profit off.”\textsuperscript{238} While acknowledging the strategic importance of possessing SALW to carry out activities aimed at generating revenue, some underlined the small incentive for terrorist groups to get directly involved in arms trafficking:

“I have the impression that they would rather outsource the trafficking and transport of arms than internalise it, with all the logistics and cost that it entails. For terrorist groups, it is probably easier to pay someone to do it, to have someone they can trust who can be more or less freely connected to the organisation, rather than dedicating the organisation’s effort to this kind of trafficking, especially to generate income. [...] I am not sure that this traffic is very important to create income. However, owning weapons is an absolutely strategic asset to generate any kind of income, so that is different.”

International arms expert based in Europe

Several arguments were put forward by different interviewees to support the idea of a limited direct involvement of terrorist groups in arms trafficking. As SALW represent critical operational and financing tools, terrorist groups are certainly more inclined to remain on the demand rather than the supply side. Even in the case of potential surplus, this material may well rather be used to grow their ranks, or to strengthen their network. SALW trafficking is moreover an activity requiring certain logistics and human resources, generating costs as well as a certain level of risk, while not representing the most lucrative criminal activity. Several other interviewees moreover noted that one of the main challenges consists in distinguishing members of different armed groups,\textsuperscript{239} notably due to their rapidly changing—and sometimes cumulative—affiliations, making it even more complex to assess on behalf of which group an individual engaged in arms trafficking may operate.

Terrorist organisations’ indirect involvement in SALW trafficking

Another avenue for terrorist groups to levy funds from arms may be to position themselves as “services providers and ‘regulators’ of illegal activities.”\textsuperscript{240} In line with dynamics previously described, most interviewed experts suggested that terrorist groups benefit from the growing insecurity along traditional trading routes and the taxation of illicit flows crossing West Africa. Overall, most interviewees agreed that terrorists’ indirect implication in trafficking activities, irrespective of the nature of the commodities smuggled, is rather “context-specific”\textsuperscript{241} and linked to the control of territories, and thus certainly also applies to SALW trafficking. For many, the exact role played by terrorist organisations however remains difficult to assess with precision since “it comes down to the age-old question of who is a terrorist.”\textsuperscript{242} While acknowledging that violent extremist groups certainly gain some money from protection-taxation, it thus remains difficult to “point the finger as to where, when and how often” it happens.\textsuperscript{243} In addition, the configuration of SALW trafficking would not allow terrorist groups to generate much income by taxing arm convoys, which are believed to transport rather small quantities:

“In this [Sahelian] region, groups that control a territory are probably generating revenue and
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taxing all forms of activity, which is legal trade, illicit trade, trafficking, and whatever basically creates an opportunity, so it is not impossible that it applies to weapons as well in some circumstances. […] But I am not sure that big volumes of weapons are actually making the bulk of trafficking. There have been big long-range convoys moving out weapons from Libya for instance, driving all the way to Northern Mali, Southern Algeria, driving across Niger, and going West or South to the Lake Chad basin, but it is not something that happens that regularly.”

International arms expert based in Europe

Arms transfers among terrorist networks

An interesting dynamic highlighted by previous research, and confirmed by some interviewees, regards the existence of arms transfers among terrorist networks operating throughout the region. Assault rifles of the same model, with sequential serial numbers and markings erased in similar ways, were used in attacks carried out by different al-Qaeda affiliates, including against the Radisson Blu Hotel in Bamako, the Cappuccino restaurant and Splendid Hotel in Ouagadougou, and the resorts in Grand Bassam, Côte d’Ivoire, between 2015 and 2016 (see Figure 10).244 This well-known case demonstrated the ability of “these groups to move equipment across borders and to carry out attacks in different locations across western Africa,”245 in the pace of just one year.

Figure 10. This map shows the locations of the three terrorists attacks carried out by al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb on western targets.246

Some reports also point out to “arms transfers between ‘jihadists’ operating on either side of the border in central Mali and in the Burkina regions of the Sahel and the north,”247 notably between the Burkinabe group Ansarul Islam and the Katiba Macina based in central Mali. A locally-based expert interviewed described instances where “a main group such as JNIM or one of its components is an arms supplier either to a katiba or to a much smaller group, but always from the same movement.”248

248 Interview, Local Researcher based in Côte d’Ivoire.
There is however no evidence to support that such ‘internal’ transfers are remunerated which, according to the same expert, seems rather unlikely:

“There was no information indicating a remuneration for these arms transfers. [...] But when you see the way these groups operate, when you see the relations that some small groups maintain with their “parent organisation” which is in another area, this is probably just logistical support, without any remuneration being provided.”

Local researcher based in Côte d’Ivoire

Another source of great concern relates to links between terrorist groups operating in different conflict zones across the region, and in its neighbourhoods, as it may have played a role in some groups’ “expanding capabilities.”249 For instance, it is believed that some Boko Haram militants received training in Somalia, including “instruction in IEDs”250, and in northern Mali in 2012, where AQIM had then managed to conquer territories.251 This latter experience has reportedly “resulted in the boost in Boko Haram’s desert warfare capabilities, including the appearance of technical [vehicles with a mounted gun] and the use of RPGs for the first time in Nigeria in early 2013, along with ‘shaped charge’ IEDs for suicide attacks.”252 However, these ties have “likely declined after 2013, especially after the French intervention severed networks between Boko Haram and AQIM.”253 While there have also been suspicions of arms transfers between IS networks active in Libya and in the Lake Chad, there has been very little concrete evidence of it, with “only a few almost anecdotal reports of a couple of traders being caught on their way from southern Libya to Nigeria.”254 More recently, new concerns have been raised by the apparent rapprochement between IS-affiliates operating in the Sahel and the Lake Chad, with ISIS central claiming attacks carried out by ISGS under the name of ISWAP. Most interviewees however indicated that, although requiring close monitoring, it remained uncertain whether this last development has translated into any materiel support being provided by one cell to another.

2.4. Conclusion

Despite the African Union’s efforts to curb violence by “Silencing the Guns” on the continent by the year 2020,255 including by addressing the issue of illicit arms trafficking and stopping “rebels/insurgents, non-state actors and their financiers and political backers from accessing weapons,”256 around 50 million SALW are still believed to be in circulation across the African continent, among
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which almost 80 percent are in the hands of civilians. West Africa in particular has been faced with a complex web of security challenges in recent years. In a context marked by chronic political instability and mounting violence, armed groups have proliferated and increased the demand for and the illicit circulation of SALW, the main type of equipment used by terrorist groups. Despite the presence of a wide range of armed actors across the subregion, including various al-Qaeda and Islamic State-affiliated organisations, little difference can be observed in terms of their armament. Most of these groups, whether located in the Sahel or the Lake Chad Basin, seem to rely on what some experts labelled as “a homogeneous pool of material from the immediate region” which is mainly comprised of automatic assault rifles, machineguns, and rocket-propelled grenade launchers, supplemented with very limited set of heavy weapons.

Terrorist organisations active in West Africa nonetheless appear to have had access to a relatively steady supply of SALW, mainly originating from different national stockpiles. In addition to arms recirculating following various conflicts, civil wars, and rebellions, a large share of these groups’ equipment continues to be diverted from security and defence forces following attacks on posts and convoys, and to lesser extent, as a result of the practices of corrupt officials. Their ability to adapt their arms procurement following the decrease in arm flows originating from Libya, with terrorist networks starting to rely more heavily on battlefield captures, moreover underscores the fact that “there are many different types of small arms trafficking channels, which can also change over time [and] are constantly adapting to new regulations, changing security conditions and the requirements of those who demand and use these weapons.” It underlines the necessity of acting on numerous fronts—from enhanced stockpile management to border surveillance, intelligence-sharing, anti-corruption measures, etc.—in order to curb illicit arms trafficking.

Such efforts would certainly also help “breaking the funding and logistics supply chains” of violent extremist cells active in West Africa. In addition to representing critical operational means enabling terrorist actors to conduct their violent activities, this research has indeed shown that SALW also appear as strategic assets allowing them to generate funds. Even if representing valuable trafficking commodities, most experts interviewed seem to agree that proceeds from either a direct or indirect involvement in SALW trafficking is rather small, especially as compared to funds derived from other activities requiring the possession of arms. SALW possessed by terrorist organisations mainly facilitate, or even enable, the conduction of other income-generating activities ranging from KFR, robberies, thefts, as well as taxation on goods, activities, and people within the areas under their control. Apart from funds derived from potential donations, or legitimate businesses, SALW seem to play a critical role in most of the financing sources terrorist organisations currently rely on.

“I would not say that weapons are actually generating revenue for terrorist groups, neither directly nor indirectly in terms of weapons as a commodity. Then, of course, weapons are what makes everything else possible for them. That is what creates their authority, their capacity to threaten and therefore to collect and generate revenues.”

International arms expert based in North America

Concerning the evolution of current trends, it seems that “as the demand for arms is influenced by insecurity, it is reasonable to assume that it will not diminish in the near future.” Serious efforts will
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thus be required to address the acquisition of SALW by terrorist organisations. However, due account should be paid to the risks associated with disrupting these groups’ supply chain, which could not only prompt attacks aimed to “protect hideouts, secure supply routes, or attack border posts that extremists believe are impediments to their supply of materials,” 262 but also impact “the livelihoods of individuals and communities who rely on cross-border trade.”263
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3.1. Introduction

There are numerous avenues for terrorists and other non-state actors to acquire SALW in the Middle East. At the core of the supply and demand for weaponry and ammunition is conflict—both inter- and intra-state. Wars have plagued the region for decades, including the 1980-1988 Iran-Iraq War, Israel's numerous skirmishes with Hezbollah and Hamas, the 1991 Persian Gulf War, and the 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq, to name just a few. Civil war, insurgency, and state failure have characterised the Middle East, both prior to and following the Arab Spring in 2011. Today, a regional battle for supremacy between Gulf Arab countries like Saudi Arabia on the one hand, and the Islamic Republic of Iran on the other, has fuelled sectarianism and proxy conflict, including ongoing hostilities in Iraq, the 2006 conflict in Lebanon between Hezbollah and Israel, the 2011 Syrian Civil War, and the 2014 Yemeni Civil War.

![Figure 11. The number of SALW per capita in the Middle East.](image)

In the past decade, Middle Eastern countries such as Iraq, Syria and Yemen have moreover structurally been ranked among the countries most impacted by terrorism worldwide and they account for a large part of the nearly 70,000 terrorist fatalities that the Middle East and North Africa have collectively suffered during this timeframe. Moreover, the terrorism landscape was “changed globally” with the emergence of ISIS’ self-proclaimed “Caliphate” in 2014. Located in Iraq and Syria, the group formed “a first in the history of modern terrorism: a proto-state able to seize and control territory,

---

264 For the purpose of this Report, the Middle East refers to Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, the Palestinian territories, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, the United Arab Emirates, and Yemen. This chapter will specifically focus on the ongoing conflicts in Syria, Iraq, and Yemen.


amass possibly billions of dollars and organize a major military force.”

Terrorist organisations operating in the Middle East have demonstrated a consistent ability to overcome organisational setbacks, as well as changing social and political circumstances of the unstable environments they operate in. More importantly, groups such as al-Qaeda, ISIS, and others remain determined to reconstitute their operational capabilities to project influence, secure social control in contested and ungoverned territory, and establish forward operating positions to carry out terrorist attacks, recruit new members, and finance their organisations. While some experts believe the epicentre of jihadi terrorism may shift away from the region, the Middle East continues to hold a major position in the terrorism landscape. A prominent reason for that is the size and sophistication of the arsenals that various regional terrorist and other non-state actors have. These arsenals, as well as the central role they play in the continuing functionality and threat of those groups, merit closer study.

The focus of this chapter will be a range of conflict and violent non-state actors in the Middle East, (3.2) the SALW they possess and acquire, as well as (3.3) the direct and indirect use these weapons have to finance their activities. While not all groups or organisations analysed are listed/designated as terrorist groups by the European Union, all are violent non-state actors and engage in acts of terrorism. Because this chapter addresses illicit criminal activities, smuggling and trafficking, the analysis also covers criminal actors and networks operating throughout the region. These criminal networks though not identified by name as a formal organisation or group (e.g., Ndrangheta), play an important role related to their interaction with terrorist groups. The chapter’s findings were based on a combination of extensive study of earlier work, and interviews with both local and international experts.

3.2. SALW possession and acquisition by terrorist organisations

In a region that has experienced intense levels of conflict for the better part of the past several decades, the Middle East is awash in weaponry, especially SALW. The proxy conflicts of Iraq, Syria, and Yemen lead the respective states to flood conflict zones with weapons, with massive transfers of SALW to violent non-state actors. Weapons are then captured and traded on and off the battlefield, with external state sponsors ultimately unable to control which groups end up possessing the arms they originally supplied. When states collapse, it also leads to stockpiles being raided, another significant source of SALW in the Middle East. The Small Arms Survey has assessed that the 2003 Iraq war led directly to the transfer of at least 4.2 million SALW from the military to violent non-state actors or the broader civilian population, resulting from either the government’s arming of militia forces prior to an invasion, or the looting of stockpiles following external intervention. This section will analyse (3.2.1)...


270 With the exception of Yemen, the 2020 Global Terrorism Index of 2020 held that all Middle Eastern countries saw a decrease in annual fatalities in 2019, as well as a broader, substantial, decrease of the impact of terrorism. It was the fourth year in a row that the region had “improved”. P. 47.


the various types of SALW possessed by terrorist groups, but more importantly, (3.2.2) it will seek to examine why this region remains at the forefront of SALW proliferation. By understanding what fuels conflict between states and non-state actors, it will help elucidate specific trends and map out how these trends might evolve in the future.

3.2.1 Types of SALW possessed by terrorist organisations

The Middle East is home to some of the most well-armed non-state actors in the world. Lebanese Hezbollah, ISIS, Hamas, the Houthi rebels in Yemen, and Iraqi Shia militias are just a few examples. Small arms are more common than light weapons, with assault rifles accounting for two-thirds of the sample size analysed by Conflict Armament Research (CAR), the average age of which are at least thirty years old (See Box 4). Only a small number of AK-pattern assault rifles have been manufactured post-2010, which could explain in part one of the reasons why terrorist organisations in the Middle East rely so little on direct financing of SALW (see Section 3.3)—the weapons available could be unattractive to violent non-state actors seeking to arm their fighters, although they can still be used for many of the coercive aspects related to the indirect financing of these same groups. Handguns were almost “non-existent,” in the region, while in Yemen, security forces seized large-calibre rocket launchers from the Houthis, AQAP, and the Islamic State Yemen. 65 percent of the weapons in CAR’s sample for Iraq, Syria, Libya, and Lebanon came from just three sources: China, Romania, and “factories based in modern-day Russia.” In the Gulf, defined by CAR as Yemen, Bahrain, and Saudi Arabia, CAR found “widespread evidence” that components from AK-pattern rifles (seventeen separate models were identified in the Middle East) were interchanged between weapons, which could suggest that component-swapping is used to extend the life and value of an individual weapon.

274 While not all groups or organisations analysed in this research paper are listed/designated as terrorist groups by the European Union, all of the groups are violent non-state actors and engage in acts of terrorism.
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Box 4 Types and origins of SALW used by terrorist groups (Source: CAR dataset)

Middle East (Documentations in Iraq, Syria, Libya, and Lebanon)

**Assault rifles:** By far the most common weapon type deployed by terrorists and armed groups in the Middle East are AK-pattern assault rifles. Assault rifles in general make up 66 percent of CAR’s weapon sample in the Middle East. Almost all of these were 7.62 x 39 mm calibre, consistent with AK-pattern rifles. CAR has identified 14 countries of origin for rifles in this calibre documented in the Middle East. The largest manufacturing country was China (40 percent), followed by Romania (14 percent) and factories based in modern-day Russia (11 percent). Where CAR is able to determine the age of these rifles (in a little under half of the sample), the most common decades for production are 1980-89 (20 percent) and 1970-79 (11 percent). Only a handful of rifles in the region have been identified as manufactured post-2010. In sum, the weapon of choice for armed groups fighting in high intensity conflicts in the Middle East are – based on CAR’s data sample in the region – AK-pattern assault rifles that are at least thirty years old. CAR’s dataset does not show any great trajectory of change in the degree of significance of these weapon types to terrorist groups in the region. Each year that CAR has documented more than 100 weapons in the Middle East, AK-pattern assault rifles represent between 54 and 75 percent of the weapons that were seized from terrorist and armed groups.

**Handguns:** Handguns (pistols and revolvers) are almost non-existent in CAR’s Middle East data. CAR has only documented 11 such weapons that were recovered from ISIS forces in the Middle East, out of a sample of more than 2,000 weapons. CAR has conducted documentations in arms markets in Iraq that reveal a fundamentally different dynamic in the nature of available weapons compared to those that were seized from ISIS forces. For example, there is a much larger proportion of handguns in the market sample (making up 29 percent of weapons) compared to the national baseline in Iraq (0.5 percent). Handguns are not typically regarded as ‘weapons of war’ that would be associated with groups actively engaged in armed conflicts, this dynamic reinforces expectations of the types of weapons that may be documented in a commercial market. The chain of custody for these weapons may not include terrorist groups at any stage: CAR traced several weapons in this market sample that had been exported legally to a government entity or other authorised individual end-users in Iraq.

**Ratio of small arms v light weapons:** Almost all the materiel that CAR has encountered in the Middle East is made up of small arms and light weapons (SALW) and their related ammunition. These items are particularly susceptible to diversion. The vast majority of weapons, some 91 percent, that CAR has documented in the Middle East fall into the category of small arms (primarily assault rifles and machine guns). However, ISIS forces, and other terrorist and armed groups in the Middle East region, have had well-documented access to light weapons such as mortars, heavy machine guns and shoulder-fired rocket launchers. ISIS also established a sophisticated and standardised weapon production process to manufacture supplies, including light weapon ammunition: in a six-day period in Mosul in 2016 alone CAR documented more than 5,000 rockets and mortar rounds in various states of production. However, this materiel makes up just nine percent of CAR’s weapon sample documented in Iraq, Syria, Lebanon and Libya.

---

279 The CAR dataset consists of thousands of weapons and more than 300,000 units of (mostly small calibre) ammunition primary collected in Iraq and Syria between 2014 and 2017. The dataset includes materiel seized from groups such as Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (variously known as IS, ISIS, or Da’esh), Islamic State in Yemen, al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula and Ansar Allah (commonly referred to as ‘Houthsi’). While approximately 90 per cent of the sample analysed comes from the conflicts in Iraq and Syria, the dataset also includes other high intensity armed conflicts in the MENA region such as those fought in Libya and Yemen.
**Gulf (Documentations in Yemen, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia)**

**Assault rifles:** CAR has to date documented a far smaller sample of weapons recovered from terrorist groups in the Gulf region. These encompass some extremely common model types, that CAR has observed both in the Middle East and in the Gulf: CAR has documented 17 models of AK-pattern rifles in the Gulf, 15 of which were also observed in CAR’s Middle East operations. CAR has also documented rifles and handguns in Somalia that are believed to be linked to arms dealers and markets in Yemen. CAR observes, not only in this region but generally, widespread evidence of components for these rifles being interchanged between weapons. This may not necessarily be suggestive of any trade in components or weapons themselves, and there could be a number of reasons why this interchange occurs on such a widespread basis. However, this practice may speak in part to the intrinsic value of these weapons to armed groups, in that they are highly versatile and durable, and that this type of component-swapping may extend the life and value of a single weapon.

**Rocket launchers:** Security forces in Yemen have seized large-calibre rocket launchers from all three major armed groups active in the country: AQAP, ISY and the Houthis. Several models of rockets were documented both in areas held by Houthi armed forces and by AQAP, in different parts of Yemen. This may suggest a common source of diversion, most likely from the state’s own stockpiles.

The most well-equipped terrorist organisations in the Middle East seem to be ISIS and Hezbollah. ISIS acquired its weaponry in a variety of ways, while Hezbollah primarily relied on Iranian largesse to acquire its vast arsenal, which it has compiled over decades. Hezbollah’s arsenal is particularly impressive, owing in large part to Iranian sponsorship that provides them access to sophisticated weapons systems. An analysis of Hezbollah’s July 2006 battle with Israel demonstrated the possession of small arms (AK-47s, M-16s, and M-4 carbine rifles), short range to mid-range surface-to-surface rockets, shore-to-ship missiles, unmanned aerial vehicles, and anti-tank missiles. Most of these weapons were made in Russia, Syria, and China. Besides small arms proficiency, Hezbollah is highly proficient with explosives—both smaller, improvised explosive devices or large truck bombs. In southern Lebanon, insurgents would detonate homemade claymore mines containing nails and anti-personnel ball bearings to great effect, a tactic that was adopted by Shia insurgents in Iraq.

ISIS was not the prototypical insurgent group – it was equipped more like a conventional military. Armoured vehicles were purchased on the black market or scavenged from the Iraqi security forces who had retreated from the battlefield. The use of “technicals,” which are pick-up trucks modified with machine guns or anti-aircraft weaponry, provides the militants freedom of movement and much-needed mobility. ISIS fighters have used artillery and RPGs in Syria while also making use of Humvess and T-55 tanks captured from the Iraqi security forces. While these vehicles and equipment were not SALW, they enabled the ISIS war machine and helped the group to diversify its weaponry. Other types of weapons include M79 anti-tank rockets made in the Balkans, American-made M16 and M14 rifles, as well as assorted small arms and ammunition. Many of the weapons and equipment that ISIS militants fought with were initially distributed to the Iraqi Army to provide it with both a qualitative and quantitative edge over its adversaries. The group even managed to wrangle sophisticated anti-
aircraft weaponry such as the Chinese-made FN-6, which was provided to Syrian rebels who were ultimately overrun by ISIS fighters. Nearly 90 percent of the weapons and ammunition acquired by IS originated in China, Russia, and Eastern Europe.

ISIS also relied on IEDs (See figures 11 and 12) on an industrial scale. As documented by the researcher Charlie Winter, ISIS relied on vehicle-borne IEDs, or VBIEDs, “far more regularly than any other organization in history, jihadist or otherwise.” This reliance on asymmetric tactics and VBIEDs in particular, are just but one example of the numerous ways ISIS engaged in irregular warfare. ISIS maintained factories throughout the territory it controlled in Iraq and Syria where its fighters experimented with various designs in order to determine what worked best when constructing myriad types of IEDs.

And it was not just ISIS that perfected the use of IEDs. Shia militias in Iraq, though not formally designated at the time as terrorist groups, detonated IEDs with impunity during the height of the Iraq war. Explosively formed penetrators (EFPs), essentially a more lethal version of an IED, were responsible for killing nearly 200 U.S. troops and wounding another 900 between 2005 and 2011.

Middleeast/mosul-iraq-militants-seize-us-weapons.html.
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which used IEDs in terrorist attacks to great effect.

Hamas is less active in the acquisition of SALW and relies more on building and acquiring katyusha rockets. The types of weapons that terrorists and other violent non-state actors seek to acquire are dependent on sources (e.g., state sponsor) and adversary (nation state, non-state actor). Because a group like Hamas is primarily concerned with fighting Israel, it makes sense that the group would focus on acquiring rockets and not small arms like AK-47s, pistols, or handguns, although its members are surely equipped with basic SALW that allow them to operate in an environment like Gaza.

Both Salafi-jihadi terrorist organisations, notably AQAP, and militant groups, such as the al Houthi movement, successfully acquired a vast multitude and range of SALW. Like most armed groups in Yemen, these actors obtained publicly accessible Soviet-bloc small arms likely tracing back to previous arms stockpile raids during 1994 Yemeni Civil War. Yet, the individual arsenals of these groups have greatly expanded with the flow of more modern small arms platforms—largely attributed to end-user violations by members of the Saudi-led Coalition and the flow of Iranian SALW into the country. AQAP fighters are known to operate Belgian-made FN MINIMI light machine guns, as well as explosive weapon systems—notably OSA M79 rocket launchers of Yugoslav origin, which have also appeared on battlefields in Syria.293 Elements of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria—Yemen Province (ISIS-YP) utilised Austrian Steyr SSG 69 sniper rifles in their operations against Houthi forces, while also acquiring explosive materials, such as mortar rounds from the Serbian Krušik factory and Iranian-made M112 C4 that likely originated from stockpile material available through commercial markets.294 Houthi forces possess a combination of weapon systems of Western-origin, and both Iranian and Chinese small arms. Houthi militants are documented to possess German-G3 rifles, Swiss-HG85 hand grenades, MANPADs, Chinese AK-platform rifles, PKM light machine gun, and various rifles and SALW from Iran.295

3.2.2. Acquisition of SALW by terrorist organisations

A combination of post-conflict diversion and stockpile leakage, along with battlefield capture, transfers to non-state actors, and significant and ongoing military build-ups throughout the Middle East are all important factors to evaluate when analysing the acquisition of SALW by terrorist organisations in the region.296 One interviewee who is an internationally-recognised expert on the convergence of transnational organised crime and terrorism states that many weapons in the Middle East come from post-conflict situations, where “stuff” [weapons and ammunition] is left on the battlefield.297 Throughout the region, terrorist groups have acquired weapons and ammunition that were held in the stocks of state security forces, which could have been lost or looted, or captured on the battlefield.298

A separate interviewee who specialises in the SALW trade in Iraq and Syria, confirmed what the academic literature has documented, noting that there are several different typologies of diversion happening in the Middle East: battlefield capture, state-sponsored diversion, and loss from stockpiles during state collapse.299 This tracks with research from organisations like CAR (See Box 6), which have documented that the vast majority of weapons analysed in the Middle East—91 percent—consist of small arms, namely assault rifles and machine guns. Even more so than light weapons such as mortars, heavy machine guns, and shoulder-fired rocket launchers, small arms are “particularly susceptible to diversion.”300
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Another reason for the proliferation of SALW in the Middle East is simple supply and demand. The Middle East has been a region marked by instability and the growth of terrorist and insurgent groups for decades, with ongoing conflicts in Yemen and Syria driving demand by groups operating in these countries. Weak state capacity and prolonged conflict have been primary drivers of the proliferation of weaponry. The ongoing sectarian conflict between Saudi Arabia and Iran also promotes the use of proxy groups and in turn, SALW trafficking to arm these groups. And finally, the collapse of Libya fuelled the movement of SALW throughout North Africa and into the Middle East.301

Box 5 Common sources of weapon diversion in the Middle East and the Gulf (Source: CAR dataset)

**Battlefield capture/Loss from national custody:** Terrorist groups in the Middle East and the Gulf have acquired weapons and ammunition that were held in the stocks of national security and defence forces. These may have been lost or looted from the stocks themselves, captured in battle, or diverted in some other way. CAR uses different means to identify loss from national custody, including the presence of import marks. For example, 175 weapons recovered from terrorist groups in Iraq and Syria were marked with Iraqi arsenal marks. These marks indicate that the weapons were once held in government stocks prior to the collapse of the Saddam Hussein regime in April 2003. CAR has also documented weapons with this distinctive mark outside of the MENA region. CAR is often not able to determine the chain of custody for these weapons after they were held in national stocks, and each weapon could have passed through several hands before reaching ISIS. At the very least, however, CAR estimates that 12 percent of the weapons recovered from ISIS between 2014 and 2017 had originated in Iraqi national stockpiles.

**State collapse:** The high intensity of armed conflicts has resulted in the partial or wholesale collapse of the governing authority in several countries in this region, including Libya, Syria, and Yemen. This has resulted in the dissolution of some security forces and the subsequent loss or illicit transfer of weapons that have then reached terrorist groups. Non-state armed groups in the MENA region have been able to take and hold large expanses of territory at such times, allowing them to move equipment and materiel more easily across countries and borders.

**State-sponsored diversion:** This mechanism of diversion includes direct, state-backed supply to an armed group, or the unauthorised retransfer of legally imported items carried out in spite of commitments made to the original exporter not to do so without their knowledge and consent. CAR has not documented any cases of unauthorised retransfer to terrorist groups in the Middle East or Gulf region. CAR has however reported previously on materiel that was supplied, despite non-retransfer agreements, by governments into the conflict with ISIS, presumably in support of Syrian opposition forces who then subsequently lost the items—either from battle or stocks—to ISIS at some point. This retransfer and subsequent loss to terrorist forces could be extremely rapid, sometimes within the space of a couple of months. In a 2018 analysis CAR identified that eight percent of the unique chains of custody for diverted weapons and ammunition documented in the MENA/Gulf region were a result of state-sponsored diversion.

The importance of state sponsored diversion

State sponsorship of terrorist organisations in the Middle East is one of the main reasons the region is awash in weaponry. Iran is the most notorious state sponsor of terrorism, but several Gulf countries and Turkey have also supplied their patrons with weaponry at various points.302 Moreover, in the earliest years of the conflict in Syria, the U.S. intelligence community worked with various rebel groups to indirectly supply them with sophisticated weapons. State sponsorship is a more important factor in the Middle East than in other regions, driven in part by the ongoing sectarian conflict between Iran...

---


and Saudi Arabia, which has cooperated with other Gulf countries to arm myriad non-state actors in the region.

Iran has long provided its proxy, Hezbollah, with SALW, including sophisticated weaponry. More than 500 Hezbollah arms caches are thought to exist in southern Lebanon alone. The group boasts a diverse armory that allows it to function as a guerrilla group or a small-scale conventional army. In addition to what looks like a typical weapon inventory for insurgents, Hezbollah has obtained military-grade global positioning system (GPS) platforms, advanced aircraft analysis and design software, stun guns, nitrogen cutters, naval equipment, ultrasonic dog repelling equipment, and laser range finders.

During a briefing at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy in November 2018, U.S. Department of State Coordinator for Counter-Terrorism Nathan A. Sales publicly announced that Iran provides Hezbollah with approximately $700 million per year, a figure far higher than most had previously believed. With that money, Iran has helped Hezbollah to develop an arsenal of upwards of 150,000 rockets and missiles. The external state support is just part of Hezbollah’s operating budget, however, as the group continues to maintain a worldwide network of companies and middlemen that assist with weapons procurement and securing other critical dual-use equipment for the organisation. Iran is not the only state sponsor of violent non-state actors in the region. It is also important to note that the flow of SALW has ebbed and flowed into the hands of rebel groups in Syria for the entirety of the past decade. The Gulf States and Turkey were major suppliers of SALW to non-state actors throughout Syria, including guided anti-tank weapons. Saudi Arabia in particular funneled anti-aircraft missiles to a bevy of rebel groups aligned against the Assad regime. With active support from the Gulf States, Turkey provided valuable passive support, allowing its border with Syria to be used as a conduit for arms smuggling and trafficking, as long as the weapons were destined for groups fighting against the Assad regime. In 2013 and early 2014, Turkey actively helped ship arms to a range of jihadist groups operating on the ground in Syria. Military cargo flights from Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and Qatar would land at Esenboga Airport near Ankara in addition to several other airports in both Turkey and Jordan. And while Turkey was far from the only country to send weapons into Syria to arm various rebel groups, its geographic location made it the most important of all countries to help facilitate the smuggling and trafficking of SALW.
Figure 14. This map demonstrates the Saudi-Irian rivalry who have both have been accused of state sponsorship of terrorism.313

In Yemen, foreign intervention by Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) produced profound implications for the Yemeni arms trade. Saudi Arabia continues to rely heavily on foreign weapon importations, mainly sourced from the West, to outfit its armed forces. The state's involvement in the Yemeni Civil War only increased the demand for advanced, sophisticated weapon systems to ensure that Saudi forces have a tactical advantage on the battlefield against Houthi insurgents. Data analysis from the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute reflects the Saudi's increase in mass arms importations. From the war's start in 2015, through 2018, Saudi Arabia was the number one arms importer, estimating at importing $14.1 billion worth of weapons sales; the spike in arms sales differs from the period prior to 2015, where Saudi Arabian arms imports were valued at $8.7 billion between 2012 to 2015.314 The same sense of reliance on foreign weapons sales applies to nearly all Arab states involved as part of the Saudi-led coalition in Yemen. Sales figures provided by Tufts University's World Peace Foundation place the U.S., U.K., France, Germany, and Italy amongst the top suppliers of weapons systems to nations that comprise the Saudi-led coalition—the largest recipients being Saudi Arabia and the UAE.315

Though these arms shipments act as a form of political-military support to the coalition they pose a critical security risk for Yemen's internal security. Part of the Saudi-led coalition strategy in Yemen centres around coordinating with local militant factions in Yemen to assist in offensive and defensive operations against the Houthis. Consequently, Saudi Arabia and the UAE, "openly passed" weapons “to militias aligned to the Saudi coalition [as well as] to marginalised and feuding groups fighting their..."
own territorial battles.”316 This practice of arms distribution to third-party groups, regardless of their allegiances and affiliation, serves as a direct violation of end-user agreements that prohibit the sale of armaments to third parties without authorisation from the initial supplier.317 These legal violations of end-user agreements allowed modern weapon systems of Western-origin to appear on the Yemeni arms market, as factions outside the total-control of the Saudi-led coalition knowingly exchanged armaments to prominent insurgent and terrorist groups within Yemen—namely AQAP, ISIS-YP, and the Houthi movement.

**ISIS: diversified sources of weapons**

During its peak, ISIS could be considered one of the most well-funded terrorist groups in history, and, also, one of the most well-armed.318 ISIS managed to acquire a sizable arsenal of weapons to equip the army of its proto-state, focusing on becoming self-sufficient rather than depending on state sponsors. ISIS fighters trained with small arms, but also learned how to use heavy-calibre weapons that could be used in more conventional-style skirmishes. Its fighters proved innovative, demonstrating the skill and alacrity to modify a range of weapons systems. The group displayed a remarkable ingenuity in training new recruits, adept at onboarding both battle-hardened jihadists with experience in previous fronts, and newly arrived Europeans with little or no knowledge of military tactics. Its fighters’ reliance on suicide attacks was unprecedented in terms of overall numbers, lending credence to the saying that quantity can have a quality all of its own. Some scholars have argued that ISIS’s ability to wage conventional warfare was so advanced that the organisation of its military capabilities bore resemblance to the warfighting functions of the United States military in terms of combined arms concepts and command and control.319

Unlike many terrorist and insurgent groups, ISIS was not forced to rely upon external states to provide it with weaponry. Instead, its fighters forcibly looted hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of weapons and equipment from Iraqi and Syrian military installations.320 ISIS maintained a diversified source of weapons, including those acquired from other insurgents in Syria who defected to ISIS; weapons purchased from other insurgents who received them from foreign donors; weapons captured from defeated adversaries; and weapons bought from or traded for with corrupt members of the security forces in Syria and Iraq.321 Unlike in some conflicts where much of the weaponry on the battlefield is old or antiquated, the lion’s share of ISIS’s weaponry, and especially the ammunition it was using, was predominantly found to have been delivered to the region since the Syrian conflict began in 2011.322 Throughout the conflict there were reports of ISIS fighters using drones in a number of different ways, from surveillance and reconnaissance to actual attacks involving grenades and explosives.323 The primary strength of ISIS is not necessarily the acquisition and use of advanced technology, but the improvised use of less advanced and easily accessible technology to great (and lethal) effect.324

---


The influx of weapons to Syrian Civil War – and beyond?

There is a certain reciprocity to the conflict in Syria. Over the course of the past decade, as Assad grew weak, his backers, including Russia and Iran, stepped up assistance to the regime, including in the form of dumping weapons into the country. As SIPRI has noted, “the escalation of the Syrian conflict, in particular, has fuelled illegal arms smuggling between Lebanon and Syria in both directions.” And it was not only Assad’s supporters who were sending weapons to Syria, it was also those countries which supported the patchwork of anti-Assad rebels. One of our interviewees singled out the yearlong timeframe from the autumn of 2011 to the autumn of 2012 as one of the most important of the Syria conflict, noting that SALW flowed into Syria from wealthy individuals linked to governments in the Gulf and privately funnelled weapons supplies into northern Syria. Based on personal relationships, including the Libyan diaspora in Qatar and the Syrian diaspora in Kuwait, familial networks benefited from support within governments, even though it was not official government policy. According to the interviewee, this included MANPADS but also SALW and huge amounts of ammunition.

“Syria has had an absolute influx of external weaponry into the conflict, and an influx of weaponry to actors on all sides...[including] pro-regime actors, Iranian-linked militias, and even other local armed actors who were operating early on in the conflict”

Middle East expert based in North America

In an interview with a widely regarded expert on Syria, he suggested that the biggest trend was that SALW smuggling became more government-run. From mid-2013, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) took over as a kind of “overwatch” of governments that were smuggling very large quantities of weapons into both southern and northern Syria. The interviewee went on to note the covert nature of the operations, which was accomplished with the assistance of Turkish intelligence in the north and Jordanian military intelligence in the south. It became more well-coordinated, he noted, but as the SALW made it into Syria, it also became more illicit, with recipient groups sometimes selling off the arms.

Between mid-2014 into 2015-2016, Nusra gained more influence over the border regions and created its own kind of tax system on any external weapons shipments. Naturally, Nusra took a cut of these shipments. As one interviewee observed, the CIA was well aware that this was happening, according to Marc Lynch, who noted that “[i]n September [2013], CNN reported that CIA-funded arms were flowing to Syrian rebels. In October, the CIA program expanded further with paramilitary specialists deploying to Jordan to accelerate training. By December, the existence of ‘secret’ CIA training camps for Syrian rebels in Jordan was widely reported in the regional and international media. Somewhere around this time, the advanced anti-tank TOW missiles began to arrive.” But as explained by a leading expert on Syria: “only certain weapons systems or certain supplies were included in the cut. Nusra mostly took SALW and ammunition, not heavy weapons, or TOW anti-tank weapons. The deal of what was an acceptable cut was what would not raise the ire of the international community. Taking AK ammunition was deemed acceptable.”

Syria has experienced a massive influx of weaponry during the course of the conflict, flowing into all sides. SALW were sent to Turkey and then over the border into Syria in what one interviewee described as a "very chaotic process." And according to this interviewee, it was not criminal networks that were running the show in Syria, but the use of pre-existing smuggling networks, and localised
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organised crime, which was critical. Part of the smuggling industry was state-sanctioned by the Assad regime.

Figure 15. The current power dynamic in Syria\textsuperscript{329} (right) and the areas still under jihadist control\textsuperscript{330} (above).

With the conflict now entering its tenth year, fighting continues to rage in various parts of the country. In Idlib Province located in Syria’s northwest, terrorist organisations including Haya’t Tahrir al-Sham (HTS) and the al-Qaeda-linked Hurras al-Din remain active. Armed groups operating in these areas remain heavily outfitted with advanced military-grade weaponry. Consequently, engaging in any post-conflict disarmament will prove to be an extensive and high-demanding effort. Most of the actors who still maintain weapons are terrorist groups. Within Syria, HTS’ possession of a vast array of SALW, in addition to heavy armaments, armoured vehicles, and high explosives, presents its own challenges to the DDR process. Not only is the group one of the most heavily armed terrorist actors operating in the country, but the organisation continues to maintain extensive territorial control and influence in northern Syria, making them a considerable stakeholder in Syria’s asymmetric environment. As one internationally renowned Syrian expert stated:

“Armed groups who are still active and hostile have fleets of tanks, APCs (Armoured Personnel Carriers), heavy artillery, towed howitzers. That is going to be a massive effort to reverse...most of the actors who still maintain those are terrorist groups. If you are talking about a DDR process, that would necessitate terrorist organisations being part of the settlement. So, there’s lots of big questions to ask whether that is feasible or not.”

Middle East expert based in North America

There are myriad ways in which the Syrian civil war will have a direct impact on the acquisition of SALW by terrorist organisations. Because Syria has always served as the primary conduit for Iranian arms passing into Hezbollah-controlled Lebanese territory, an Assad victory (which seems likely in early 2021) would enable Hezbollah and other violent non-state actors throughout the region to intensify or expand their arms acquisition efforts, as well as broaden their political and social influence. Iranian influence stretching through Iraq and into Syria and Lebanon, allows the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) the operational space needed to deliver weapons to Iranian proxies, including Iraqi Shia militia groups like Kata’ib Hezbollah (KH), as well as some of the Afghan and Pakistani brigades


operating in Syria as part of Iran’s foreign terrorist fighter pipeline.331

The hotbed of weapons; the case of Yemen

The overwhelming presence and public acceptance of SALW in Yemen plays a crucial role in the sustainability of arms trafficking in the country. Societal norms play a critical role, as firearms act as a cultural symbol of power, respect, and protection for Yemeni citizens.332 The cultural value assigned to firearms, along with their large quantities and easy accessibility rationalises the large number of non-state gun ownership. As of 2017, estimates on non-state ownership of both legal and illegal firearms tallied at 14,900,000, with a projected rate of firearm holdings per 100 residents being at 52.8—second only to the U.S.333 Economic security also drives civilian involvement in SALW trafficking. The overwhelming presence of gun ownership, matched with economic disparity, drives many Yemeni civilians to sell their firearms for economic survival.334 Hostile actors, including the Houthis, have exploited rampant economic disparity to advance its own self-armament. Acting as buyers, the Houthis turned to economically struggling communities willing to part with their personal weapons by offering financial compensation. Those who engaged in illicit arms sales to Houthis in 2016 claimed the profession was profitable, indicating individuals earned around 100,000 rials ($465) per week.335

The SALW trade also relies on facilitators overseeing transnational trafficking activities throughout the Gulf of Aden. One interviewee claimed observing “the presence of intermediaries is key,” as she described the “ant trade by boat” that traffics weapons to and from the Arabian Peninsula.336 These facilitators are extending activities to smuggle weapons from Yemen into trading hubs in the Horn of Africa, where an array of actors can acquire them—including Salafi-jihadists and other non-state actors.337 Consequently, Yemen is becoming a catalyst for transnational arms trafficking that is expanding into the African continent.

Although an array of armed actors operate in Yemen, these actors remain unanimous in their need to arm their personnel and enhance their military capabilities. With the arms trafficking scene offering groups the means for self-armament, organisations aim to achieve high levels of tactical lethality to better enhance their presence and political standing. In the case of AQAP, the group’s involvement in the arms trade assists in enhancing the group’s operational capabilities. AQAP seized weapons caches abandoned by retreating Yemeni military forces in areas such as the city of Mukalla, where the group managed to retain weapons while selling off armaments that were likely either dated, low-quality, or not needed for the group’s operations.338 It remains unclear where these arms ended up, however it is likely these weapons were divided between the possession of local patrons and various arms bazaars. Abandoned stockpiles also served as one of the primary sources for AQAP’s arms-acquisition of SALW.339 Yet, middlemen also supply groups in Yemen with SALW, including AQAP. To what degree these people are actually AQAP themselves or ideologically aligned, perhaps at some level according to one interviewee is debatable, but she went on to observe they are more facilitators than group financiers.
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Houthi involvement in arms trafficking has evolved over the years. With receiving more advanced weaponry, the Houthis have become increasingly more dependent on armaments of Iranian origin. Iranian SALW provisions to the Houthis include AK-platform rifles and PK-variant machine guns. Nonetheless, despite reliance on external arms provisions, the Houthis continue to be participating actors in the arms trafficking business. In contrast to Iranian involvement, Saudi Arabia and the UAE have indirectly fuelled the SALW acquisition on behalf of hostile actors. In most cases, lacking oversight on weapons distribution on behalf of Saudi Arabia and the UAE allowed the Houthis and jihadist factions to acquire Western-SALW. There is no shortage of reports that attest to these arms acquisitions by radical groups in Yemen. Mohamed Abo El Gheit, an investigative journalist, provided evidence attesting to the acquisition of Western-arms by radical actors. El Gheit documented cases where AQAP, ISIS-YP, and the Houthis acquired Western-manufactured arms originating from prior-arms shipments arranged by coalition member states. These include cases of AQAP fighters utilising German-MG3 machine guns, Houthi rebels acquiring German-G3 rifles, AQAP militants firing Belgian FN MINIMI machine guns, and ISIS fighters with Austrian Steyr SSG 69 sniper rifles, with nearly all weapons tracing back to prior Saudi or Emirati arms shipments. Saudi and Emirati malfeasance has altered the SALW trafficking landscape, with dealers benefiting from the influx of Western-SALW. Reports attest that traders throughout the country, such as the southwestern city of Taiz, are “offering to buy or sell anything, from a U.S.-manufactured rifle to a tank, to the highest bidder.”

Arms dealers also utilise digital platforms for online arms purchases. The Telegram messaging service is widely used throughout the country, due to its offering of encrypted conversations allowing arms traders to operate outside the parameters of state oversight. The use of Telegram in the Yemeni arms business is a mechanism seen in other regional conflict zones. ISIS and al-Qaeda affiliate groups

---

are known to utilise Telegram to engage in the illicit arms trafficking market within Syria. The application now helps sustain the presence of illicit arms transactions in the country, while increasing accessibility to various audiences, including civilians, insurgents, and Salafi-jihadists. The presence of digital arms marketing in Yemen now presents a new array of challenges for state enforcement authorities that seek to curb the risk the illicit economy poses to internal security.

North Africa as a Conduit to the Middle East

Given its nature far beyond the reach of the government in Cairo, the Sinai is the ideal location for smuggling networks to take root. The Sinai served as a key transit site for the movement of arms originating from Iranian-linked brokers, moved into Sudan, transferred to Egypt, ultimately destined for Hamas in Gaza—likely involving Bedouin and Sinai’s nomadic populations as facilitators. Since Bedouins and nomads have maintained a traditional culture, which involved unregulated trade, the area has become, in effect, “both a haven and a crossing point for smuggling fighters, weapons and illicit goods” between Egypt and the Maghreb. Israel has major concerns about weapons smuggling in the Sinai, since the region has been a key conduit for Hamas and other groups, including more recently violent Salafists, to bring in weapons and ammunition via underground tunnels. The Sisi government in Egypt has tightened security along the Gaza border, shut down many of Hamas’s tunnels (flooding some of them with sewage) and even harassed Gazan fisherman that stray into Egyptian waters. This loss of sanctuary has provided Hamas with a serious logistical challenge, especially considering how critical these tunnels have been for smuggling goods (including weapons) and infiltrating fighters into Israel.

Figure 17. This map (left) shows the route taken by the KLOS-C in 2014, a ship laden with weapons destined for the Gaza strip via Sudan and Egypt. Below is an image taken by the Israeli military, showing weaponry confiscated in 2002 from the Karin A – a vessel, which was also destined for Gaza, with ties to Iran.

The emergence and growth of Islamic State Wilayat Sinai (IS-Sinai) presents new opportunities for SALW trafficking activity on the peninsula. As IS-Sinai grows more tenacious in its operations, targeting Egyptian military personnel, civilians, and infrastructure, its demand for small arms to outfit its personnel and initiate kinetic operations will likely rise. The group can possibly develop business relationships with Bedouin traffickers presently engaged in smuggling activities to act as a consumer of arms or to supply weapons for future financing efforts. One interviewee assessed that “there is a very likely some kind of relationship that exists in the context of IS-Sinai and the Bedouin in terms of exchange of arms and money.” Elements of the Bedouin are known to have engaged in arms acquisition and trafficking activities in the past, notably with Hamas, however it remains difficult to indicate the levels of interaction that may presently exist between IS-Sinai and the Bedouin. As the Bedouin continue to act as facilitators for the Sinai’s smuggling markets, IS-Sinai will have open access to mediators and arms traffickers, likely driving arms acquisition activity on the peninsula. If IS-Sinai emerges as a supplier of SALW in the area through acquiring weapons via battlefield capture or other means, the Bedouin are positioned to possibly buy arms from the group, where they can move them on to other non-state actors or terrorist groups for profit. The Sinai remains an ungoverned territory, now used by jihadist organisations to smuggle weapons from looted arsenals in Libya.

“I suspect IS-Sinai, through the course of its raids against Egyptian military services, has acquired a great amount of arms, some of which they probably have sold to the Bedouins who then move it on to Hamas and they profit from it.”

Middle East expert based in North America

The countrywide political instability that has engulfed Libya for the past decade has led to “the emergence of a vast regional black market in firearms.” And while a thriving black market trade in weapons existed prior to the 2011, Gaddafi’s regime was capable of controlling the illegal arms trafficking that did take place. With the regime no longer available as a bulwark, new opportunities emerged for criminal networks, especially as warring militias were in dire need of weapons and ammunition. Following the overthrow of Muammar Gaddafi in Libya in 2011 and unfolding over the course of the Arab Spring, vast quantities of MANPADS were looted from Libyan military depots and warehouses. The diversion of national stockpiles, including what occurred in Libya after Gaddafi’s fall, has contributed drastically to the proliferation of illicit civilian-held arms in the region, which through smuggling and trafficking to non-state armed groups, including terrorist organisations. It should also be noted that “readily convertible alarm weapons” have flowed from the Middle East to North Africa, including Libya, “where both merchants and end users, including armed groups, are converting them.” For the past decade, Libya has served as a regional hub for illicit arms flows. Moreover, arms trafficking is not just a destabilising factor in Libya, but it also has direct implications
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for its neighbours.364

“There are well documented instances of Gaddafi area stockpiles being plundered. We are talking millions of rounds of ammunition, thousands and thousands of SALW, potentially thousands of Soviet-era MANPADS, and those definitely did make their way into Syria, Iraq, and possibly Yemen.”

Middle East expert based in North America

An estimated 5,000 missiles have been located and destroyed, but there could be as many as 15,000 MANPADS still unaccounted for.365 While most of them are believed to have fallen into the hands of Libyan rebel groups, there is the possibility that dozens—possibly more, possibly fewer—made their way to groups including AQIM, Ansar al-Sharia, or the ISIS’s affiliate in Libya.366 MANPADS have turned up across North Africa and the Middle East, in Algeria, Egypt, and Gaza. MANPADS are thought to be in the possession of today’s most capable terrorist groups—including al-Qaeda and ISIS. Given current trends, al-Qaeda and ISIS (and their affiliates) seem the most likely candidates to attempt an attack using MANPADS, but there are a host of other terrorist groups throughout the globe that have the capability to conduct such an attack. One key concern is that the shifting nature of the conflicts in places like Libya could bring terrorist groups into contact with one another, leading to cooperation that ultimately involves the exchange of either MANPADS themselves, or the tacit knowledge necessary to use these weapons effectively.

In September 2016, Rukmini Callimachi and Lorenzo Tondo reported in The New York Times on a new drug trafficking route discovered by the Italian Navy (see Figure 18), stretching from Sicily to Libya.367 The new route is thought to be a response to increased surveillance along the Spanish coastline and the opportunity provided by the implosion of Libya, where drugs can now transit en route to Egypt and the Middle East, before entering Europe through the Balkans.368 An investigation by Italy, which also included other European countries and the United States Drug Enforcement Administration, revealed that, at least for a time, drugs were transiting through territory in Libya controlled by ISIS, and likely taxed by the group which conducted similar procedures in Iraq and Syria. Other reports have detailed a transactional relationship between ISIS militants in Libya and the Calabrian ‘Ndrangheta, which is working with the Neapolitan Camorra.369 The drug trade would not be possible without SALW, which provides the traffickers with the coercive threat necessary for any criminal transaction. The smuggling of arms and ammunition, antiquities and artefacts, counterfeit pharmaceuticals, and other contraband all transit smuggling routes between Europe and North Africa.

3.3. The use of SALW by terrorist organisations as a source of finance

Most of the evidence suggests that SALW play a much more significant role in the indirect use of SALW as a source of terrorist finance. While there have been accusations that groups like ISIS have profited from the trafficking of SALW, empirical evidence is difficult to come by to demonstrate the direct financing of funds and proceeds derived from the sale of SALW. What is clear, however, is that terrorist groups in the Middle East do benefit significantly from the indirect financing that would be impossible without the use of SALW. With a vast arsenal of AK-47s and more advanced weaponry,

groups like ISIS have been able to carry out a range of criminal activities, functioning more akin to a heavily armed mafia state. Without an abundance of SALW, ISIS, Hezbollah, Hamas, and other terrorist groups in the region would not be able to carry out the same level of revenue-generating criminal activities. In short, SALW help facilitate the perpetration of an entire industry of illegal activities including smuggling and trafficking of illicit goods and products, extortion, and taxation, and KFR.

After exploring the existence of a crime-terror nexus, which seems to be prevalent in the region (3.3.1), this section will thus explore (3.3.2) the direct and (3.3.3) indirect role played by SALW in terrorist organisations’ financing strategies in the Middle East.

Figure 18. The new trafficking route as reported by the Italian navy in 2016.370

3.3.1. SALW and the prevalence of the crime-terror nexus

There have long been links between criminal networks and terrorist groups in respect to SALW trafficking in the Middle East. Because of the history of conflict in the region, as well as well-tread traditional smuggling routes applied by informal networks of Bedouins and traders, smuggling arms between various countries is a longstanding practice. Indeed, cross-border smuggling between Turkey and Iraq and Syria has been routine practice for decades, with guns and ammunition frequently smuggled from Turkey into neighbouring countries in the region.371 The Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) has been known to engage in the trafficking of explosive and weapons purchased from both Europe and Russia and smuggled into the Middle East.372 States throughout the Former Soviet Union (FSU) have also served as suppliers of weapons to the Middle East.373

It is important to conceptualise the crime-terror nexus on a spectrum, and to recognise that not every interaction between a terrorist group and a criminal organisation is indicative of a nexus. Some transactions are merely that—transactional; yet others, particularly if they occur on a more regular basis, could provide more tangible evidence of a relationship, or at the very least, a tactical marriage of convenience. To some extent, most of the major terrorist groups analysed in this paper have some links to criminality and indeed may, including ISIS, have engaged in “do-it-yourself” (DIY) organised crime. Others like AQAP merely maintain on-again, off-again relationships with criminal elements who are able to supply them with a range of illicit resources, while also engaging in “mafia-like tactics,”—notably extortion and taxation.

The Middle East is both a source region and a destination for illicitly trafficked SALW. According to Boris O. Saavedra, as many as 4,000 MANPADS from Iraq’s pre-war arsenal could not be accounted for and disappeared onto the black market.\footnote{Boris O. Saavedra, “Transnational Crime and Small Arms Trafficking and Proliferation;” in Kimberley L. Thachuk, ed., Transnational Threats: Smuggling and Trafficking in Arms, Drugs, and Human Life, Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO, 2007, p. 73.} Iraq’s legacy as a hotbed for arms smuggling and trafficking continues to the present day. In an area that has been labelled Iraq’s “money and death triangle,” smuggling networks linked to pro-government armed groups have thrived, and the region is the second largest market of small and medium-sized weapons in the entire country.\footnote{Husham al-Hishami, “ISIS Thrives in Iraq’s ‘Money and Death’ Triangle,” Center for Global Policy, August 11, 2020, https://cgpolicy.org/articles/isis-thrives-in-iraqs-money-and-death-triangle/.}

Facilitators fulfil such a critical role in the SALW supply chain, making them key conduits in the various regional SALW trafficking markets. One interviewee supported this notion, suggesting that identifying these brokers at various points along the chain of custody is one of the most challenging aspects of attempting to document the trade in SALW.

While the concept of the crime-terror nexus arises often, one interviewee seemed doubtful about the utility of this notion, commenting instead that, there is “not a nexus because they are the same people—terrorists, criminals, insurgents, warlords.” But to the extent that a crime-terror nexus in the Middle East does exist, the archetypal example is that of the Islamic State.

### 3.3.2. Scope and dynamics of the indirect use of SALW as a source of finance

**Kidnapping for Ransom**

Kidnapping is an ideal terrorist weapon as it can be used for political purposes or as a fund-raising activity. Kidnapping for ransom in Iraq became a staple of AQI (al-Qaeda in Iraq) during the four years or so following the U.S. occupation.\footnote{This paragraph draws heavily on Phil Williams, Criminals, Militias and Insurgents: Organized crime in Iraq (SSI-Strategic Studies Institute-US Army War College, 2019), https://www.scribd.com/document/51387663/Criminals-Militias-and-Insurgents-Organized-Crime-in-Iraq.} Iraqi kidnappings began with the targeting of Assyrian Christians and children of “middle income or wealthy families.”\footnote{Ibid. p. 118.} Another Christian sect, the Sabean Mandeans were also targeted, in part because the community included goldsmiths and jewellers and had a reputation for wealth. The target pool was subsequently extended to professionals including doctors, scientists, and university professors as well as businessmen. Kidnapping of foreigners began in earnest in April 2004 when 43 people were abducted.\footnote{Ibid. p. 125.} Reports suggested that France, Germany, and Italy paid about $45 million for the release of 11 hostages.\footnote{Ibid. p.144.} Other countries such as Japan, Jordan, the Philippines, Sweden, and Turkey, are also believed to have paid significant ransoms for release of their hostages. In addition, multiple companies paid for the release of their employees. Within Iraq, connections were established between kidnapping gangs and groups such as AQI with the gangs conducting sub-contracting operations, selling the kidnapped victims to the highest bidder.

Although there was a high degree of opportunism in its kidnapping activities, ISIS reportedly developed an entire unit known as the “Intelligence Apparatus” specialising in kidnappings.\footnote{“Inside the Islamic State Kidnap Machine” BBC Magazine, September 22, http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-34312450.} ISIS took a calculating approach to ransoms. This was evident in negotiations for the release of the 25 hostages “held by the Islamic State from the end of 2012 until the summer of 2014. The first ones to be released belonged to countries that pay the highest ransoms.”\footnote{Ibid. Location 1803.} One negotiator even noted that “in 2013 the market for Western hostages in northern Syria was very well developed. Foreigners were
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traded according to their nationality and profession.” The result was the release of around two thirds of the hostages after ransom payments were made, totalling somewhere between 60 million and 80 million Euros. In other cases, however, hostages were killed.

ISIS also kidnapped locals “including many Yezidis, releasing them for sums of up to 4,000 dollars.” In 2015, ISIS engaged in a mass kidnapping of 230 Assyrian Christians in Syria. Facilitated by contributions from the global community of Assyrian Christians, ransom payments were subsequently made, and the hostages were gradually freed, with the last 42 of them released in February 2016. Reports of how much had been paid in ransom varied from around 9 million to between 25 and 30 million dollars. KFR would not be possible without the acquisition and use of SALW as a form of coercion. To be sure, weapons are essential to terrorist groups’ ability to kidnap individuals or small groups of people by force and then extort their families or employers for money. Kidnapping gangs cannot function without SALW. The threat of violence or death is the forcing mechanism, and the weapons themselves are the enabling tools.

**Extortion and Taxation**

Numerous terrorist groups in the Middle East rely on extortion and taxation, backed by the coercive power of SALW, to fund their organisations. Hamas, ISIS, and AQAP have each engaged in these practices over time.

In September 2012, an extortion ring responsible for the kidnapping of an Eritrean immigrant was uncovered by Israeli police and involved Hamas members, militants from the Sinai, and four Israelis. Allegations from as recent as July 2014 allege that Hamas leaders, including Ismael Haniyeh, have benefited financially from a 20 percent tax imposed on all goods throughout Hamas-controlled tunnels in Gaza. Without ‘muscle’ provided by SALW, Hamas would not be able to dominate local politics in Gaza in the manner that it does. While the group certainly possesses a significant amount of political legitimacy, that legitimacy was garnered in a sense through the organisation’s ability to fight Israel and eliminate other Palestinian rivals internally.

Of all the al-Qaeda affiliates, perhaps no group relied more on extortion to fund its activities than AQI. In the anarchic situation that developed throughout Iraq following the 2003 United States-led invasion, Baghdad and its surrounding areas fell victim to AQI fighters that extorted individuals and businesses, large and small. Around Mosul, insurgents extorted between 5 and 20 percent of the value of contracts local businessmen obtained from the Iraqi government. The checkpoints that the insurgents manned were enforced by SALW. With no weapons, the militants would have no ability to enforce their demands.

ISIS’s extortion practices demand between 10 and 20 percent of revenue from businesses in its territories and operates other “mafia-style” rackets that help the group bring in as much as $1 million a day. According to Jonsson, ISIS couches its extortion related activities in terms of jizya, which is traditionally a tax paid by non-Muslims living in Muslim lands and is similar to other forms of
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“revolutionary” taxes collected by a number of other insurgent groups. In Mosul alone, ISIS earned an estimated $8 million a month from its extortion activities in 2012 and 2013, with the bulk of funding coming from commercial, reconstruction, and oil sectors of northern Iraq, including taxes collected on trucks and cell phone towers. ISIS also extorts individuals or groups moving back and forth through critical border crossings between Syria and Iraq. The group has even extorted the Syrian government, as was the case in February 2013 when ISIS militants seized control of the Tabqa Dam in eastern Syria and sold electricity back to the Assad regime. A 2015 report by the FATF noted that ISIS “manages a sophisticated extortion racket by robbing, looting, and demanding a portion of the economic resources in areas where it operates, which is similar to how some organized crime groups generate funds.” The extortion encompasses a wide variety of goods and activities, ranging “from fuel and vehicle taxes to school fees for children.” The report added that although all of this “is done under the auspices of providing notional services” it is “underwritten by the threat of force” and amounts to “a sophisticated protection racket where involuntary ‘donations’ purchase momentary safety or temporary continuity of business.”

In addition, ISIS has imposed transit taxes on goods moving into and through territory it controls. These include “a road tax of 200 USD in northern Iraq and an 800 USD ‘customs’ tax on trucks entering Iraq along the Syrian and Jordanian borders.” ISIS has also proved to be quite entrepreneurial. In Mosul, for example, ISIS turned a former police station “into a market, with 60 shops selling fruits and vegetables. The annual rent for a market stall is... roughly $2,500.” In Raqqa, ISIS has an Office of Services that collects “a cleaning tax” from market shops of “$7 to $14, per month depending on the size of the shop.” Residents go to collection points to pay their monthly electricity and water bills: $2.50 for electricity and $1.20, for water. In addition, ISIS imposes a 4 or 5 percent income tax on salaries. The income tax was particularly effective in Iraq as the central government in Baghdad continued to pay salaries to government employee in ISIS-controlled areas until July 2015. Even after the cessation of the payments, however, ISIS members reportedly forced “some employees to leave IS controlled territory to collect their salaries, holding their property as collateral, only to retroactively tax them” on their return. This created a serious dilemma for the government in Baghdad.

ISIS also controlled the banks within its territory. When it took Mosul in summer 2014, there were multiple reports of the largest ever bank robbery amounting to around $500 million dollars. The robbery itself could not have occurred without ISIS’s use of SALW. Although the reports portrayed
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ISIS actions as a heist, it seems more likely to have been an assertion of control over the bank and everything in its vault.\(^{407}\) Indeed, since then, ISIS has treated “state-owned and private banks differently.”\(^{408}\) The state banks have effectively been appropriated by the Caliphate. At the private banks, ISIS imposed a “tax of 5 percent on all customer cash withdrawals” thus providing another form of extortion.\(^{409}\) In addition, ISIS imposed fines for any kinds of behaviour that violated the societal and behavioural norms it imposed.\(^{410}\)

ISIS also established control over businesses, agriculture, and industry throughout the territory it controlled in Syria and Iraq. As the Center for the Analysis of Terrorism noted, “ISIS exerts its authority over a wide range of industrial and commercial activities, natural resources and raw materials, from oil to agricultural products, including minerals.”\(^{411}\) Again, the use of violence or the threat of violence is essential to this practice. It may seem obvious, but bears repeating, that without a large arsenal of SALW, terrorist and insurgent groups would be unable to engage in widespread and systematic acts of illicit activity, from KFR to extortion to robbery. Without SALW serving as the enforcement mechanism behind threat of violence, ISIS would not have been able to secure control over the various sectors that facilitated its financial success.

Similar to actions of ISIS, AQAP has also engaged in “mafia-like” tactics to advance the organisation’s revenue generation in Yemen. Notable cases include AQAP’s levying of financial tolls on ship traffic around the south-eastern port city of Mukalla, until an Emirati-led offensive forced AQAP out of the city in 2016.\(^{412}\) AQAP’s engagement in racketeering as a form of financing also extended into Mukalla’s SALW trade. While the organisation maintained an extensive presence in Mukalla, it oversaw the imposing of taxes on weapons sales and other smuggled goods being trafficked through the port city’s thriving trafficking networks.\(^{413}\)

**Oil Smuggling and Trafficking**

A substantial portion of ISIS’s impressive war chest was derived from the smuggling and trafficking of oil and oil-related products. The group’s predecessor, AQI, had been involved in the theft, diversion, and smuggling of oil, but ISIS was able to elevate the practice to industrial-scale levels. The group captured key oilfields and refineries in north-eastern Syria and northern Iraq between June 2014 and September 2014 and took control of key roads and other centres of commerce.\(^{414}\) ISIS was able to gain control over these key resources through violence and the threat of violence. Individuals who resisted were shot, and the message soon reached others, who either complied or fled. Those workers who remained did so under the threat of coercion and death, once again, enabled by SALW.\(^{415}\)
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When ISIS gained control over Deir Ezzor in 2014, it laid claim to Syria’s largest oil field, al-Omar, in addition to several smaller but still significant oil fields including Tanak, Jafra, and Ward. It also developed relationships with traditional smuggling organisations, such as the Berri clan in Aleppo, that were critical in moving gasoline into Turkey where prices are among the highest in the world. Without access to SALW, ISIS would have lacked the “muscle” to move into the dominant position in such a lucrative criminal market. Turkey plays a major role in the SALW trade, according to one interviewee, who went on to say that the porous border between Turkey and Syria and the myriad different family groups operating in the region to facilitate the movement of illicit products is one of the major reasons why the trade in SALW is thriving.

ISIS needed SALW to overtake the personnel at the oil facilities and enforce new management. In some cases, ISIS compelled technicians to remain in their jobs to ensure that oil continued to flow. The individuals were not necessarily given a choice—they were paid, but operated under duress, understanding that if they abandoned their jobs or refused, they would be killed, most likely alongside their families. Without SALW, ISIS never would have had the coercive capabilities to seize control of the oil fields. And without control of the oil fields, ISIS would have struggled mightily to build its proto-state, so there is a direct connection between SALW and ISIS financing, and in effect, its ability to
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construct its so-called caliphate.

Not only were SALW essential to ISIS gaining control of the oil fields, but the entire value chain of moving the oil and oil-related products was also linked to SALW. The convoys that smuggled and trafficked oil throughout the region needed to be accompanied by heavily armed soldiers to avoid being robbed or overtaken. As such, armed militiants were the guardians of these lucrative assets and the entire illicit supply chain that sustained such robust revenues for the organisation.

Migrant Smuggling and Human Trafficking

One area of activity that has been discussed a great deal, but very little in terms of ISIS profit-making, is human smuggling of refugees. Napoleoni, however, claimed that “In the summer of 2015, the tax on human cargo crossing into Turkey generated about half a million dollars a day for the Islamic State.”⁴¹⁸ She also argued that ISIS forces in Libya are regulating and taxing refugee boats leaving to cross the Mediterranean, limiting the number of passengers to 120 per boat.⁴¹⁹ “Traffickers pay 50 percent of their profits to ISIS in exchange for the right to sail, so counting the migrants also establishes the amount of tax each boat must pay. In 2015, this tax generated about $20 million for every 10 thousand migrants.”⁴²⁰ This was at the height of the refugee crisis and it seems likely that since then, this revenue stream has declined somewhat. There is often a connection between the trade in SALW and other aspects of transnational crime. For example, according to one interviewee who studies illicit criminal activities in the Middle East, the boats that smuggle and traffic humans to various destinations in the Persian Gulf “never go back empty.” She noted that they almost always bring weapons back to trading hubs and arms bazaars throughout the region and even further afield to the Horn of Africa.⁴²¹

In addition to the taxation of human smugglers, ISIS has subsequently become involved in human trafficking and according to one report “has set up prostitution businesses in certain towns and cities in which they occupy using primarily teenage girls that they force to work in such businesses.”⁴²² In 2014, ISIS abducted over 5,000 Yazidi women which its members used to conduct “slave auctions.”⁴²³ ISIS was able to overtake Yazidi areas because of the group’s superior firepower. Men were separated from women and children, and in many cases killed using SALW. Small clans and tribes were simply outnumbered and outgunned, given ISIS’s vast arsenal of weapons. Similarly, to the ways jihadist groups engage in kidnapping for ransom, the acquisition of SALW permits ISIS to effectively coerce vulnerable populations into involuntarily services as part of its human trafficking mechanisms.

Drug Trafficking

As discussed throughout this chapter, ISIS has diversified its funding portfolio to ensure a steady supply of financing to support its operations and organisation.⁴²⁴ And as its territory is further squeezed in Iraq and Syria, it will increasingly turn to opportunistic methods of raising money, including drug trafficking.⁴²⁵ One major consequence of the Arab Spring and follow-on geopolitical tumult has been a shift in smuggling and trafficking networks throughout the Middle East and North Africa, with criminal
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groups and terrorist organisations taking advantage of continued instability in key geographic hubs throughout the Mediterranean region.\textsuperscript{426} ISIS fighters are cognisant of the benefits that this instability affords, even stressing in a 2017 issue of \textit{Rumiyah} that conflict zones such as Ukraine and Syria, provide ample opportunities for connections to underground criminal networks.

And ISIS militants are not just in the business of profiting from drugs but are apparently taking them too. Myriad reports suggest that terrorists are widely using captagon, also known as ‘jihad pills,’ an amphetamine that suppresses feelings of pain, induces euphoria, and allows fighters to remain awake for extended periods of time during intense battles.\textsuperscript{427} The Global Initiative Against Transnational Organized Crime estimates that the captagon market could be worth approximately 1.39 billion dollars.\textsuperscript{428} Criminal gangs from Syria and Bulgaria and other terrorist groups, including Hezbollah, are thought to be involved with the production and sale of captagon throughout the Middle East, which could potentially bring them into contact with ISIS militants as fighters flee the collapsing Caliphate.\textsuperscript{429}

### 3.3.3 Scope and dynamics of the direct use of SALW as a source of finance

Terrorist groups using the smuggling and trafficking of SALW to finance their organisations is difficult to document, although according to several interviewees, it does indeed happen. The more common usage of SALW is indirect financing, wherein terrorist groups use SALW to help carry out a range of illicit activities, from extortion to armed robbery. When asked about whether terrorist groups profit from SALW trafficking (e.g., direct financing), one interviewee noted that “we don’t see a lot of it…but just because you can’t find it doesn’t mean it’s not happening.” She went on to say that “everybody wants a nice clean picture, but it’s very messy.”\textsuperscript{430} This comment tracks with similar perspectives from several other interviewees who each spoke about their gut instinct that these groups might be profiting from the illicit trade in SALW, but because weapons are also useful on the battlefield, it was often much more difficult to discern a pure profit motive, as is typically the case with drug smuggling or human trafficking.

**Terrorist organisations’ direct involvement in SALW trafficking**

Several interviewees expressed the viewpoint that for terrorist groups in the Middle East, arms trafficking was not a primary source of revenue, and perhaps only secondary at best. In their article in \textit{Foreign Policy} from January 2018, Renad Mansour and Hisham al-Hishami noted that ISIS profits from trade of illicit arms, in addition to a range of other products it buys and sells on the black market, including illicit drugs and antiquities.\textsuperscript{431} In a separate piece, Hishami notes that “the revenue ISIS generates from the border economy provides the group with funds to carry out its terrorist attacks and obtain arms, food, medicine, vehicles, and anything else needed to survive and continue its activities, as well as for recruitment for support functions.”\textsuperscript{432} Rollie Lal, an expert on transnational organised crime, has similarly asserted that ISIS has profited from weapons trafficking.\textsuperscript{433}
Throughout the interviews, experts disagreed over the extent to how much groups profited directly. In terms of whether groups like ISIS actually profit from the sale of SALW, one interviewee was sceptical. She believes the fact that ISIS maintained its own weapons production facilities meant that it lacked a surplus, and thus was unlikely to be selling SALW for a profit. Still, another interviewee who is considered one of the world’s leading experts on conflict in Syria believes that many terrorist organisations have made money by selling weapons to the regime, as well as to regime-linked actors (Russian, Iranian). He spoke of numerous border crossings where the SALW trade was very well known. He went on to say that one way for terrorists to maintain an additional income was for them to sell arms to their enemies. Nusra did it, ISIS has been widely accused of doing it. Holistically, it is evident that terrorist financing via SALW trafficking remains extremely multi-faceted, rationalising the need for continued comprehensive and diligent monitoring.

“[ISIS] obviously gained access to a great amount of armaments related to Syria and Iraq, so establishing dark websites to sell some of this material so they can make money makes sense... It wasn’t a significant source of financing for a group like ISIS relative to the other sources they were benefiting from, like extortion.”

Middle East expert based in North America

Areas under Houthi control have seen immense growth in the arms trafficking business. Locals residing in Sanaa attest that the arms market in urban centres under Houthi control is “accelerating at an alarming rate”, with little oversight in documenting what weapons variants are sold and to whom.434 In some of these areas, fighters participate as suppliers. Ahmed Himmiche, a coordinator for the UN Security Council's Panel of Experts, claims that reports emerging from Yemen attest that militants often sell their issued weapons in the absence of wages.435

Terrorist organisations’ indirect involvement in SALW trafficking

As part of secondary source financing via SALW trafficking, extortion and other “mafia-like” tactics executed by terrorist groups remain among the prevalent criminal strategies executed by these non-state actors. With states continuing to struggle to exert social control over portions of conflict zones, ranging from Iraq, Syria, and Yemen, these groups remain positioned to tax the flow of SALW throughout the country, often through coercing traffickers through the threat of armed confrontation or limiting their access to regional trade outlets. Consequently, though these groups do not rely heavily on direct engagement in arms sales as a primary source for revenue generation, they continue to be immediate beneficiaries of the SALW trade. Within areas under militant control, groups are positioned to potentially extort local arms businesses or impose regulatory taxes on arms sales.

Outside of the case of Mukalla, AQAP and other Salafi-jihadist groups operating in Yemen likely continue to impose taxes on the movement of SALW in areas where the group maintains levels of social control or significant influence. One interviewee supported this notion, claiming terrorist groups in Yemen are likely gaining most of their revenue from “mafia activity” and extortion through the arms trade.436 Despite limits in territorial control of Salafi-jihadi actors, the tribal dynamics and economic hardships of the Yemeni conflict zone is likely driving jihadist groups to charge traffickers utilising routes through the territories where they do exercise considerable influence. While SALW traffickers remain key facilitators in Yemen’s smuggling environment, they likely engage in transactional interactions with terrorist groups, where they either pay the organisation or agree to a negotiated percentage in order to access weapons markets.437 As suggested by the interviewee, this practice can be best understood as a brand of “warlordism” that jihadist groups are embracing, claiming “[traffickers] don’t
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end up having to fight them. It's easier for traffickers to pay."438

Moreover, like other illicit markets, SALW trafficking is adapting in the digital age. The presence of SALW sales via digital applications in Yemen and Syria, notably Telegram, reflects the fluid nature of SALW marketability in regional conflict zones. The presence of SALW in the digital sphere not only allows arms dealers to expand its consumer pool, but it also now provides terrorist organisations with additional mechanisms to expand the acquisition and possible sale of SALW across demographics and geographic areas. With terrorist organisations enhancing their technical fluency with exploiting digital platforms in these conflict zones, states with declining legitimacy and enforcement capabilities will likely continue to struggle in combatting the presence of a digital-SALW marketplace. Consequently, this will likely pose challenges for counter-SALW efforts aiming to address the emerging marketability of SALW in cyberspace and the implications for the acquisition and sale of arms by terrorist organisations.

3.4. Conclusion

As detailed throughout this report, there are myriad ways that terrorist organisations use SALW trafficking to conduct operations and in some cases, indirectly finance their organisational activities. Terrorist groups in the region have access to, and ultimately obtain, a wide range of SALW, and they do so through state sponsorship, diversion, and theft, and through taking advantage of weak state capacity, porous borders, and corrupt law enforcement and border security officials. State sponsorship of terrorist groups and sub-state proxies has flooded the Middle East with SALW, which further contributes to instability and provides terrorist groups with the means of sustaining their campaigns, by offering the means of indirect financing—through KFR, extortion and taxation, and various types of illicit smuggling and trafficking activities.

Terrorist organisations like ISIS, AQAP, and Hezbollah have displayed remarkable staying power. Their strength has been bolstered, both directly and indirectly, by the possession and acquisition of SALW, which has in turn fuelled civil war, terrorism, and insurgency throughout the Middle East. But SALW remain a problem beyond the violence itself, because these weapons of war are crucial to terrorist organisations’ ability to raise funds that sustain their movements, as they serve as the primary coercive mechanism that fuels extortion, kidnapping for ransom, and numerous other forms of illicit activities perpetrated by terrorist groups in the region and beyond.

As documented throughout this paper, there are numerous examples of the indirect financing of terrorist organisations through the use of SALW. Nearly every illicit revenue stream pursued by terrorist organisations in the Middle East is underpinned by the use of force or by the threat of force. SALW provide terrorist groups with the ‘muscle’ needed to coerce their targets. And, as demonstrated by ISIS with frequency, this was more than just an idle threat. ISIS took barbarism to new levels and in the process, managed to gain control over key sectors of the illicit economy. This revenue in turn fuelled the ISIS war machine. Numerous al-Qaeda affiliates in the Middle East—including AQAP and al-Qaeda’s franchise in Syria—also rely on SALW to hold territory, fight their adversaries, and pursue illicit revenue generating activities that help sustain these groups’ operational and organisational lines of effort.

Looking ahead, it is prudent to anticipate what could be coming over the horizon in the near future, including a move toward online and digital transactions. Arms dealers utilise digital platforms for online arms purchases. The Telegram messaging service is widely used throughout the country, due to its offering of encrypted conversations allowing arms traders to operate outside the parameters of state oversight.439 The use of Telegram in the Yemeni arms business is a mechanism seen in other regional conflict zones. ISIS and al-Qaeda affiliate groups are known to utilise Telegram to engage in the illicit arms trafficking market within Syria.440 The application now helps sustain the presence of illicit arms
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transactions in the country, while increasing accessibility to various audiences, including civilians, insurgents, and Salafi-jihadists. The presence of digital arms marketing in Yemen now presents a new array of challenges for state enforcement authorities that seek to curb the risk the illicit economy poses to internal security.

The suitability of DDR programmes to disarm terrorist groups

4.1. Introduction

Modern-day conflicts, particularly those in Africa and the Middle East, have become increasingly multi-layered and complex, with terrorist groups over the past couple of decades proliferating in already fragile and conflict-affected settings. In the Sahel and larger West African region, the terrorist threat posed by a number of al-Qaeda and IS-affiliated terrorist organisations has increased⁴⁴¹ and has further exacerbated already existing tensions. A multitude of non-state armed groups, community-based militias, bandits, and criminal actors now operate in the region, most notably in Mali, Burkina Faso, Niger, and Nigeria, and take advantage of the historic trans-Saharan trade routes. In the Middle East, ISIS at its height controlled a vast territory and in many ways acted as a state, while Yemen has been faced with multiple conflicts involving terrorist groups which has seen the government being embroiled in a conflict against Houthi rebels but also with AQIP. In addition to this, various armed groups are also engaged in conflict with each other in the region.

The nature of warfare itself has changed significantly due to technological advancements and the use of communication platforms, particularly in the Middle East. Non-state armed groups including terrorist groups are becoming capable of acquiring or manufacturing weapons, adding to the proliferation of SALW. Several terrorist groups like ISIS have been using IEDs for a long time but can now also develop remote capabilities to carry out attacks, obtain knowledge on how to make weapons through the Internet or rely on 3D technologies to produce weapons.⁴⁴² Technological advances in manufacturing, design and the production of weapons also present challenges to both DDR processes and Weapons and Ammunition Management Programmes (WAM).

Against this backdrop, peace operation efforts need to be conducted in complex and often fragile environments in which many different actors operate, including terrorist groups. In the aftermath of a conflict, countries face numerous challenges ranging from creating stability, building strong institutions, providing humanitarian assistance, and conducting reconstruction efforts, whereas the longer-term goal is to prevent the recurrence of violence and conflict. Disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration (DDR), in addition to security sector reform (SSR), transitional justice and arms control are all part of a wider peacebuilding effort that is needed in countries emerging from a conflict. These different components may overlap but are distinct. With consideration to the increasing involvement of terrorist groups in conflicts and the changing nature of warfare, as well as how DDR programmes have evolved in the last decade, this section will explore how the interplay of these dynamics might contribute to reducing the trafficking and possession of SALW by terrorist groups.

4.2. D for Disarmament

Disarmament, security, and development are intrinsically linked. Sustainable development goal 16 is dedicated to peace, justice and strong institutions and one of the targets is to significantly reduce the illicit financial market for SALW and arms flows themselves, strengthen recovery, the return of stolen assets, and combat all forms of organised crime by 2030.⁴⁴³ The updated version of the UN Integrated DDR Standards (UNIDDRS) published in 2018 has been developed by more than 20 UN agencies to provide guidance in post-conflict contexts where DDR forms an integral


part of comprehensive peace agreements. According to UNIDDRS, the first D of DDR represents the collection, documentation, control and disposal of small arms, ammunition, explosives and light and heavy weapons belonging to combatants and often also the civilian population. Disarmament also includes the development of responsible arms management programmes. From this definition, it becomes clear that disarmament is broader than just disarming combatants and can overlap with arms control programmes, which are often conducted among States - in peace time - to reduce the number of all types of weapons owned by States.

Figure 20. Demobilisation process begins, outside Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire, 2012.

While the proliferation of arms is not itself considered the cause of violence, it does increase the severity of violence as a force multiplier. General Assembly Resolution 71/64 on the consolidation of peace through practical disarmament measures emphasised the need to address the illicit trafficking of SALW, including through weapons collection, disarmament, demobilisation, and reintegration programmes and the enhancement of physical security and stockpile management practices, as well as relevant training programmes. The Resolution also acknowledged that a comprehensive and effective weapons management programme can contribute to sustainable peacebuilding efforts. The importance of adequate DDR and weapons reduction programmes in the process of addressing the prevalence of SALW has also been emphasised as a ‘best practice’ by the UN and World Bank, though evidence of its effectiveness remains limited.
4.3. From first to third generation of DDR programmes

Peace operations and DDR programmes have evolved to address the recognised changing environment in which they are being utilised. With regard to DDR, these changes have manifested as what are referred to as generational changes in policy and practice. The first generation of DDR programmes have traditionally been implemented after an international armed conflict between States, or within one State - has ended. The scope and modalities of these original DDR programmes are part of the peace agreement and based on the willingness and implied trust to implement the programme itself. Whilst first generation DDR programmes focus on the combatants, the second generation of DDR programmes are broader and also address the needs of communities that have been affected by violence. An important concept under the second generation DDR programmes is community violence reduction (CVR), which has been incorporated in UN peace operations in the Democratic Republic of Congo (MONUSCO), the Central African Republic (MINUSCA), Mali (MINUSMA) and Darfur (UNAMID).

While DDR and CVR programmes have the same objective to reduce violence, CVR programmes are often implemented when a peace agreement has not yet been concluded and the pre-conditions of a DDR process are not met. CVR programmes can be implemented in addition to or instead of DDR programmes, and are focused on the needs of the local communities. This priority is demonstrated through developmental activities ranging from repairing schools and roads to vocational training, the creation of gun-free zones, and registration capabilities. By building trust and creating space for dialogue, the programmes contribute to stability and can lay the groundwork for the subsequent introduction of DDR programmes. The advantages are that CVR programmes can include members of the armed groups, including terrorist groups, that are not likely to be signatories to peace agreements and thus not eligible for DDR. In Mali, for example, CVR programmes have been implemented to address recruitment into the armed movements present in the country, including those allied to al-Qaeda. Importantly, however, the expressed primary aim of CVR is to prevent and reduce violence, not necessarily to reduce arms flow of weapons to/from terrorist groups. The developmental and community-building work conducted may nevertheless contribute to conditions conducive for arms reduction.

The third generation DDR programmes are being implemented in fragile contexts characterised by a lack of the rule of law and weak government, and often during an on-going conflict. In such circumstances, the parties in the conflict are not likely to give up their weapons. A practicing expert in DDR and CVR confirmed in interview that the pre-conditions for a successful DDR programme, i.e., the willingness and trust to voluntarily agree to disarm, demobilise and reintegrate, are thus difficult to achieve.

“It’s a common misconception when people say that a DDR programme goes on after a war is done. Most of the time, the war is still going on. So, if I were them, I wouldn’t give up my weapon either, it’s kind of stupid from a personal security point of view.”

DDR and CVR Expert
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Third-generation DDR programmes have begun developing transitional centres that differ from classic cantonment sites, and which are more suitable for the demobilisation of violent extremists. Yet, many challenges remain for third generation DDR programmes to address the specific issues relating to terrorists, such as how to provide safe passage to those who wish to leave the terrorist group, the provision of de-radicalisation programmes and the collection of weapons while the conflict and terrorist action remain ongoing. The reintegration of ex-combatants fighters often occurs in fragile contexts, including during ongoing conflicts, where non-state armed groups continue to operate or advocate for the use of violence even as reintegration efforts are underway.

The resulting lack of focus on disarmament as a priority in third generation DDR programmes has led many to continue to suggest that it should be renamed to provide a more accurate description of the process. However, there remain operational and bureaucratic reasons why such a rebrand cannot happen, reasons which couple as an explanation as to why the newest generations of DDR include accompanying but separate programmes.

“DDR has been going on for 25 years. If you change your acronym, you lose every resolution for 25 years that you get your money from, that you get in peacekeeping. So ... we started renaming spin-offs, [like] CVR – community violence reduction – the idea was to stop the violence not to stop the weapon. The acronym is wrong, you just can’t get away from it for very bureaucratic reasons.”

**DDR Expert Practitioner**

### 4.4. DDR as a tool which incorporates terrorists

The evolutionary adaptations to DDR processes made in the last few decades have sought to align the programmes with the rapidly evolving conflict dynamics in Africa. Despite these changes however, there are still questions as to DDR’s suitability when it comes to terrorists. Directly addressing the suitability of the use of DDR when faced with terrorist and violent extremist groups, the UN University recently compiled a report questioning whether UN DDR was fit for purpose in the era of violent extremism. A major barrier posed by the designated status of terrorist organisations is that it discounts these groups from being signatories to formal peace agreements, and therefore from DDR participation. One of the major facets of DDR as a process is that it is voluntary, and to be effective requires commitment to not just disarm, but also to completely demobilise and reintegrate into society, but above all, it requires trust in the government to genuinely and meaningfully reintegrate those who entered the DDR programmes. The political motivations of most terrorist groups and their persistent attacks against governments are challenges which DDR was not designed to address. Significantly, if a terrorist group becomes a signatory to a peace agreement, they surrender the ability to impose their ideology through force, the disarmament process would remove their capability to do so.

“[DDR] is not a tool that is made for dealing with violent extremist movements and was not set up to be one but it is sort of being labelled in some way as being the answer because we don’t have much else at the moment.”

**Disarmament Expert Practitioner**

---
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The ramifications of encouraging individuals to engage in DDR processes when the group they are a part of have not officially committed to the programme can be severe. Those who utilise DDR in this way transform its existence from an overarching peacekeeping regime to a piecemeal exit programme with enhanced risks attached. A peacekeeping expert gave an example:

“There was an attack on the first day of the [MINUSMA Mécanisme Opérationnel de Coordination] in Gao, which led to 60 deaths, so [the fighters of the armed groups] said “well, but wait, we become targets for the terrorists because we are finally the symbol of the implementation of the peace agreement.”

Peacekeeping Expert

However, there have been significant developments in this area, including the peace agreement that has been signed involving the Taliban in Afghanistan. In February 2020, an agreement was concluded with the United States on the withdrawal of US troops and a breakthrough was achieved with the Afghan government in early December.460 How DDR, if at all, will be part of the peace deal remains to be seen. It is thought that any disarmament phase, initially at least, will take on the characteristics of a weapons and ammunition management programme rather than the first step of a DDR programme because Taliban fighters will likely not agree to hand over their weapons to their rival Afghan National Defense and Security Forces personnel.461 Thus, DDR will likely be a result of, rather than a leading factor in, the larger peace process.

4.5. The Potential for DDR to Negatively Impact SALW Flows

The general challenges that DDR programmes face include the high prevalence of firearm ownership, high military spending in the region, brigade impunity, and a lack of stockpile and border security.462 The implementation of such programmes also has the potential to present additional problems with regard to the very flow of SALW they would ideally address. In Côte d’Ivoire for example, following the conflict, weapons that were handed over in the DDR process were reappearing in the hands of terrorist groups throughout the Sahel, specifically in Burkina Faso and subsequently in Mali. Ivorian authorities were questioned in these cases, but the issue does not seem to have been resolved. The continued systematic erasure of serial numbers on weapons seized on the southern border of Burkina Faso with Côte d’Ivoire raises further questions as to the existence of corruption from within the DDR/WAM programmes themselves. The type of extensive erasure witnessed is rarely otherwise seen in the region, the lack of any good/developed weapons and ammunition registration/recording databases means that erasure of serial numbers is not typically an important priority for armed groups.463

“The fact that they are doing this still raises the suspicion that these weapons continue to come from a stockpile that is traceable in Côte d’Ivoire, possibly the DDR stockpile or the stocks of the Ivorian armed forces that continue to slide into the Burkina Faso region.”

Small Arms Expert

This issue was reiterated in another of our conducted interviews with a disarmament expert who explained that a large number of vz. 58 rifles which had been marked for destruction with geographic identification information in Côte d’Ivoire during DDR operations, were instead somehow moved out of the stockpiles and back into the hands of individuals and groups.
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Implementing a peace agreement and DDR programme in Mali whilst terrorist attacks continue to shape the security landscape has proven to be very challenging. More than five years have passed since the Malian government and the Coordination of Azawad Movements (CMA) concluded a peace agreement and so far, little progress has been made in the implementation of the agreement's commitments by either of the signatories. According to the defence and security section of the peace agreement, a cantonment process needs to be set up to identify which combatants are eligible to enter the DDR programme, a national committee for DDR needs to established and armed and security forces need to be deployed.\footnote{Agreement for Peace and Reconciliation in Mali: Resulting from the Algiers Process. (Translation: University of Edinburgh). See. https://www.un.org/en/pdfs/EN-ML_150620_Accord-pour-la-paix-et-la-reconciliation-au-Mali_ISSU-du-Processus-d%27Alger.pdf.} Although hostilities between the signatory parties have reduced, the jihadi terrorist groups are not party to the peace agreement and many members of the signatory groups have been targeted by jihadist terrorist acts.\footnote{Mathieu Pellerin, “Mali’s Algiers Peace Agreement, Five Years on: An Uneasy Calm,” \textit{International Crisis Group}, (June 24, 2020), https://www.crisisgroup.org/africa/sahel/mali/laccord-dalger-cinq-ans-apres-un-caime-precaire-dont-il-ne-faut-pas-se-satisfaire.} Terrorist attacks have continued throughout 2020 including against MINUSMA. In UNSC 2531(2020) the government of Mali was again urged to address the proliferation and trafficking of SALW, and to strengthening the effective management and storage of national stockpiles.\footnote{United Nations Security Council. “Resolution 2531(2020).” June 29, 2020, http://unscr.com/en/resolutions/doc/2531.} According to the Carter Centre who have been appointed as an independent observer since 2017, little progress has been made on the DDR process. Its most recent report shows that the accelerated DDR involves just 1176 combatants which are not fully integrated, while the comprehensive DDR process still needs to be finalised and launched.\footnote{The Carter Center. “Observations on the Implementation of the Agreement on Peace and Reconciliation in Mali, Resulting from the Algiers Process.” December 2020. https://pubHTML5.com/qpno/wire/.} Considering that the signatory parties registered nearly 85,000 combatants, full implementation of the committed DDR process will take a long time.

The other important shift that the introduction of DDR programmes can cause is to transform weapons from being merely instruments into being desirable commodities and gateways into DDR programme participation which often produces employment for the individuals taking part. Setting a weapon surrender requirement as a criteria for entry into a DDR programme can push people to arm or rearm with the plan that one day they will turn the weapon into the DDR system and will be provided with reintegrative employment, financial renumeration, or material reward. This danger was realised throughout the late 1990s in the case of the incomplete Mozambican disarmament process, the consequences of which fuelled the SALW trafficking industry both domestically and internationally throughout South Africa, Zambia, and Malawi, and increased the proliferation of SALW amongst the population.\footnote{Mark Knight and Alpaslan Ozerdem, “Guns, Camps and Cash: Disarmament, Demobilization and Reinsertion of Former Combatants in Transitions from War to Peace,” \textit{Journal of Peace Research} 41, no. 4 (July 2004): 499–516, https://doi.org/10.1177/0022343304044479.} These unintended consequences have the potential to directly contribute to the financial resources of armed groups.\footnote{“How best to remove guns from post-conflict zones?” \textit{The New Humanitarian}, July 28, 2011, https://www.thenewhumanitarian.org/news/2011/07/28/how-best-remove-guns-post-conflict-zones.}

During the second attempt at DDR in Liberia, the United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) disarmed and demobilised more than 100,000 former fighters and collected nearly 28,000 weapons between December 2003 and November 2004. The DDR programme estimated that 38,000 combatants would enrol. The reason for the unexpected high number was in part related to eligibility criteria. Combatants needed to be identified by the commander and some registered their family members so they could gain benefits from the DDR programme. Females and children associated with the armed groups could also enter the programme with or without weapons and ammunition. The benefits, in particular the large sum of cash, attracted not only combatants from Liberia but also combatants from Sierra Leone. The offering US$300 essentially created a demand to buy weapons on the black market.\footnote{Ibid.} Often commanders would send their own children or those of relatives to register for the DDR programme to cash in the money. This type of buy-back element of DDR programs has similarly
failed in Sierra Leone\textsuperscript{471} and is now largely advised against.

“[The UN tried] cash for weapons and quickly shut it down because what was happening was that the amount of cash that they were offering was above the market price, so basically people started buying weapons to sell them to the UN. ... [Now] you’ll see in the IDDRS there was a strong guidance that said, do not do cash for weapons because you’re really going to risk affecting the market.”

\textbf{DDR and CVR Expert Practitioner}

Attempts have been made in the past to avoid the potentially exacerbating conditions that direct financial trade can create such as the careful tailoring of disarmament incentives within DDR programmes. This has included removing cash incentives from the equation completely with the implementation of ‘weapons lotteries’ in Mozambique and Bosnia in which SALW returns were rewarded with the chance to ‘win’ a product such as a DVD player or similar commodity.\textsuperscript{472} Similarly, in Sierra Leone, the reintegration of Revolutionary United Front (RUF) militias saw conditions attached to the financial support as they were issued as loans. This allowed former combatants to rent vehicles to use in employment as taxi drivers which helped them fund their new life and repay what they owed.\textsuperscript{473} However, this clearly does not solve the issue of those who buy SALW or engage with armed-groups for the sole purpose of obtaining a weapon to use as entry into a DDR programme thereafter.

One way that has been used to guard against this is through careful surveillance of the region prior to implementing the system in order to understand how many weapons and what types of weapons are in the hands of the terrorist groups that the disarmament process is aimed at. This presents the possibility of building a catalogue of what is expected to arrive which can then be cross-referenced against what is actually collected. Many members of terrorist groups also post photos on social media after their operations holding a weapon.\textsuperscript{474}

This may also help to address another present issue of individuals turning in broken, outdated, or otherwise useless weapons that would serve no purpose in combat, or are surplus to a weapons cache that is maintained by a group or individual.

“Most of the time they handed in their second weapon and there are many different ways that armed groups have weapons. Sometimes, one person can have many weapons, sometimes they are shared weapons, there are also crew weapons – like nobody owns a 50 calibre, right? It’s a crew weapon and you need at least 3 people to be operating that kind of weapon, the same thing with things like missiles. And a “weapon” is not always a weapon. Like an RPG-7, once you’ve launched it, unless you have a couple of missiles, it’s dead. It’s just a launcher. So, I think there is a big thing that first, you can’t just talk about weapons, you do really have to categorise the type of weapon.”

\textbf{DDR Expert Practitioner}

If a large proportion of weapons collected in DDR programmes are not those which would be used by terrorist groups or by individuals in the commission of violence in the community then their collection cannot be said to have a meaningful effect on the flow of SALW in the region. The consequences on market forces of setting disarmament as a requirement of DDR participation might not therefore be justifiable.

The result of the above, and the perceived necessity to address the threat to civilians posed by
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terrorist organisations, has in some cases resulted in a move away from DDR engagement as the initial objective and towards engagement with process such as the already mentioned CVR, but also Transitional Weapons and Ammunition Management.

4.6. From Traditional to Transitional Weapon Management

When terrorist organisations are designated as such by the UN Sanctions Committee or the EU, it makes it increasingly complicated to conclude a peace agreement. This means that terrorist groups may not be eligible for a DDR programme, that the armed actors are not willing to disarm, or that the pre-conditions for a DDR programme are lacking. In such cases, peace and security can be achieved by the comprehensive maintenance of a tool traditionally used in arms control, which has now become a vital component, both within and independent of, DDR programmes: weapons and ammunition management.

“Weapons and ammunition management is the oversight, accountability and management of arms and ammunition throughout their lifecycle, including the establishment of frameworks, processes and practices for safe and secure materiel acquisition, stockpiling, transfers, tracing, and disposal. WAM does not only focus on small arms and light weapons, but on a broader range of conventional weapons including ammunition and artillery.”

United Nations Integrated DDR Standards

Overaccumulation of and excessive SALW proliferation only contributes to the prolonging of conflicts. Effective WAM of national stockpiles, can help to address overaccumulation and contain the conflict but also to address the risk of proliferation of SALW. Furthermore, effective weapon management goes beyond merely focusing on the physical protection of national stockpiles. It includes measures ranging from recording keeping, conducting risk assessment, storing, and securing facilities and transport, to destruction of SALW. Further guidance can be found in the International Ammunition Technical Guidelines (IATG).

Figure 21. Weapons being inspected before their destruction by UNMAS. DRC, 2017.
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In the latest report of April 2020 by the Secretary General on small arms and light weapons, weapons and ammunition management is considered vital in peace operations and the UN has assisted national authorities in weapons and ammunition management processes in the Central African Republic, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Mali, and has supported DDR activities with the aim to reduce community violence.\footnote{United Nations. “The illicit trade in small arms and light weapons in all its aspects and assistance to States for curbing the illicit traffic in small arms and light weapons and collecting them.” 2020, https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/3864688.} At the time of writing, February 2021, the UNIDDRS are being updated. What is known is that the new version will contain a chapter on SALW, but the details have not yet been released to the public. Some mandates may include detailed provisions regarding DDR WAM, for instance by requesting the UN peacekeeping mission to support the authorities in collecting, registering, securing, and disposing of weapons held by armed groups.

In practice, a distinction can be drawn between traditional and transitional WAM. The traditional WAM framework aims to regulate the full life cycle of weapons and ammunition and should be part of a DDR programme and the accompanying peace agreement. The framework should contain the eligibility of combatants that may enter the programme including age, the type of weapons that are eligible and provisions on documenting, storing, and destroying of weapons. In comparison:

“Transitional WAM is a series of interim arms control measures that can be implemented by DDR practitioners before, after and alongside DDR programmes. Transitional WAM can also be implemented when the preconditions for a DDR programme are absent. The transitional WAM component of a DDR process is primarily aimed at reducing the capacity of individuals and groups to engage in armed violence and conflict. Transitional WAM also aims to reduce accidents and save lives by addressing the immediate risks related to the possession of weapons, ammunition, and explosives.”

United Nations Integrated DDR Standards

The use of transitional WAM is seen when either there is no formal peace agreement, no central authority, or where there is an ongoing conflict. Alternatively, it is an option in scenarios in which there is a central governance structure, but the status of the armed group being dealt with is undefined, or explicitly defined in a way, which means the government cannot visibly or officially engage with them (i.e., terrorist groups). When implemented as part of a DDR process (either with or without a DDR programme), transitional WAM has two primary aims: (1) to reduce the capacity of individuals and groups to engage in armed conflict, and (2) to reduce accidents and save lives by addressing the immediate risks related to the illicit possession of weapons, ammunition, and explosives. By supporting better arms control and preventing the diversion of weapons, ammunition, and explosives to unauthorised end-users, transitional WAM can be a strong component of the sustaining peace approach and contribute to preventing the outbreak, escalation, continuation and recurrence of conflict (see IDDRS 2.40 on Reintegration as Part of Sustaining Peace). In settings where a peace agreement has been signed and the necessary preconditions for a DDR programme are in place, transitional WAM can also be used before, during and after DDR programmes as a complementary measure (see IDDRS 2.10 on The UN Approach to DDR). What this means in the short-term is that the purpose moves away (temporarily or permanently) from ultimate participation in DDR, and toward what can be immediately implemented in the pursuit of reduction of risk to civilians. When protection of civilians becomes the focus of the agenda, discussions can become technical to the point of negotiating which calibre of weapon is acceptable to use.

“In Libya it has been proposed to certain militia groups to say; you’ve got weapons beyond a certain calibre that you don’t actually know how to control well because its impact is likely going to be larger than the target that you’re trying to hit. For example, when it comes to explosive weapons. So that transitional weapons and ammunition discussion may say “why don’t you put that weapon aside and limit your operations to, for example 14.7mm calibre” – which is a small arms calibre – something that is used in close combat scenarios. By introducing these types of
measure, you are limiting the distance in which the armed group can deploy a certain calibre weapon ... they may have very limited control as to the sphere of impact where the explosion might take place beyond their intended target audience.”

Disarmament Expert Practitioner

This represents not a diversification of the objectives of DDR itself, but a diversification of the ways in which the UN engages with non-state actors in certain scenarios. When, for example, the most imminent priority is the protection of civilians, engagement through DDR might be substituted for transitional arms and ammunition management control. This allows for engaging with terrorist and violent extremist groups which would not have been feasible nor desirable in the past. The transitional WAM could consist of interim measures ranging from conducting an arms survey, to registering weapons, to storing weapons that are not required in a safe place, with the aim to reduce violence in a region whilst negotiations are still taking place or are yet to commence. It can also be seen as a trust building mechanism among the non-armed actors, including terrorist groups engaged in a conflict with the government.

New technologies in the manufacturing of SALW present additional complications for established disarmament and WAM processes. Developments in the use of polymers in the manufacture of weapons means that traditional stamping methods of weapon marking cannot be used once the weapon is already assembled, which leaves laser marking or a process known as micro percussion (the printing of individual dots which reproduce alphanumerical characters through compression) as the necessary solution. The design of SALW has also seen developments with similar implications for both the illicit trading market and WAM processes. The necessary adaptability of weapons to varied combat environments for example has resulted in the increasing use of modularity in the design of military-style weapons. This means that rifles can consist of a core section onto which other parts can be attached to obtain different configurations. Modular weapons can therefore be fitted with multiple components, including ones from other weapons. This interchangeability allows for different serial numbers to appear on different parts of the same weapon which increases both the risk of misidentification and the disposability of those parts of the weapon which might have been marked. It also introduces the capability to change a weapon’s calibre which is a fundamental characteristic of its identification.
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Currently, diversion, unauthorised transfer and/or re-transfer, battlefield recovery, looting of uncontrolled national arsenals, and illicit market purchases are the main sources of terrorist acquisition of SALW. Craft production of weapons occurs on a much smaller scale in comparison and is limited mostly to IEDs. This is likely to remain the case while these methods are cheaper, easier, and require less effort than manufacturing an effective and reliable weapon independently. However, the innovation of 3D printing has the potential to invite new actors into the market of SALW production. As far back as 2012, the blueprints for working plastic guns have been online and can be utilised even with a low-end 3D-printer. More recently designs have included printable AR-15 lower receiver systems, magazines for different types of rifles, M1911 pistols, and by late 2018, fully operational semi-automatic rifles, though these examples currently require high-end industrial printers. The current
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**Figure 22.** Arms being destroyed in Côte d’Ivoire signifying the beginning of the reconciliation process, 2007.
capability of 3D printing technology and its availability suggests that the traditional methods of SALW acquisition will endure for the time being. Yet, the continued advancement of this technology, and the inevitable decrease in costs and increase in quality of output, could mean that 3D printing becomes an alternative source of SALW acquisition for armed groups, complicating WAM and disarmament processes further.

4.7. Concluding remarks

This again raises the question of how one measures the success of a DDR programme, which now has the accompanying question of whether widespread disarmament is, was, or can be, an objective of DDR programmes. Measuring DDR is not easy, its process has multiple aims and therefore multiple metrics against which to measure. Has a programme been effective in reducing community violence? Has it been effective in reintegrating former combatants? Has it been effective in reducing the number of weapons in circulation? Has it been effective in achieving peace and stability? It goes well beyond the scope of this project to answer these questions, but the various interviews conducted in this research show that, in many countries, the aim of DDR programmes has not been focused on disarmament or reducing the flow of weapons, nor have they achieved this, the processes have rather focused on the individual, their demobilisation, and their reintegration into society.

“DDR is not seen as a tool for managing the weapons of terrorism or terrorists. It is a tool that is usually used to manage the weapons of signatory parties to a peace agreement and therefore, unless you bring these extremists movements onboard, it’s going to be very difficult to disarm and demobilise them.”

Disarmament Expert Practitioner

Not only is it asserted that disarmament is not the main aim, it is also sometimes discounted as an aim altogether and considered that the reduction in SALW flow is an entirely incorrect metric by which to measure a DDR process’ success. In many programmes, reduction of the amount of weapons was not an objective.

Effective WAM of national stockpiles can help to contain conflicts especially if it would involve more than just the physical security of national stockpiles and would focus on managing the entire life cycle of weapons. Despite the challenges technological advances poses to DDR process, DDR and in particular WAM as tool to manage the proliferation of SALW, especially in post-conflict settings is underestimated. Furthermore, the increasing use of transitional WAM appears to yield results and could help to reduce the flow of weapons owned by non-state actors, including terrorist groups.

\[(\text{Stellenbosch University, 2019}).\]
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Combatting the direct and indirect use of SALW by terrorist organisations as a source of finance

This chapter analyses the existing legal and policy frameworks that can be used to combat the direct and indirect use of SALW by terrorist organisations as a source of finance. Important to keep in mind is that legal and policy frameworks specifically designed to target the use of these weapons as a source of finance are currently lacking. This chapter will therefore explore different tools and lenses through which the acquisition and use of SALW by terrorist organisations may be addressed, including (5.1) arms control, (5.2) criminal justice and organised crime, and (5.3) combating terrorist finance perspectives.

5.1. Arms control perspective

This section will first analyse various initiatives taken at international level to prevent the illicit proliferation of SALW in general and terrorist access to these weapons in particular. Afterwards we will analyse the EU initiatives to combat terrorist access within and outside the EU, followed by the regional initiatives taken in West Africa and the Middle East to prevent the illicit proliferation and trafficking of SALW and to combat terrorist access to such weapons.

5.1.1. International level

In recent decades, the UN has repeatedly called upon its Member States to refrain from supplying weapons to terrorists and from financing terrorist activities.490 The 2006 UN Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy, the first agreement of all UN Member States to a common strategic and operational approach to fighting terrorism, contains provisions focused on terrorist financing491 and illicit trafficking in SALW492. Also in recent years, the UN noted that terrorists can benefit from organised crime, whether domestic or transnational, such as illicit arms trafficking.493 Resolution 2462 calls upon UN Member States to combat and criminalise terrorist financing and notes in this respect that terrorists raise funds through a variety of means, including the illicit trade in SALW.494 Yet, while the UN repeatedly notes the close connection between international terrorism and transnational criminal activities such as illicit arms trafficking, there is currently no legal or policy framework at international level which specifically targets the direct or indirect use of SALW by terrorist organisations as a source of finance. At the international level, however, various actions were taken to prevent SALW ending up in the hands of undesired end-users in general and terrorists in particular. In its recent resolutions to combat terrorist financing and linkages between terrorism and organised crime, for example Resolutions 2462 and 2482, the UN Security Council limits its reference to SALW by referring to these already existing frameworks. Following sections will therefore give an overview of the most important legislative instruments, tools and policy initiatives at international level to prevent the direct and indirect use of SALW by terrorists: the Firearms Protocol and the UN Programme of Action on SALW which aim to enhance the combat against illicit trafficking in these weapons, the Arms Trade Treaty that regulates international transfers in conventional weapons, including SALW, and UN Security Council Resolution 2370 to prevent terrorist access to weapons.


491 The Strategy, for example, states that UN Member States need to refrain from financing terrorist activities and to cooperate fully in the fight against terrorism, in accordance with international law, to find, deny safe haven and bring to justice, on the basis of the principle of extradite or prosecute, any person who supports, facilitates, participates or attempts to participate in the financing of terrorist acts.

492 The Strategy states that UN Member States need to strengthen coordination and cooperation among States in combating illicit trade in SALW and to step up national efforts and bilateral, subregional, regional and international cooperation to improve border and customs controls in order to prevent and detect the movement of terrorists and prevent and detect the illicit traffic in SALW.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Ratifications</th>
<th>Main objective</th>
<th>Participating countries (Middle East)</th>
<th>Participating countries (West Africa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Firearms Protocol           | 119 countries are party the Firearms Protocol.495                              | • Criminalise the illicit manufacturing and trafficking of firearms.  
• Improve marking and recordkeeping of firearms.  
• Establish an import, export, and transit licensing system.  
• Improve information-sharing and international cooperation | 5 countries have ratified the Firearms Protocol.496                                                                                                    | 12 countries have ratified the Firearms Protocol.497 |
| UN Programme of Action      | 143 countries participated in the Third UN Review Conference of the PoA on SALW (RevCon3) in New York on 18-29 June 2018. 498 In 2018, 120 reports on the national implementation of the PoA and the International Tracing Instrument. | To prevent, combat and eradicate the illicit trade in SALW by:  
• Developing international measures to limit the illicit manufacturing of and trafficking in SALW.  
• Improving cooperation at national, regional, and global level.  
• Raising awareness of problems associated with the illicit manufacturing of and trafficking of SALW.  
• Promoting responsible action by States with a view to preventing the illicit export, import, transit and retransfer of SALW. | 13 countries participated in RevCon3 of the PoA 499 and 8 countries submitted a national report for 2018.500 | 11 countries participated in RevCon3 of the PoA 501 and 13 countries submitted a national report for 2018.502 |
| Arms Trade Treaty           | 104 countries have joined the ATT.503                                        | • Establishing common international standards for the regulation of the international trade in conventional arms.  
• Preventing and eradicating the illicit trade in conventional arms and prevent their diversion. | Only Lebanon signed and ratified the ATT. Four other countries have signed, but not ratified or acceded.504 | Only Gambia has not signed and ratified the ATT.505 |

**Table 3.** Overview of main objectives and participation to the main international instruments to prevent the illicit proliferation and trafficking of SALW
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496 Iraq, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman and Saudi Arabia.
497 Benin, Cabo Verde, Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone and Togo.
499 The following countries from the Middle East participated in RevCon3 of the PoA: Bahrain, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey and United Arab Emirates.
500 The following countries from the Middle East submitted a national report for 2018: Egypt, Iraq, Kuwait, Lebanon, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and United Arab Emirates.
501 The following West-African countries participated in RevCon3 of the PoA: Benin, Cabo Verde, Cameroon, Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Mali, Mauritania, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone and Togo.
503 97 countries ratified the ATT and 7 other countries acceded to the ATT.
504 The following countries have signed, but have not ratified the ATT: Bahrain, Israel, Turkey and United Arab Emirates.
505 The following countries have signed and ratified the ATT: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cabo Verde, Cameroon, Chad, Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone and Togo.
The firearms protocol and the UN programme of action on SALW

Since the mid-1990s, the international community was deliberating on the establishment of an instrument to combat illicit firearms trafficking and gun crime within the context of the fight against transnational organised crime. The negotiations for such an instrument were impeded by technical issues connected to imposing legally binding obligations on products that are not considered contraband. After years of negotiations, the UN adopted the Protocol against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, Their Parts and Components and Ammunition (Firearms Protocol) in 2001 as an additional Protocol to the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC). The objective of the Firearms Protocol is to promote, facilitate and strengthen cooperation among States Parties to prevent, combat and eradicate the illicit manufacturing of and trafficking in firearms, their parts and components and ammunition. It entered into force in 2005 and is a legally binding instrument for states that have ratified or otherwise formally expressed their consent. It was the first legally binding global instrument on SALW. Currently 119 states have become party to the Firearms Protocol.

Although the Firearms Protocol does not specifically refer to terrorism, it is an important instrument for preventing terrorist access to firearms since the Firearms Protocol requires State Parties to adopt measures that criminalise illicit manufacturing and trafficking of firearms and to adopt measures that enable the confiscation and destruction of such firearms. To avoid diversion of firearms from legal possession and the legal market, State Parties are required, among other things, to establish good record-keeping of illicitly manufactured or trafficked firearms, to mark firearms at the time of legal manufacture and import so that they can be traced after confiscation, to take measures to prevent illicit reactivation of deactivated firearms, and to develop an effective licensing system for the international trade in firearms. To enhance the combat against illicit firearms trafficking, the Firearms Protocol also requires State Parties to exchange information on licit and illicit firearms activities, to cooperate at the bilateral, regional and international level (especially with regard to training and technical assistance) and to consider establishing a system for the regulation of arms brokers.

The Firearms Protocol is rather limited in scope and content. This is because the negotiations to establish the Protocol ran parallel to the preparations for the UN Conference on the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in All Its Aspects in July 2001. The goal of the drafters of the Firearms Protocol was to develop an instrument that would focus on crime prevention instead of arms control since they feared that a comprehensive agreement would be weaker and less enforceable. The organisers of the UN Conference on small arms, on the other hand, explicitly noted that the scope of their conference should not be limited to criminal breaches of legislation and procedures, but to all elements that can contribute to excessive and destabilising accumulation of SALW. After difficult negotiations, the participating states of UN small arms conference in July 2001 adopted the Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in All Its Aspects (UN PoA).

The objective of the UN PoA is broader than the Firearms Protocol. The UN PoA aims to prevent, combat and eradicate illicit SALW trafficking by committing State Parties to adopt various measures at national, regional and global level such as developing an adequate legal framework, establishing national coordination bodies and national points of contact, taking legal action against individuals engaged in the illicit use of SALW, ensuring the effective stockpile management, destroying surplus

---
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weapons, and encouraging awareness-raising. In contrast to the Firearms Protocol, the UN PoA refers explicitly to the use of SALW by terrorists by noting the close link between terrorism and the illicit trade in SALW and by stating that this illicit trade fuels crime and terrorism. Specifically, with regard to the use of SALW by terrorists, the UN PoA further encourages State Parties to consider ratifying or acceding to international legal instruments against terrorism and transnational organised crime. The UN PoA also urges State Parties and relevant international or regional organisations to provide international assistance to combat the illicit trade in SALW linked to drug trafficking, transnational organised crime and terrorism. While the Firearms Protocol is a legally binding instrument, the UN PoA is a non-binding instrument. To implement the UN PoA, State Parties are asked to voluntarily submit national reports, convene biennial meetings, and hold review conferences. Despite their differences in approach, the implementation and further development of the Firearms Protocol and UN PoA have been closely linked since they feature the same types of measures, for example regarding information-exchange, marking and record-keeping requirements, and licensing systems and transfer controls.\(^{510}\) The progress on the implementation of the Firearms Protocol, including challenges, trends and good practices is assessed during the Conference of the State Parties to the UNTOC. In the latest biennial meeting the links between trafficking in SALW, terrorism and transnational organised crimes was underlined and a growing concern was expressed with regard to emerging trends and challenges, including the illicit reactivation of deactivated firearms, the conversion of non-lethal weapons into real firearms, the unlicensed assembly of firearms from parts and components and the use of modern technologies to manufacture firearms without authorisation.\(^{511}\) In addition, an open-ended intergovernmental Working Group on Firearms\(^{512}\) was established to advise countries in the implementation of the Firearms Protocol. During the last meeting in May 2020, the focus was on how states and their legislation could respond to the new and emerging threats relating to manufacturing, design, and production of SALW such as conversion of alarm weapons, reactivating of deactivated firearms and 3D printed weapons. States also exchanged good practices on how to strengthen investigative and prosecutorial approaches in countering illicit trafficking in SALW, including through involving financial investigations.

While most countries from the West Africa and the Middle East participate in the politically binding PoA on SALW, a different picture emerges regarding the ratification of the legally binding Firearms Protocol by countries from the Middle East. Most countries from West Africa have ratified the Firearms Protocol, but only a handful of countries from the Middle East have done so (see table 3).

### Arms Trade Treaty

The Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) regulates international transfers\(^{513}\) of conventional arms, including SALW\(^{514}\), and aims to prevent and eradicate the illicit trade in conventional arms and their diversion. It was adopted in 2013 by the UN General Assembly and, after ratification by 50 signatory states, entered into force in December 2014. The ATT currently has 110 State Parties.\(^{515}\)

The ATT requires its State Parties to prohibit arms transfers, for example, if this would violate UN arms embargoes, if this would violate relevant obligations under international agreements or if the State Party has knowledge at the time of authorisation that the weapons would be used in the
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513  The Arms Trade Treaty does not apply to the international movement of conventional arms by, or on behalf of, a State Party for its use provided that the conventional arms remain under that State Party’s ownership.
514  Ammunition takes up a special position in the ATT: while the scope of the Arms Trade Treaty does not fully cover these items, State parties do need to establish and maintain a national control system to regulate the export of these items, and to apply the same prohibitions and assessment criteria (as the 8 listed categories of convention arms) prior to authorising the export of these items.
515  At the time of writing this report (22 December 2020).
commission of genocide, crimes against humanity, grave breaches of the 1949 Geneva Conventions, attacks directed against civilian objects, or other war crimes. In addition to these prohibitions, the ATT also includes assessment criteria that a State Party needs to assess the potential that the arms export would contribute to or undermine peace and security, could be used to commit, or facilitate a serious violation of international humanitarian or human rights law or could be used to commit or facilitate an act constituting an offence under international conventions or protocols relating to terrorism to which the exporting State is a Party. State Parties to the ATT also need to take measures to prevent diversion, to maintain records transferred weapons, to report on authorised or actual arms exports, and to take appropriate measures to enforce national laws and regulations that implement the provisions of the ATT. State Parties are also encouraged to provide international cooperation and assistance for implementation of the Arms Trade Treaty.\(^\text{516}\)

Important to stress in the context of this report is that the ATT aims to prevent the unauthorised use of internationally transferred weapons, including SALW by terrorists, by adopting common assessment criteria. Among other things, this requires State Parties to consider the risk that these weapons could commit or facilitate terrorist offences when making their assessment of export license applications for SALW.

The adoption of the ATT can be considered an important step forward in the regulation of transnational arms flows, especially since it has led to the implementation of arms transfer control systems in countries which were previously lacking such controls. Yet several weaknesses can still be identified. An often-heard criticism is that the ATT looks good on paper but has not changed the transfer policies of the major arms exporting countries. Several of these countries, such as the Russian Federation and the United States, have not signed or ratified the ATT, while other important arms exporting countries have ratified but continue to transfer conventional arms, including SALW, to undesired recipients. Of particular interest for this study is the observation that almost all West African countries have signed and ratified the ATT while only one country from the Middle East (Lebanon) has signed and ratified the ATT. This clearly illustrates a lack interest from countries in the Middle East to participate in the ATT. Another often-heard criticism is that the prohibitions and export assessment criteria of the ATT are considered too vague to make a real difference. NGOs have also pointed to the problem of enforcement of the ATT\(^\text{517}\) and existing challenges for enhancing transparency and information sharing to prevent and eradicate diversion of conventional weapons to the illicit market.\(^\text{518}\)

The United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs has prepared a practical guide to assist states in the implementation of the ATT. Prevention of diversion is considered one of the cornerstones of the ATT. States are required to take a range of preventative measures that need to be adopted as exporting states, transit states and importing states.\(^\text{519}\)

**United Nations Security Council Resolution 2370**

In 2017, the UN Security Council adopted Resolution 2370 to prevent terrorist access to weapons.\(^\text{520}\) In addition to reaffirming its decision from Resolution 1373 (2001) that all States shall refrain from providing any form of active or passive support, including the supply of weapons, to entities or persons involved in terrorist acts, Resolution 2370 contains various provisions UN Member States need to take into account in order to effectively prevent terrorist access to weapons, including SALW.

First, Resolution 2370 calls upon UN Member States to consider becoming party to the relevant
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international and regional instruments to eliminate the supply of weapons to terrorists, and to fully implement their respective obligations. The Resolution also encourages UN Member States to take appropriate steps to prevent and disrupt activity that would result in violations of UN arms embargos. To prevent terrorists from acquiring SALW, in particular in conflict and post conflict areas, the Resolution also urges UN Member States to fully implement the PoA on SALW (see above) and the International Tracing Instrument.\textsuperscript{521}

Second, Resolution 2370 calls upon UN Member States to enhance national systems for collection and analysis of detailed data on illicit trafficking of SALW to terrorists. It also calls upon Member States to develop adequate laws, regulations, and administrative procedures to exercise effective control over the production, export, import, brokering, transit, or retransfer of SALW, in line with the UN PoA (see above). The Resolution also urges Member States to undertake national measures to eliminate the supply of weapons to terrorists by taking appropriate legal actions against those who are knowingly engaged in providing terrorists with weapons; by ensuring proper physical security and management for their stockpiles of SALW; by encouraging the implementation of SALW marking and tracing procedures; by strengthening their judicial, law enforcement and border control capacities and developing their investigation capabilities of arms trafficking networks.

Third, Resolution 2370 underlines the importance of international cooperation to prevent terrorist access to various types of weapons, including SALW. The Resolution stresses the importance for UN Member States to particularly enhance their judicial and law enforcement cooperation. It encourages UN Member States to assist conflict-affected countries in monitoring and controlling SALW stockpiles. In addition, the Resolution also urges Member States to enhance international and regional cooperation regarding training on good practices, in coordination with Interpol and the World Customs Organization (WCO). Furthermore, the Resolution encourages UN Member States to strengthen cooperation and the exchange of good practices in combatting the illicit manufacturing and trafficking in SALW, including awareness raising, with civil society and the private sector.

Finally, the Resolution also emphasises the importance of enhancing cooperation and coordination among the relevant UN entities to prevent the supply of weapons to terrorists.

To conclude, Resolution 2370 includes a wide variety of actions UN Member States need to or are encouraged to take to tackle the supply of weapons to terrorists, but remarkably the direct and indirect use of SALW by terrorist organisations as source of finance is not mentioned at all. The Counter-Terrorism Committee (CTC), with the support of the Counter-Terrorism Executive Directorate (CTED) are responsible to monitor the implementation of the resolution. CTED uses the tool of country visits to seek information on the implementation. The reports of the country visits are rarely publicly available.

### 5.1.2. EU level

Although several EU and national actions were taken prior to 2001, the terrorist attacks in the United States on 11 September 2001 proved a turning point for EU counter-terrorism policy. Since 2001, a multitude of EU policy initiatives, programmes and legislation were adopted to prevent terrorist activities in the EU. The terrorist attacks in Madrid (2004) and London further accelerated the EU counter-terrorism policy. Since the perpetrators of these attacks were not linked to an international terrorist network but were home-grown, the EU perception of terrorism shifted from a mostly external threat to a security risk also coming from within the EU itself.\textsuperscript{522} In response to these attacks, the

\textsuperscript{521} The purpose of the International Tracing Instrument, adopted in 2015 by the General Assembly, is to enable states to identify and trace, in a timely and reliable manner, illicit SALW by setting out a number of minimum requirements for marking and record-keeping; to promote and facilitate international cooperation and assistance in marking, record-keeping and tracing; and to enhance the effectiveness of, and complement, existing bilateral, regional and international agreements to prevent, combat and eradicate the illicit trade in small arms and light weapons in all its aspects.

Council adopted a Counter-Terrorism Strategy in December 2005. Two of the elements of this Strategy are combating terrorist financing and preventing terrorist access to SALW. Although the EU has taken various actions to address both security phenomena, no policy initiatives were taken to specifically target terrorist financing by using SALW.

In the last two decades the EU has, however, taken various specific measures to prevent terrorist access to SALW and improve the fight against illicit trafficking of SALW both within and outside the EU. In the following sections, we will give an overview of the actions taken by the European Commission to combat the access to SALW by terrorists within the EU and by the European Council to combat the access to SALW by terrorists outside the EU.

**EU actions to combat terrorist access to SALW within the EU**

In recent years, the European Commission identified illicit firearms trafficking and terrorist access to firearms as a major security threat for citizens. This became very visible in the aftermath of the series of terrorist attacks within the EU in 2015. Since many of them were carried out with firearms, these attacks strongly accelerated EU policy initiatives on illicit firearms trafficking. According to some observers, even a ‘firearms-terrorism policy nexus’ developed between 2015-2017. A few days after the Paris Attacks in November 2015, the European Commission announced a multifaceted package of measures, many of which were already foreseen in the EAS. This package included legislative initiatives such as a proposal to revise the EU Firearms Directive and regulation on common technical standards for the deactivation of firearms. In December 2015, the European Commission also adopted an Action Plan against illicit trafficking in and use of firearms and explosives (2015 Action Plan) with four priorities: restricting access to illegal firearms and explosives, enhancing operational cooperation among the relevant authorities of Member States, improving the collection, and sharing of operational information through the optimal use of existing tools, and stronger cooperation with Third Countries.

In July 2020 the European Commission updated its policy framework to combat illicit firearms trafficking into and within the EU by adopting the 2020-2025 EU Action Plan on firearms trafficking. This update is motivated by Europol’s conclusion that the illicit trafficking, distribution and use of firearms remain a high threat, and that “the proliferation and availability of illegal firearms in the Member States increases the risk of their use by terrorist groups to carry out attacks in the EU.” According to the European Commission only a unified action plan by the EU and its partners, particularly in south-east Europe, can provide a coherent framework for cooperation to intensify international cooperation due to the comprehensive and multidisciplinary nature of the threat of illicit firearms trafficking.

The 2020-2025 EU Action Plan has four specific priorities that address remaining legal loopholes and inconsistencies in firearms control that hinder effective law enforcement responses. First, safeguarding the licit market and limiting diversion. The European Commission stresses the importance of implementation of the Firearms Directive and will actively follow up if the Firearms Directive and its corresponding delegated and implementing acts are correctly transposed and effectively enforced by all Member States. The European Commission will also conduct an impact assessment on the EU...
legislation on controls for imports and exports of civilian firearms (Regulation 258/2012) and strengthen the capacity of partner countries to implement effective firearms controls and increase possibilities for tracing firearms. Second, building a better intelligence picture by encouraging Member States to systematically feed and use existing databases. To assist law enforcement authorities in identifying new trafficking trends and establishing risk profiles, the European Commission will also take action to establish a systematic and harmonised collection of data on firearms seizures and publish annual statistics on this. Special attention will also be given to develop a better intelligence picture on the use of darknet for illicit firearms trafficking. Third, increasing pressure on criminal markets by urging the Member States (who have not done so) to ratify the Firearms Protocol and to establish effective national Firearms Focal Points. The European Commission will also assess the need for establishing common criminal law standards on illicit manufacturing and trafficking of firearms and examine possibilities for enhancing more systematic tracing of seized weapons, for sharing intelligence ballistic data, and carrying out controlled deliveries. In addition, the European Commission will take actions to improve expertise and cooperation among law enforcement authorities, prosecutors, and forensics specialists and to enhance cooperation between law enforcement and parcel and postal operators. Fourth, strengthening international cooperation in line with the 2018 EU SALW Strategy (see below). Europol warned that various zones of armed conflict in the geographical periphery of the EU, such as Ukraine and Libya, have the potential to emerge as important sources of firearms illicitly trafficked into the EU.528 While the Action Plan focuses heavily on international cooperation with countries in southeast Europe, it also stresses the importance of stepping up cooperation with non-European countries.

This overview illustrates that in the last decade the EU has significantly increased and diversified its activities to prevent and combat illicit trafficking of SALW into and within the EU, including measures to prevent the direct and indirect use of SALW by terrorists. In the same period, the EU has also strengthened its counter-terrorism policy, including focusing more attention on terrorist financing. These two developments were interconnected and in recent years, a nexus between firearms and terrorism policy in the EU can be observed. In 2019, Europol noted that observed links between organised crime and terrorist networks not only provide terrorists with opportunities to procure firearms to carry out their attacks, but that their involvement in organised crime may also allow them to finance terrorist activities.529 Yet, while preventing and combatting terrorist financing and access to SALW - both considered key elements in a successful counter-terrorism strategy - the EU has not developed any specific actions to tackle terrorist financing through the direct or indirect use of SALW.

The 2015 Directive on preventing terrorist financing530 and the 2016 Action Plan for strengthening the fight against terrorist financing, for example, do not include specific actions on terrorist financing through the direct or indirect use of SALW.531 The 2017 Directive on combatting terrorism,532 the main criminal justice instrument at EU level to counter terrorism, requires Member States to take the necessary measures to ensure that providing or collecting funds, directly or indirectly, with the intention that they (are to) be used to commit or contribute to terrorist offences is punishable as a criminal offence. Although the EU noted in the 2017 Directive that the illicit trade in various objects, including firearms, have become lucrative ways for terrorist groups to finance their activities and stresses that the increasing links between organised crime and terrorist groups in this context of illicit

529  Ibid., 55.
trade constitute a growing security threat to the European Union, actions against terrorist financing through the use of firearms are not explicitly mentioned.\textsuperscript{533} In its recent Counter-Terrorism Agenda (2020), the EU notes various actions that are needed to prevent terrorist access to firearms, which are in line with 2020-2025 EU Action Plan on firearms trafficking, and to combat terrorist financing, but it does not mention the need for specific action on the use of SALW by terrorists as source of financing.\textsuperscript{534}

An important element that can explain the lack of specific EU actions to tackle terrorist financing through the direct or indirect use of SALW within the EU is that such cases of terrorist financing have not frequently been identified in Europe. Project SAFTE, a large-scale and in-depth analysis into terrorist access to illicit firearms markets in the EU, for example, only identified a very limited number of cases where terrorists use firearms, directly or indirectly, to finance their activities.\textsuperscript{535} Terrorists in the EU are eager to acquire firearms, especially military-grade firearms, not to finance their activities, but rather to carry out lethal attacks. On illicit firearms markets in the EU, terrorists mainly take on the role of customers instead of traffickers searching for financial means. The European Commission has therefore not initiated specific actions to target the use of firearms by terrorists as a source of finance.

**EU actions to combat terrorist access to SALW outside the EU**

The EU has not only taken actions to combat the illicit trafficking of SALW and its use by criminals and terrorists inside the EU, but also in third countries. Already in the early 2000s SALW became an important aspect of the EU Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP).\textsuperscript{536} In 2005 the EU adopted its Strategy to Combat the Illicit Accumulation and Trafficking of SALW and Their Ammunition (2005 SALW Strategy). In this Strategy the EU explicitly linked the illicit manufacture, transfer and circulation of SALW, and their excessive accumulation and uncontrolled proliferation, to a worsening of terrorism and organised crime. It noted that the abundance of SALW stocks, in particular those left over from the Cold War, facilitated access to these weapons by terrorists.\textsuperscript{537} To counter this security threat, the EU stated that its reactive strategy had to be supplemented by preventive action to tackle illegal supply and demand, and by better controlling exports of conventional weapons. The 2005 SALW Strategy mainly focused on SALW transfers, especially from the existing stockpiles in eastern and southeastern European countries, to conflict areas outside the EU. The Strategy was implemented through a series of Council decisions targeting the illicit trade in SALW across the world.\textsuperscript{538}

As an important global exporter of SALW the EU also focuses on its own arms export controls. To avoid terrorist access to SALW, the EU, first of all, applies restrictive measures such as arms embargoes by implementing UN Security Council Resolutions and by adopting its own embargoes.\textsuperscript{539} Another

\textsuperscript{533} While the Directive does not contain specific provisions to prevent or combat illicit arms trafficking for purposes of terrorist financing, articles 7 and 8 note that Member States need to take the necessary measures to ensure that intentionally providing or receiving instruction on the making or use of firearms, explosives, other weapons or noxious or hazardous substances for the purpose of (contribution to) committing a terrorist offence is punishable as a criminal offence.


\textsuperscript{536} For information on the development of the EU SALW agenda in this period, See: Cédric Poitevin, “European Union initiatives to control small arms and light weapons: towards a more coordinated approach,” EU Non-Proliferation Consortium, Non-Proliferation Papers, No 33. https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/EUNPC_no-33.pdf.


\textsuperscript{539} For an overview the various (ongoing and ended) UN, EU and other multilateral arms embargoes, See: “Arms Embargoes,”
important aspect of EU policy to prevent SALW ending up in the hands of terrorists are its efforts to harmonise the national conventional arms export control polices of its Member States. Since the early 1990s, the EU has promoted cooperation between EU Member States and convergence in their arms export control policies. In 1991–92, the Council adopted eight common criteria on arms exports, which were into a politically-binding EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports in 1998. This instrument requires EU Member States to evaluate export license applications for conventional weapons, including SALW, on a case-by-case approach against eight assessment criteria. Two of these criteria explicitly mention the risk that the exported weapons might fuel terrorist violence: criterion six states that Member States need to take into account the record of the buyer country with regard to its support or encouragement of terrorism and international organised crime, while criterion seven states that Member States need to take into account the risk of the arms being re-exported or diverted to terrorist organisations. 540 In 2008, this Code of Conduct was transformed into a legally binding Common Position (Council Common Position 2008/944/CFSP). With regard to the references to terrorist access to exported weapons criterion six remained identical, but criterion seven was slightly adapted and now states that Member States need to assess the risk that the weapons might be diverted to terrorist organisations or to individual terrorists. 541 In addition, the EU adopted Regulation 258/2012 on the control of international trade in ‘civilian’ firearms to third countries in 2012, as part of its ratification and implementation process of the UN Firearms Protocol (see above). This regulation does not explicitly mention terrorism, but states that Member States need to take into account all relevant considerations including, where appropriate: (a) their obligations and commitments as parties to the relevant international export control arrangements or relevant international treaties; (b) considerations of national foreign and security policy, including those covered by Common Position 2008/944/CFSP; and (c) considerations as to intended end use, consignee, identified final recipient and the risk of diversion. 542

In 2018, the EU updated its SALW Strategy by adopting a new EU Strategy on illicit firearms, SALW and their ammunition (2018 SALW Strategy). The purpose of the 2018 SALW Strategy is “to guide integrated, collective and coordinated European action to prevent and curb the illicit acquisition of SALW and their ammunition by terrorists, criminals and other unauthorised actors.” Importantly, the 2018 SALW Strategy explicitly covers both civilian and military-grade firearms. The 2018 SALW Strategy also includes an important shift in focus: while the 2005 SALW Strategy mainly focused on the negative impact of the proliferation of SALW on third countries, the 2018 SALW Strategy starts from the observation that illicit trafficking in SALW continues to fuel instability, armed conflict and terrorist violence not only in third countries, but also within the EU and in its immediate neighbourhood. The 2018 SALW Strategy explicitly mentions the changing internal security situation and recognises that the nexus between organised crime and terrorism, notably in illicit firearms trafficking, has provided terrorists to carry out attacks on European soil. Like its predecessor, the 2018 SALW Strategy also aims to develop a comprehensive approach but while the 2005 SALW Strategy was developed by the Council without the involvement of the European Commission, the 2018 SALW Strategy is a single consolidated instrument that has been agreed on by the various EU entities. As a result, the 2018 SALW Strategy sets out priorities for dealing with illicit SALW proliferation in the EU as a whole. With this integrated approach, the EU and its EU Member States commit themselves to coordinate their actions and initiatives to combat illicit firearms and SALW proliferation. The various measures of the 2018 Strategy are grouped under four pillars: (a) strengthening the normative framework by supporting the Arms Trade Treaty, UN Firearms Protocol and UN PoA on SALW; (b) implementing

Sipri, https://www.sipri.org/databases/embargoes


norms in different life cycle phases of firearms/SALW (manufacturing, export, stockpile management and disposal); (c) increasing compliance through monitoring and enforcement, and (d) international cooperation and assistance.

Improving knowledge about the flows of SALW to non-state actors and their use of these weapons in acts of violence is considered a priority within the 2018 SALW Strategy. With the objective of identifying supply routes and diversion methods, the EU has in recent years supported several initiatives that monitor illicit SALW flows in conflict zones outside the EU. One of these initiatives is the iTrace project run by Conflict Armament Research (CAR). Within the framework of this project, CAR documents the weapons used in active armed conflicts and tracks their sources back through the chains of supply.\(^{543}\)

In recent years CAR has, for example, published extensive reports on SALW used in conflict zones in West Africa\(^{544}\) and the Middle East.\(^{545}\) The 2018 SALW Strategy reiterates the ambition of the EU to continue to fund research into the trafficking of SALW and to support national tracing capacities in conflict-affected areas.

As mentioned above, international cooperation and assistance are key elements of the 2018 SALW Strategy. This is not surprising since the EU has been a significant donor in SALW-control cooperation and assistance to other countries and regional organisations since 2005. The 2018 SALW Strategy focuses especially on priority regions “likely to pose a threat to the EU’s security and most likely to benefit from EU action.”\(^{546}\)

The Strategy explicitly lists actions and activities to improve cooperation with countries in the western Balkans, which is a significant source region for illicit firearms trafficking into the EU, and in the eastern neighbourhood, especially Ukraine which is often considered a potential source region for illicit firearms trafficking into the EU. The cooperation with countries from these regions is also connected to the EU’s counter-terrorism policy: while firearms from the western Balkans have recently been used in terrorist attacks in the EU, the 2018 SALW Strategy explicitly mentions the aim of cooperation with Ukraine is to limit the risks that SALW end up in the hands of organised crime groups and terrorists. Other priority regions in the 2018 SALW Strategy include the MENA region.\(^{547}\) The EU notes it will strengthen its dialogue and cooperation with regional organisations working on SALW control, by aligning its activities with regional strategies and action plans. In 2018, for example, the EU adopted a Council decision\(^{548}\) to support the countries of the League of Arab States (LAS) in strengthening regional and national capacities to combat the illicit proliferation of SALW (see 3.3.2). The EU will also continue to support the African Union and relevant regional economic communities in their efforts against the illicit trade in SALW. Yet, also deeper bilateral cooperation is deemed necessary to combat the diversion and illicit trafficking of SALW in the MENA region, which also involves SALW produced by EU Member States. In its 2020-2025 EU Action Plan on firearms trafficking (see above) the European Commission specifies this international cooperation. While most focus is on cooperation with countries in south east Europe, the Action Plan explicitly states that particularly cooperation with countries in the MENA region needs to be stepped up and refers to cooperation with Tunisia.
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543 For more information, see: https://www.conflictarm.com/itrace/.
547 Council of the European Union, Council Conclusions on the Adoption of an EU Strategy Against Illicit Firearms, Small Arms & Light Weapons & Their Ammunition, 13581/18, 19 November 2018.
Lebanon, and Jordan with regard to tracing weapons and improvement of weapons control. The European Commission also calls on EU Member States to commit more personnel for technical assistance on SALW control to countries in the MENA. In Africa, particularly the Sahel region, the European Commission will encourage better physical security and stockpile management, record-keeping, and weapons control.549

This overview of EU legislative instruments and policy initiatives aimed at preventing SALW ending up in the hands of terrorists outside of the EU indicates that the EU is aware of the risks associated with the illicit proliferation, diversion, and trafficking of SALW. Interestingly, the direct or indirect use of SALW by terrorists is not explicitly connected to the problem of financing terrorism. By actively supporting the monitoring of illicit SALW flows and identifying the SALW that end up in the hands of terrorists across the world, the EU contributes to a better intelligence picture which allows for more effective SALW controls. Another key element of EU policy on both SALW issues as well as terrorism is strengthening International cooperation. With regard to SALW, international cooperation with regional organisations and countries in the Middle East and Africa continues to be a priority. In the following sections we will analyse the regional legislative and policy framework to prevent the direct and indirect use of SALW by terrorists in West Africa and the Middle East.

5.1.3 Regional level

West Africa

In its 2011 Strategy on the control of illicit proliferation, circulation and trafficking of SALW the African Union notes that these SALW issues are closely tied to terrorism and other forms of armed violence. To prevent, combat and eradicate these issues, the African Union states an integrated and holistic approach is necessary which involves carrying out education and public awareness programmes; strengthening national and regional capacities to implement measures against illicit activities with SALW; promoting cooperation, coordination and information exchange between stakeholders at various levels; and mainstreaming SALW control as a cross-cutting and multidimensional issue on achieving peace, security, development and stability in Africa. To achieve these objectives the African Union supports regional economic communities in different ways and promotes coordination among them.

The Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) is the regional political and economic union of 15 countries located in West Africa. It was established in 1975 with as objective, among other things, to maintain of regional peace, stability, and security. In the second half of the 1990s, ECOWAS Member States noted that the proliferation of SALW was a destabilising factor and a threat to peace and security in the region. In 1998, ECOWAS therefore adopted a Moratorium on the import, export, and manufacture of light weapons (Moratorium). The Moratorium was planned for a renewable period of three years and was renewed in 2001 and 2004. The effectiveness of the moratorium was undermined because the declaration was not legally binding, but also due to poor monitoring and weak government structures.552

To replace the Moratorium, ECOWAS adopted a legally binding Convention on Small Arms and Light Weapons, their ammunition and other related materials in 2006, which entered into force in 2009. It builds upon the 1998 Moratorium. The objectives of this convention are to prevent and combat

excessive and destabilising accumulation of SALW with the region, to continue the efforts for the control of these weapons, to promote trust between the Member States and to promote information exchange and cooperation among the Member States. The main idea is that international SALW transfers are banned with the exemption of transfers to meet legitimate national defence and security needs or transfers needed to participate in peace support operations. ECOWAS Member States therefore need to establish an effective licensing system for the import, export, and transit of SALW. Request for exemptions are examined by the ECOWAS Executive Secretariat and should include details on the transferred weapons, on the supplier and supply process, and on the final end use and the end use. If approved, the ECOWAS Executive Secretariat issues an exemption certificate that must accompany the application for a national export license. Article 6 notes that SALW transfers shall not be authorised if the weapons are destined to be used for carrying out, supporting, or encouraging terrorist acts. A transfer shall also not be authorised if it is likely to be diverted or re-exported to unauthorised users or into the illicit trade. Member States are required to establish national computerised registers and databases of SALW and need to register SALW under the ECOWAS Executive Secretary as a way of promoting confidence between the Member States. Member States also need to take the necessary measures to ensure the safe and effective management, storage, and security of their national stocks of SALW.553

Bearing in mind the linkages between terrorism and transnational organised crimes such as illicit trafficking in SALW, combatting the illicit aspects of SALW is considered a key element in the counter-terrorism policy of ECOWAS. In 2013, ECOWAS adopted a political declaration and common position against terrorism. This declaration highlights that arms trafficking has presented conditions conducive to terrorism in West Africa and that its Member States continue to face a growing threat of terrorism intertwined with other criminal acts such as illicit arms trafficking. To prevent terrorist access to SALW it stipulates that Member States need to scrupulously implement all relevant instruments and decisions adopted by ECOWAS policy organs on preventing and combatting the illicit manufacture and development, acquisition or possession, proliferation, circulation, transfer, accumulation or stockpiling and use of SALW, including the 2001 Firearms Protocol and the 2006 ECOWAS Convention on SALW. The declaration also calls for the development of a West African database on terrorist activities, including terrorist groups, networks, their leaders, headquarters, movement, recruitment, communication, propaganda methods, training camps, means and sources of funding, and means of acquisition of arms and explosives. The declaration also urges its member States to act against corruption at border control points to render them more effective in detecting criminals and terrorist elements, including illicit arms and other unlawful activities.554

In 2018, the UN Security Council reiterated its serious concern over the threats posed by the linkages between terrorism and transnational organised crime, including arms trafficking, in West Africa. The Security Council welcomed UNOWAS and the successful holding of the Joint Summit of ECOWAS and the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) on the fight against terrorism and violent extremism held in Lomé, Togo, in July 2018.555 In the Joint Declaration following this meeting, the heads of state of the countries belonging to these two regional organisations committed to strengthening their security cooperation to counter illicit trafficking and proliferation of arms. They also agreed to strengthen the combat against the proliferation of SALW by accession and national implementation of the ATT, by adoption or revision of national regulatory frameworks for the acquisition and possession of light weapons by civilians, by improving the security of state stockpiles, and by respecting the ban on arms transfers to non-state actors. They also strongly condemned all types of illicit activities and

trafficking from terrorist and mercenary groups operating in the Sahel from a neighbouring ECOWAS and ECCAS Member States, and the financing and all other forms of support for terrorist groups in general.\footnote{ECOWAS. “Joint summit of ECOWAS and ECCAS heads of state and government – Lome Declaration on peace, security, stability and the fight against terrorism and violent extremism.” July 30, 2018. https://www.ecowas.int/final-communique-joint-summit-of-ecowas-and-eccas-heads-of-state-and-government/}

The linkages between SALW and terrorism were also highlighted when the heads of state and government of ECOWAS Member States held an extraordinary session on terrorism in September 2019. This session resulted in a Priority Action Plan on combating terrorism for 2020-2024. One of the eight priority areas is strengthening the control of arms and dual-use goods. In this regard, the Member States stated they will improve the security of their arms and ammunition stockpiles and to reinforce control of the acquisition, carrying and use of SALW and related ammunition by civilians. Another priority area is countering the financing of terrorism: ECOWAS Member States reaffirmed the urgent need to prevent, detect and suppress the financing of terrorism in West Africa by strengthening their national policies, improving technical compliance, enhancing international cooperation. Interestingly, the Action Plan states that Member States need “to step up the fight against organised cross-border crime, particularly trafficking in drugs, tobacco and fake drugs, in order to dry up the funding sources of terrorist groups.” While drugs and tobacco trafficking are explicitly connected to terrorist financing in this declaration, illicit arms trafficking is thus not mentioned in connection to terrorist financing.\footnote{ECOWAS. “Extraordinary session of the authority of heads of state and government on terrorism, Ouagadougou – Final communique.” September 14, 2019. https://www.ecowas.int/ecowas-leaders-commit-to-eradicate-terrorism-in-the-region/}

We can conclude that ECOWAS early on already directly linked illicit activities with SALW to terrorist access and use of these weapons, but it does not explicitly link the direct or indirect use of SALW by terrorists to the financing of terrorist activities. As mentioned in chapter 2, in addition to legacy weapons from previous armed conflicts, significant quantities of SALW from the state stockpiles of ECOWAS Member States, for example, continue to illicitly flow into the arsenals of non-state actors involved in violent conflict in neighbouring Member States. Such actors often source their SALW through battlefield capture from security and defence forces following attacks on posts and convoys, and to lesser extent, from corrupted officials. While ECOWAS Member States have identified the risk of direct and indirect use of SALW by terrorist networks and violent non-state actors and have committed to various actions to combat this security phenomena, the political reality is that in practice they generally do not have the means to significantly support and enforce such actions.

\section*{Middle East}

The LAS is a regional organisation in the Arab World with 22 Member States\footnote{Algeria, Bahrain, Comoros, Djibouti, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Oman, Palestinian Territories, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, UAE and Yemen. The membership of Syria is currently suspended.} from the Middle East and Africa. It was founded in 1945 to promote cooperation with regard to economic, cultural, and security policies. In 1998 it adopted the Arab Convention on Terrorism (Convention) which stipulates that its Member States shall not organise, finance, or commit terrorist acts. LAS Member States are required to prevent the use of their territories as base for planning, organising, executing, attempting, or taking part in terrorist activities, which explicitly includes arming and financing of terrorists. The Convention also stipulates that LAS Member States need to develop and strengthen systems for the movement, import, export, stockpiling and use of weapons, munitions, and explosives.\footnote{League of Arab States. “The Arab Convention for the suppression of terrorism.” April 1998, Article 3.} Member States also agreed to exchange information on the means and sources by which terrorist groups are funded and armed, and on the types of weapons, munitions and explosives used by these groups. In addition, the Convention stipulates Member States will confidentially provide other member States with any information or data in its possession that may lead to the seizure of any weapons, munitions or explosives or any devices or funds used or intended for use to commit a terrorist offence.\footnote{Ibid., Article 4.}
In the following years various national and regional measures were taken to combat the proliferation of SALW in the Arab region.\textsuperscript{561} To assist its Member States in developing new or updating existing legislation the LAS, for example, developed the ‘Arab Model Law on Weapons, Ammunition, Explosives and Hazardous Materials’ in January 2002. Upon request by the LAS, the OSCE translated its Handbook on best practices on SALW into Arabic and in 2004 a LAS Regional Focal Point (RFP) was established. LAS encouraged and assisted its Member States to establish national focal points. In the following years annual meeting, national focal points were organised.\textsuperscript{562} The objective of these meetings is to coordinate and share their experiences, to assess regional and international relevant developments, and to examine best ways to deal with such matters. In 2006 the LAS adopted Ministerial Council Resolution 6625 on Arab Coordination for Combating the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons. This resolution entrusts the RFP to organise the annual meetings of the national focal points. It also invites national focal points to submit their report to the RFP on their achievements over the past five years and on their laws, regulations, and legislations on small arms. The resolution also invites national focal points to coordinate their positions before international meetings.\textsuperscript{563} According to the Small Arms Survey, the LAS is an active participant at meetings in the framework of the UN PoA on SALW (see above).\textsuperscript{564}

The EU has been actively supporting LAS actions aimed at combatting the proliferation of SALW in the Arab World. In November 2015, for example, the EU-LAS Strategic Dialogue on issues such as conflict prevention, counter-terrorism and non-proliferation of arms was launched.\textsuperscript{565} In 2016, several working groups were established within this Strategic Dialogue, including a working group on Weapons of Mass Destruction and Arms Control. In line with the 2018 SALW Strategy and 2015 Action Plan, the Council of the European Union in 2018 adopted a decision to support the countries of the LAS in their combat against illicit trade and proliferation of SALW. This EU support is aimed at building national and regional capacities of the LAS and its members to combat the illicit proliferation of SALW, combat terrorism and enhance security in post-conflict situations, at strengthening national control over SALW at key stages of their life cycle (including international SALW transfer controls, stockpile management and processes of disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration) and at enhancing the exchange of best practices. The technical implementation of this support is carried out by Small Arms Survey, assisted by Interpol and the WCO.\textsuperscript{566} The WCO, for example, will provide training related to the detection of weapons at the border. The EU and LAS co-hosted a high-level conference in Cairo on combatting the illicit trade in and proliferation of SALW in the Member States of the LAS in June 2019 to officially launch this support.\textsuperscript{567}

We can conclude that in the past two decades several initiatives were taken at regional level in the Arab world to improve the control on transfers and stockpiles of SALW and to combat illicit activities with these weapons. The LAS, with the assistance of the EU and its Member States, has played an

---


\textsuperscript{563} *League of Arab States*, “Resolution (6625) on Arab Coordination for Combating the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons.” March 4, 2006.


important role in this field. The LAS explicitly wants to prevent terrorist financing and its first initiatives on combating the proliferation and illicit transfers of SALW were developed in an attempt to restrict terrorist access to weapons. Yet, the LAS has in recent years not taken policy actions to specifically combat terrorist financing by the direct or indirect use of SALW. Despite the observation of increased policy attention and support from regional organisations to combat the illicit proliferation of SALW and terrorist access to these weapons, little progress has been made on the ground. As mentioned in chapter 3, weak state capacity, prolonged armed conflict and state-sponsorship of terrorist groups and other violent non-state actors continue to be the primary drivers of this proliferation. As long as these political problems are not tackled, regional attempts to tackle the illicit proliferation of SALW will not lead to success and terrorist groups will continue to use SALW, including for financing their activities.

5.2. Criminal Justice and Organised Crime Perspective

In recent years, attention to linkages between terrorist organisations and (transnational) criminal networks has increased. UNSC Resolutions 2462 (2019) and 2482 (2019) recognised that terrorist organisations can benefit from transnational organised crime as a source of financing. The recently adopted EU Security Union Strategy also acknowledges the linkages between terrorism and transnational organised crime and reports that firearms are often trafficked into the EU through its immediate neighbourhood. 568

The main international legal instrument in combatting transnational organised crime is the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, also referred to as the Palermo Convention, which was adopted in 2000 and has been ratified by 190 countries. 569 General Assembly resolution 55/25 of 15 November 2000 570 recognises the growing links between terrorist groups and organised criminal networks. The Convention itself only refers to these linkages in the Preamble and not in the operative text itself. An ‘organised criminal group’ is defined as a structured group of three or more persons that exist for a period of time and jointly carry out activities in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or material benefit.

Despite the fact that the Palermo Convention has a near-universal status, the Convention continues to be an underutilised instrument, as many countries are facing difficulties with its implementation. The main aim of the Convention is to prevent and combat transnational organised crime more effectively. The Convention is applicable when serious crimes have been committed, which means an offence that is punishable by a maximum deprivation of liberty of at least four years or a more serious penalty. The Convention is also applicable when the following four crimes have been committed: participation in an organised criminal group, money-laundering, corruption, and obstruction of justice. It is important to note that the Convention is only applicable if the crimes are transnational. This means that the crime has been committed in different countries, is committed in one State but a substantial part of its preparation, planning, or control takes place in another State; it is committed in one State but involves an organised criminal group that engages in criminal activities in more than one State; or it is committed in one State but has substantial effects in another State. The Convention thus requires States Parties to criminalise these four offences in their domestic legislation. In addition, the Convention contains several procedural law measures such as: establishing jurisdiction (article 15), imposing appropriate sanctions for the offences taking the gravity of the offence into account (article 11), establishing long(er) statute of limitations (article 11), adopt measures that enable confiscation and seizure (article 12) and provide protection to witnesses and victims (article 24-25).
The Convention also contains several provisions dedicated to promoting international cooperation considering the transnational nature of organised crimes. These include extradition (article 16), mutual legal assistance (article 18), joint investigations (article 19), law enforcement cooperation (article 27), transfer of sentenced persons (article 17) and transfer of criminal proceedings (article 21).

Although the aim of the Convention is to prevent and combat transnational organised crime, it only contains one provision on prevention. Most of the provisions require legislative changes in domestic legislation. To assist States Parties in the implementation of the Palermo Convention a legislative guide has been developed.\textsuperscript{571}

It took nearly a decade for the States Parties to agree to the terms of reference and scope of a review mechanisms. In 2018, during the Conference of the Parties to Palermo Convention a Mechanism for the Review of the Implementation of the Palermo Convention was formally established. The Review Mechanism is a peer review process and should help State Parties to effectively implement the Convention and gain insight on challenges and best practices of how other countries implement the Convention. The preparatory phase has been completed and in 2021 the substantive review will commence.\textsuperscript{572}

Furthermore, in other international fora, framework documents have been developed to address the linkages between terrorism and transnational organised crime. The Global Counter-terrorism Forum (GCTF) has adopted The Hague Good Practices on the Nexus between Transnational Organised Crime and Terrorism\textsuperscript{573} and endorsed in September 2020 the Addendum to The Hague Good Practices\textsuperscript{574} focusing on the criminal justice responses to the linkages. This Addendum provides recommendations related to prevention, detection, investigation, prosecution, rehabilitation, and reintegration of terrorist-related offences with linkages to transnational organised crime. It contains practical recommendations also with respect to trafficking of SALW such as strengthening the role of customs or the use of controlled deliveries.

All countries, but in particular those in West Africa and the Middle East could benefit from more technical assistance in implementing the Palermo Convention. Considering its near-universal status, it is an important tool for law enforcement officials to combat transnational organised crime. Without casting any doubts on the importance of the Palermo Convention, however, it may not be the most useful tool to identify and detect when terrorist groups use SALW for funding purposes. The Addendum to The Hague Good Practices on the Nexus between Transnational Organised Crime and Terrorism contains more provisions relating to prevention and detection and may therefore be more useful to address the hidden purposes of the use of SALW by terrorist organisations.

\textbf{5.3. Combatting Terrorist Financing (CFT) Perspective}

When assessing Counter-Terrorism Financing (CTF) legislative frameworks, the European Commission continues to build off the established 2016 Action Plan for Strengthening the Fight against Terrorist Financing. Included within the 2016 strategy are structures aimed at detecting and preventing revenue streams of terrorist actors, while also establishing cooperation guidelines between EU member states,

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}

Though not explicitly tied to its official CTF frameworks, the EU’s End-User Agreements and Certificates legislation is worth consideration. Outlined in EU Common Position 2008/944/CFSP, the framework is designed to establish a level of regulatory oversight measures regarding conventional arms transfers, specifically to combat the acquisition of arms by unauthorised parties.\footnote{Council of the European Union. “Council Decision (CSFP) 2008/944/CFSP of 8 December 2008 defining common rules governing control of exports of military technology and equipment” December 8, 2008. \url{https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32008E0944&from=EN}.} Although the legislation addresses the need to uphold End-User accountability to combat terrorist acquisition of diverted SALW, there is no mention of preventing end-user violations to respond to terrorist financing through SALW trafficking. However, as of January 2021, the Council of the EU is committed to revisiting and possibly enhancing its end-user guidelines in Common Position 2008/944/CFSP to adhere to the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development to reduce further illicit financial activity related to SALW trafficking.\footnote{Council of the European Union. “Council Decision (CSFP) 2008/944/CFSP of 8 December 2008 defining common rules governing control of exports of military technology and equipment” December 8, 2008. \url{https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32008E0944&from=EN}.}

Outside of the EU, the FATF continues to maintain its 2012 International Standards on Combating Money Laundering and the Financing of Terrorism & Proliferation. While outlining recommendations, designation criteria, and other CTF/Anti-Money Laundering (AML) procedures, the FATF upholds the necessity to combat the supplying, transferring, and selling of arms on behalf of terrorist actors.\footnote{Council of the European Union. “Council Decision (CSFP) 2008/944/CFSP of 8 December 2008 defining common rules governing control of exports of military technology and equipment” December 8, 2008. \url{https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32008E0944&from=EN}.} Though the FATF updated the 2012 framework in October 2020, there continues to be a lacking mentioning of the threat posed by terrorist financing through SALW sales. The FATF’s CTF efforts are likely to be subjected to revisions in the coming years, specifically in addressing the intersection of terrorist financing and SALW trafficking. As Germany assumes the FATF’s two-year Presidency, it is positioned to enhance CTF and AML protocols as they relate to illicit arms trafficking. Incoming FATF President Dr. Marcus Pleyer explicitly cited the necessity for addressing SALW trafficking as both a “predicate offense for money laundering [and] a source of terrorism financing.”\footnote{Dr. Marcus Pleyer, “Priorities for the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) under the German Presidency,” \textit{Financial Action Task Force}, (2020). \url{www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/German-Presidency-Priorities.pdf}.} This includes building upon previously established initiatives and frameworks of the FATF, while also enhancing the organisation’s understanding of terrorist financing through illicit arms sales.\footnote{Dr. Marcus Pleyer, “Priorities for the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) under the German Presidency,” \textit{Financial Action Task Force}, (2020). \url{www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/German-Presidency-Priorities.pdf}.} Therefore, member states will likely aim to revise their CTF strategies in the realm of terrorist financing through SALW in the near future.
to effectively adhere to the FATF's membership guidelines and obligations.
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6.1. Introduction

This chapter analyses the various short- and long-term consequences that the possession and identified use of SALW by terrorist organisations as a source of finance in West Africa and the Middle East, as described in chapters 2 and 3, may have for Europe. We will analyse these consequences in light of the initiatives taken at an international and regional level to combat this phenomenon, as described in chapter 4 and chapter 5.

6.2. The consequences of SALW possession

6.2.1. Short-term consequences

First of all, on the short-term, SALW possessed by terrorist organisations can be used for organising and executing attacks on European actors and interests in West Africa and the Middle East. The French armed forces, for example, currently have about 5,100 troops deployed in the Sahel region as part of Operation Barkhane. Although in much lower numbers, other armed forces from EU Member States, such as Estonia and Sweden, also have boots on the ground in the region through the Takuba Task Force. European soldiers have repeatedly been the target of Islamic militants. In Mali, for example, at least 50 French soldiers have been killed since 2013. Often these attacks involve the use of IEDs, but also other types of SALW have been used as instruments of violence against European soldiers in the region. In 2019, for example, a French helicopter was forced to land after it was hit by enemy fire from a 7.62mm calibre firearm. In addition to these violent attacks on European soldiers, SALW have also been used to kidnap European citizens for ransom by al-Qaeda affiliated groups in the Sahel-Sahara region in the past two decades (see 2.3.1) Likewise, in the Middle East SALW have also been used as instruments by IS and other groups to carry out kidnapping of foreign nationals, including EU citizens, for ransom (see chapter 3).

Second, the use of SALW offers terrorist organisations the opportunity to plan and execute attacks on European soil. An in-depth investigation by Conflict Armament Research into the weapons of the Islamic State has demonstrated that this organisation possessed not only large quantities, but also a wide variety of SALW. This terrorist organisation used its SALW to control large territories in Iraq and Syria and to finance its activities (see chapter 3). This has also enabled the organisation to plan and organise terrorist attacks on European soil. Various law enforcement investigations have revealed in recent years that the Paris attack in November 2015 and the Brussels attack in November 2016 as well as the foiled attack on the Thalys train between Belgium and France in July 2015 were organised and coordinated by ISIS members in Syria. Europol further warned that foreign terrorist fighters

590 https://www.defenceweb.co.za/aerospace/military-helicopters/french-gazelle-that-force-landed-in-mali-was-hit-by-enemy-fire/.
(FTFs) returning to Europe from countries like Syria and Iraq pose a significant security threat, among others because they have increased their proficiency for carrying out attacks, either under direction or independently, through their combat experience and military training in the use of weapons and explosives.  

6.2.2. Long-term consequences

A potential long-term consequence of the possession and use of SALW by terrorist organisations in the West Africa and the Middle East, is the increased risk that some of these weapons will eventually be trafficked into Europe. In its most recent Serious and Organised Crime Threat Assessment, Europol added that “various conflict zones in the periphery of the EU have the potential to emerge as major sources of firearms trafficked to the EU.”  

A recent UNODC report noted that, although such illicit arms flows are currently rather exceptional, the potential risks of future illicit firearms flows into the EU from neighbouring conflict zones, including several countries in the Middle East and North Africa, should not be underestimated. The illicit proliferation of SALW in Libya has especially raised serious concerns for the internal security of the EU. Chapter 2 of this report not only describes how SALW from Libya have ended up in the hands of terrorist organisations and other non-state actors in West-Africa, but also indicates that some arms flows have reduced—and may have even reversed, with weapons now flowing back into Libya due to increased domestic demand. Chapter 3 moreover warned that goods are sometimes also trafficked from Libya across Egypt, through the Sinai region, into the Middle East, and through the Mediterranean into southern Europe. These findings confirm that the armed conflicts in the country have transformed Libya into the epicentre of illicit firearms trafficking in the region and underline the potential risk of seeing some of the SALW currently possessed by various terrorist and non-state armed actors active in West and North Africa eventually finding their way into Europe through Libya. In this regard, Europol has noted that “some firearms originating from the conflicts in Syria, Libya and Mali are already available on the European black market and these countries may emerge as major sources of illegal firearms trafficked to the EU.” 

As mentioned in chapter 5, the EU has recently announced that, in line with the 2018 EU SALW Strategy, it would step up its international cooperation with countries in North Africa and the Middle East with regard to combatting illicit firearms trafficking.  

Finally, it is important to stress that combatting the direct and indirect use of SALW as a source of financing for terrorist organisations and targeting such a crime-terror nexus outside of the EU is not only beneficial for peace and stability in the countries involved, but on the long term also beneficial for the internal security situation within the EU. Very often SALW end up in terrorist hands after being possessed and traded by criminals. Yet, this crime-terror nexus can also be reversed. Our analyses suggest that the risk exists that SALW currently in the hands of terrorist organisations outside of Europe might eventually be trafficked into the EU and end up in illicit local gun markets where they can be used by criminals as well as Europe-based terrorists. In the EU, terrorists tend to rely on their criminal connections to acquire weapons for carrying out their attacks. While illicit gun markets in

the EU are traditionally 'closed markets' with restricted access for people outside criminal networks and rather limited access to military-grade firearms or light weapons, the potential increase in trafficking of such weapons into the EU from Africa or the Middle East could significantly accelerate access to these weapons and lead to an increase in use and circulation of these weapons within the criminal underworld in the EU and therefore also make it easier for terrorists to carry out more sophisticated and more lethal attacks within the EU.

“Individuals who are inspired by or have some kind of loose connection to ISIS getting their hands on illicit arms to carry out attacks in the main portion of Europe...Illicit arms are moving through criminal networks and those criminal networks could provide it to a ISIS sympathiser.”

Middle East expert based in North America

The possession and use of SALW by terrorist organisations as a source of finance can also impact the long-term efforts deployed to prevent and counter the spread of violent extremism. While the EU has an important role to play in both the short- and the long-term establishment of peace and stability in the West Africa and the Middle East, the direct and indirect use of SALW as a source of financing by terrorist organisations clearly undermines this in both regions. The illicit proliferation of SALW has a conflict-igniting effect since easy access to these – generally easy to use – weapons significantly facilitates the possibility of carrying out terrorist attacks and engaging in armed combat. The proliferation of such weapons not only contributes to the risk of an outbreak of violence, but also tends to intensify and sustain existing armed conflicts and violence. The continued presence of these weapons in post-conflict situations also threatens this fragile situation by increasing the risk of returning to conflict and violence.

6.3. A greater European involvement

Aware of these threats the EU has committed to preventing and curbing the illicit trade in SALW not only within Europe, but also in other regions around the world through various actions in its 2018 EU SALW Strategy (see chapter 5). This EU SALW Strategy complements the EU Global Strategy (2016), which underlines the need for a comprehensive and integrated approach to conflicts (both multidimensional as well as multilevel) and the need to strengthen international cooperation in the field of counter-terrorism. While the EU SALW Strategy explicitly includes a number of actions in the Africa and the Middle East, these actions are actually rather limited. As mentioned in chapter 5, the EU approach to combatting illicit proliferation of SALW and the use of these weapons by terrorist organisations in West Africa and the Middle East is mainly focused on supporting regional organisations in their actions to combat illicit SALW proliferation. Our analysis has indicated that several initiatives have been taken by these regional organisations, but that their impact generally remains limited due to the complex reality of power struggles within the region, which are sometimes connected to illicit or grey transfers of SALW between neighbouring countries. To be effective the EU should continue its efforts to contribute to peace and stability in these regions by strengthening the relevant regional organisations, whilst remaining realistic about its potential impact.

6.4 Tightening SALW exports

An important aspect of the illicit proliferation of SALW in West Africa and the Middle East that the EU can have a direct impact on is the export of such weapons from the EU to these areas and the neighbouring regions. Various EU Member States are significant producers and exporters of SALW: according to the Small Arms Survey: Italy, Germany, Austria, Czech Republic, Spain, Croatia and Belgium belong to the ‘top exporters’ of small arms worldwide (with a value of more than 100 million
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USD in 2017). Both the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) and the EU Common Position 2008/944/CFSP on arms export urge countries to take into account the risk of diversion of SALW into terrorist arsenals. The ATT stipulates that, prior to the authorisation of a conventional arms export, State Parties need to assess the potential that the weapons could be used to commit or facilitate an act constituting an offence under international conventions or protocols relating to terrorism to which the exporting State is a Party (Article 7). The EU Common Position stipulates that, in their assessment of applications for arms export licenses, Member States need take into account the behaviour of the buyer country with regard to terrorism (Criterion 6) and to consider the risk that the weapons might be diverted to terrorist organisations or individual terrorists (Criterion 7).

While direct exports of SALW from EU Member States to terrorist organisations have not been documented, the previous chapters have demonstrated that terrorist organisations also possess and use EU-made SALW. These weapons are generally diverted into the arsenals of terrorist organisations long after original export from the EU. Given that SALW are durable goods with generally a very long lifecycle, many opportunities of diversion can exist at various phases during their lifecycle. Chapter 2, for example, notes that marksman rifles observed in West Africa have been traced back to exports from Eastern European countries to Libya in the late 1970s. Yet, the diversion of EU-made SALW into the arsenals of terrorist organisations can also occur much more rapidly. Chapter 2 also underlines that assault rifles possessed by terrorist and other armed groups in West Africa had been produced between 1951 to as recently as 2017. The previously mentioned report by Conflict Armament Research moreover demonstrated that unauthorised retransfer is a significant source of weapons for IS. These weapons mainly consist of Warsaw Pact calibre weapons and ammunition, purchased by the United States and Saudi Arabia from EU Member States in Eastern Europe. In some cases, this type of diversion happened within a very short time frame. Conflict Armament Research, for example, documented a case of diversion of an advanced anti-tank guided weapon manufactured in the EU that was legally exported to the United States, subsequently illegally supplied to a party in the armed conflict in Syria and eventually ended up in the arsenal of IS forces in less than two months after its initial export from the EU.

6.5. Conclusion

Previous analyses have shown that exports of SALW and ammunition from the EU have fuelled the illicit proliferation of these weapons across the globe for several decades, which has resulted in an unknown number of these weapons ending up in the hands of terrorist organisations. Despite the illicit proliferation of SALW in West Africa and the Middle East, and the observed unintentional and intentional diversion of SALW into the arsenals of terrorist organisations, notably through battlefield capture and state-sponsorship, EU Member States have continued to export to both regions, as well as countries that have carried out unauthorised retransfers. In 2019, for example, EU Member States granted export licenses for firearms destined for the Middle East for 63.2 million euros.

The illicit proliferation of SALW in West-Africa and Middle East therefore not only pose significant security risks on the short term in these regions, but also significantly impacts the prospects for peace and stability in these regions and poses some long-term security risks for Europe as well.

Conclusions and Recommendations

This final chapter provides an overview of the main findings on the nexus between Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW) and terrorist financing. First, it explores similarities and dissimilarities identified in terms of SALW possession and its use as a means of generating terrorist financing in West Africa and the Middle East. It then discusses some of the main dynamics observed throughout this research, including the importance of diversion as a SALW supply source, the conflict-igniting impact of SALW and their illicit proliferation, the crime-terror nexus, as well as the potential impact of ongoing technological developments on SALW acquisition and use as a financing tool by terrorist organisations. Based on these findings, this chapter finally considers the scope for improvement and presents ten policy recommendations for the EU to take a step forward in addressing this phenomenon.

7.1. Comparisons between West Africa and Middle East

7.1.1. What types of SALW do terrorist groups possess in West Africa and the Middle East?

Despite the presence of a wide range of armed actors across West Africa, including various al-Qaeda and Islamic State-affiliated terrorist organisations, little difference can be observed in terms of their armament. Most of these groups, whether located in the Sahel or the Lake Chad Basin, seem to rely on what some experts labelled as “a homogeneous pool of material from the immediate region” mainly comprised of automatic assault rifles, with AK-pattern representing by far the most common weapon used by terrorist groups, and a smaller proportion of machine guns, and rocket-propelled grenade launchers, as well as some designated marksman rifles, handguns, and submachine guns.

In the Middle East, the most well-equipped terrorist organisations seem to be ISIS and Hezbollah. In the region, notably Iraq, Syria, Libya and Lebanon, the most common weapons used by terrorist groups are also AK rifles which are at least thirty years old. Most of the weapons were made by China, Romania and Russia. According to the data of CAR, some 10% of the weapons recovered in the Middle East can be classified as light weapons such as mortars, heavy machine guns and rocket launchers. The AQAP, ISY and the Houthis also have access to rocket launchers.

The types of SALW generally possessed and used by terrorist organisations active in both regions seems to be quite similar, with the majority consisting of assault rifles, in particular AK-pattern weapons. The difference may rather lie in the ratio between SALW and heavy weaponry, with West African groups having access to a limited set of heavy weapons as compared to some violent extremist groups operating in the Middle East, especially IS in Syria and Iraq.

7.1.2. How do terrorist groups acquire SALW in West Africa and the Middle East?

Diversion is the most common method for terrorist groups to acquire weapons in both West Africa and the Middle East. The type of diversion does however differ between regions. Terrorist groups have obtained weapons in both regions through battlefield capture, theft, armed raids and attacks of national stockpiles. While corruption seems to play a role in diverting weapons to terrorist groups in West Africa, many interviewees underlined that it most likely represents a marginal source as compared to arms captured through attacks, whereas in the Middle East, state-sponsored diversion is very common.

Another common source of SALW for terrorist organisations is linked to conflicts, past or present, that fuel flows of SALW. Past conflicts in Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Côte d'Ivoire, as well as rebellions in Mali and Niger, among others, are all examples of conflicts that have contributed to the proliferation of SALW in the West African region. Similarly, several high-profile events form the core of the acquisition
and use of SALW by terrorist organisations in the Middle East. The Syrian Civil War and the ongoing war in Yemen have had an outsized impact on the proliferation of SALW in the region. Within the Syrian Civil War, the rise of the Islamic State deserves specific scrutiny for its impact on SALW proliferation, as does the collapse of Libya. Even though Libya is not part of the two researched regions, it is inextricably linked to SALW circulation in both West Africa and the Middle East. Neighbouring Egypt also plays a role, and will thus merit additional evaluation, although not to the same extent as Libya.

7.1.3. Do terrorist groups (directly or indirectly) use SALW as a source of financing?

The use of SALW as a source of terrorist funding seems to be predominantly indirect. While some experts and stakeholders interviewed mentioned instances in which terrorist organisations may have directly engaged in SALW trafficking, evidence that would point to a structural involvement of such actors in illicit arms trade is lacking for both regions. Moreover, many argued that the incentives for terrorists to engage in the sale of SALW, which represent strategic operational means, are probably very limited. Even in cases where terrorist organisations have acted as arms providers, it remains unclear—and for many unlikely—whether these transfers represented a source of funding or rather a way to build and maintain alliances.

Apart from proceeds derived from the direct sale of SALW, terrorist organisations however appear to have plenty other ways of ‘cashing in on guns’. While information gathered as part of this research does not allow to draw definitive conclusions on the extent to how much terrorist groups profit financially from their implication in SALW trafficking, these weapons clearly appear as essential tools used to conduct most of the income-generating activities these groups rely upon. Both in West Africa and the Middle East, SALW provide violent extremist actors with the coercion power required not only to carry out various criminal activities, such as kidnapping for ransom or robberies, but also to establish and maintain their control over territories, thereby providing them with opportunities to extort local populations and levy taxes on the movements of goods and people within areas under their control. Holistically, it is evident that terrorist financing via SALW remains an extremely multifaceted phenomenon requiring continued comprehensive and diligent monitoring.

7.1.4. Links between the regions

As regards potential links between the two researched regions, there have been cases where countries in the Middle East serve as a conduit for weapons-for-gemstones deals. In late 2000 and through 2001, Lebanon was a hub for African conflict diamonds to be traded in exchange for weapons that were sent to rebel groups in Sierra Leone. There were other connections between West Africa and the Middle East. Liberian warlord Charles Taylor acquired weapons from Iran and maintained linkages with Lebanese, Israeli, and Libyan criminals, who also helped him secure SALW.

More recently, research on arms circulating in the Sahel has pointed “to possible links or commonalities of supply sources between Islamist fighters in West Africa and those operating in Iraq and Syria.” Conflict Armament Research has indeed documented in the region some “Iraqi-origin assault rifles and a batch of Chinese rifles manufactured in 2011 whose serial numbers interleave with matching rifles that Syrian Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG) seized from ISIISI fighters in Syria in 2015.”

There is still little clarity on potential transfers of weapons and/or of skill sets to produce sophisticated
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craft-weapons from parent organisations located in the Middle East to West African affiliates, but this dynamic certainly deserves to be closely monitored, according to some experts interviewed.

As regards potential conduits for arms trafficking between the two regions, the Sinai land routes and the maritime routes linking Yemen to the Horn of Africa appear as two possible points of transit which would thus require further attention.

7.2. Concluding remarks and observations

7.2.1. Diversion and terrorist organisations’ SALW procurement

Diversion from national stockpiles is the most common source for terrorist groups to acquire their weapons. The Arms Trade Treaty does not provide a definition of diversion, although one of the main objectives of the treaty is to prevent and eradicate the illicit trade in conventional arms and their diversion. In the Preamble of the ATT, reference is made to “Underlining the need to prevent and eradicate the illicit trade in conventional arms and to prevent their diversion to the illicit market, or for unauthorized end use and end users, including in the commission of terrorist acts”. A sub-working group within ATT has been tasked to look into this, but due to COVID 19, the work has been delayed.

As diversion can take many different forms and happen during the different stages of the life cycle, it is moreover often difficult to determine when and how diversion happened. In a study carried out by CAR, it was able to trace the point of diversion in the supply chain in less than 10 percent of the cases of diversion in its database (1092 of the 11093). Although diversion can take place during all stages of the life cycle, it tends to take place towards the middle or end of the transfer chain. 33 percent were manufactured by states parties to the Arms Trade Treaties.610

Understanding how diversion took place is however crucial to determine which measures need to be taken to prevent it. For the purposes of this report, a distinction can be made between intentional and unintentional diversion (see Table 4). Unintentional diversion can take place following the collapse of a government and its control over national stockpiles. Examples include the aftermaths of the collapse of Gadaffi regime in Libya but also the breakout of Tuareg insurrection in Mali 2012 or the dissolution of security forces in Syria and Yemen. Other forms of unintentional diversion are accidental leakage of national stockpiles, and unintentional retransfers that come down to negligence. The relevant authorities may have signed an end-user agreement many years ago, but did not keep document and store these agreements and a newly appointed official may transfer these weapons without knowing it violated an end-user agreement.

SALW can also be intentionally diverted by either non-state armed actors including terrorist organisations (unauthorised end-users), or by security personnel or state officials (authorised users). It thus includes weapons which have been obtained by terrorist groups during fighting, through so-called battlefield capture (i.e., looting of national stockpiles through armed attacks, raids on military positions and ambushes on convoys). But it also encompasses the intentional diversion through an active involvement of state officials. This can involve a certain level of corruption among military personnel that facilitate the diversion of weapons, as observed notably in the Sahel. It can also take the form of state-sponsored diversion, which is among the most common forms of diversion in the Middle East, and includes direct state backed supply of weapons and unauthorised retransfers in violation of end-user agreements. Iran, several Gulf States, and Turkey have actively been supplying their proxies with weapons and ammunition.

### Conclusions and Recommendations

#### 7.2.2. Conflicts fuelling flows of SALW to and from terrorist groups

Due to the low threshold to access and use SALW, their illicit proliferation has a conflict-igniting effect. Moreover, such proliferation tends to intensify and longer sustain existing armed conflicts and political violence in a broader sense. The continued presence of SALW also increases the risk of a return to conflict and violence in post-conflict societies. The legacy of previous conflicts contributes to the circulation of SALW from and to terrorist groups. Considering the involvement of terrorist groups - whether designated internationally, regionally, or nationally - in the various conflicts in either West Africa and Middle East, and the fact that many terrorist groups have acquired weapons in a conflict or post-conflict situation, peace building measures should also address the flow of weapons.

The shift in focus in DDR programmes demonstrates a gap between DDR in policy as originally conceived, and DDR in practice as utilized today. As mentioned earlier, the process was originally intended to take place after combat had ended, or at least act as the first step in the reconciliation process. However, the particular complications which terrorist and violent extremist organisations bring, compounded by the fact that these groups cannot under traditional DDR principles act as signatories to peace agreements, means that often the fighting continues throughout the process and DDR has had to be amenable enough to exist alongside these developments.

DDR programmes are increasingly focussed on community violence reduction and are being implemented without a concluded peace agreement. As discussed in Chapter 4, transitional weapon management can hence be an effective tool prior to, during, or instead of DDR programmes. Although the aim is not necessarily to reduce the flow of weapons, but to reduce violence, through various temporary measures ranging from documenting and marking the weapons, storing weapons securely, deactivating weapons that are not ‘needed’, it can thus reduce the number of weapons in circulation. As such, the interim measures of transitional weapon management can overlap with the objectives to control the flow of SALW, in particular when the activities, type of measures and target group are similar. In such situations, the transitional WAM and arms control can reinforce each other.

#### 7.2.3. Crime-terror nexus

In both regions, the crime-terror nexus is prevalent but not necessarily always easy to identify. In some cases, terrorist groups and criminal networks might incidentally cooperate out of opportunism, whereas in other situations the nexus is more structural and can be viewed as a tactical marriage of convenience.

In an interview with an expert on conflict in Libya, the interviewee spoke at length about what he labelled a “huge nexus” from the Sahel into southern Libya that follows well-established smuggling routes, as well as irregular migration routes. He went on to say that these major highways are bringing arms, drugs, migrants, etc. into North Africa, with the potential to move into southern Europe. Some
trafficking and smuggling routes into Libya emanate in West Africa and sneak up through the Sahel and across Libya’s southwest border. From there, criminal networks smuggle illicit products across the Mediterranean into southern Europe. Growing instability in the Sahel and the continued use of countries such as Mauritania, Mali, Niger, and Chad by criminal networks could lead to an increase in smuggling and trafficking Europe. A major drug trafficking route transits Libya on its way to Egypt before moving up through the Balkans and into Europe.611

Although it is difficult to document whether terrorist groups are using the smuggling and trafficking of SALW to finance their organisations, it does not mean it does not happen. Another way of identifying and detecting the indirect financing through SALW is approaching it through the organised crime lens. According to the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Convention (Palermo Convention), the aim of a criminal network is to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit.612 When terrorist groups are carrying out activities to fund their operations, this could fall under the scope of the Palermo Convention. Although the Palermo Convention has reached near universal status, many countries struggle to implement the Convention and thus operationalise the benefits it offers in particular to combat organised crimes. Whilst the Palermo is useful for combat organised crime, other non-binding documents such as the Addendum to The Hague Good Practices on the Nexus between Transnational Organised Crime and Terrorism could be useful to understand, identify and detect the linkages between terrorist groups using SALW as a source of funding.

Any efforts aimed at addressing criminal activities and illicit trafficking should however take due account of the potential impacts for local communities. Disrupting illicit flows and blocking regional smuggling routes may not only lead to further violence from the part of criminal actors willing to defend their businesses, but could also deprive local (border) communities from a vital livelihood in areas where black economies have often provided an income to populations with very limited alternative economic opportunities and prospects.613

7.2.4. Technology

Like other illicit markets, SALW trafficking is adapting in the digital age. The presence of SALW sales via digital applications in Yemen and Syria, notably Telegram, reflects the fluid nature of SALW marketability in regional conflict zones. Not only does the presence of SALW in the digital sphere allow arms dealers to expand its consumer pool, but it now also provides terrorist organisations with the additional mechanisms to expand the acquisition and possible sale of SALW across demographics and geographic areas. With terrorist organisations enhancing their technical fluency with exploiting digital platforms in these conflict zones, states with declining legitimacy and enforcement capabilities will likely continue to struggle in combating the presence of a digital-SALW marketplace. Consequently, this will likely pose challenges for arms control efforts aiming to address the emerging marketability of SALW in cyberspace and the implications for the acquisition and sale of arms by terrorist organisations.

The use of Telegram by arms traders not only in Yemen, but also in other conflicts in the region is gaining popularity. As noted before, ISIS and al-Qaeda affiliated groups are known to utilise Telegram to engage in the illicit arms trafficking market within Syria.614 Similarly, research has underlined the emergence of illicit arms markets online and increasing sale of weapons via different social

mediaplatforms in Libya.⁶¹⁵ Terrorist groups exploit the internet for terrorist purposes and can remain relatively anonymous on the Dark web. This platform facilitates the flow and circulation of illegal weapons but can also serve as a source of diverting legally owned weapons. Firearms appear to be the most common product on the Dark web. While it may impose significant challenges to law enforcement to detect and identify purchases by terrorists on the Dark web, purchased weapons would need to be shipped and delivered, which could be tracked by effective traditional law enforcement and border security.⁶¹⁶ The Internet, in particular the Dark web, is not just a place where weapons can be purchased, but also to acquire skills ranging from how to make weapons and IEDs, but also how to activate deactivated weapons or convert alarm weapons into lethal weapons. This skills transfer is very difficult to trace, but can help to build the capabilities and technical knowledge of terrorist groups to acquire and use other types of weapons which can become a commodity and source of funding.

7.3. Policy recommendations

The possession and use of SALW by terrorist organisations as a source of finance can impact the long-term efforts deployed to prevent and counter the spread of violent extremism, as described in chapter 6. While the EU has an important role to play in peace and stability in the Middle East and West Africa on both the short- and the long-term, the acquisition and subsequent direct and indirect use of SALW as a source of finance by terrorist organisations clearly undermines the possibilities for peace and stability in both regions.

Authors recognize that a significant share of the responsibilities to address the nexus between SALW and terrorist financing in West Africa and the Middle East lies with national governments and regional organisations of these two regions, thereby limiting the role that the EU can reasonably play in combating this phenomenon. Findings however underscore two main areas that the EU and its member states can contribute in helping these countries to mitigate risks and challenges posed by the acquisition and use of SALW by terrorist organisations. First, the EU may pursue its efforts to support local initiatives to counter the illicit proliferation of SALW, including by strengthening regional organisations’ capacities. Second, as an organisation regrouping several of the most important arms manufacturing and exporting countries globally, one aspect on which the EU may also act more directly—and perhaps with more significant results—is by tightening its control over exports of SALW to these conflict-affected regions.

The EU should take steps to:

1. Strengthen its arms export policy, for example by taking more into account the diversion record of recipients and by following a more restrictive interpretation of the relevant assessment criteria of the Arms Trade Treaty and EU Common Position 2008/944/CFSP. This should help to ensure that no weapons are exported that could be easily re-transferred to countries that violate international humanitarian law and international human rights law:

   • through carrying out comprehensive and in-depth pre-export risk assessment on potential violations;

   • through monitoring end-user agreements, including through enhancing pre-existing post-delivery checks and on-site inspections;

   • through taking more into account diversion record of recipients;

---


• through the introduction and effective implementation of post-shipment control measures for SALW; notably hardened post-delivery checks and on-site verification mechanisms.

2. Encourage States that are manufacturing weapons to ratify the ATT, since the majority of weapons being diverted are manufactured by countries that are not members of the ATT, and enhance measures to prevent diversion and carrying out export assessments.

3. Provide technical and financial assistance to countries in the Middle East and West Africa to improve the management of national stockpiles. This includes not only improving security measures of weapons depots, but also marking, recordkeeping, tracing and destruction of weapons. Work to ensure that the technical and financial assistance is sustainable, and not a “one off,” so that progress can be expanded over time, minimizing setbacks and pitfalls.

4. Assist the countries in the respective regions to develop an effective WAM not only as a tool to address the arms flow but also to prevent and resolve conflict.

5. Build confidence and engage with terrorist groups through the use of transitional WAM in a rule of law compliant manner to manage the use of arms during conflict.

6. Encourage information sharing and closer cooperation between DDR practitioners and SALW control bodies, in order to coordinate and strengthen each other's work, and drawing lessons - including - from previous DDR programmes on the disarmament efforts in conflicts involving terrorist groups.

7. Assist the countries in the respective regions to mitigating the threat posed by IEDs through training, resources and equipment which would enable the government to identify, dispose and mitigate the threat posed by IEDs.

8. Assist conflict-affected countries in improving the capabilities of their law enforcement authorities, border agencies and prosecutors to detect, analyse, and respond to new(er) technological developments - such as 3D printing and advances in the manufacturing, trafficking and use of SALW.

9. Carry out more research into the crime-terror nexus in the respective regions to obtain a better understanding of, and develop risk indicators to recognize, the links between terrorist groups and criminal networks when trafficking in SALW.

10. Strengthen the capabilities of the countries to carry out financial investigations and devote resources and funding to training programs to assist countries in the two regions in building the capacity to conduct their own evidence gathering and investigations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>Obtaining - both legally and illegally - of arms by governments and non-state armed actors, such as terrorist organisation. Within this situation report, acquiring, obtaining and sourcing are used interchangeable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarm Weapons</td>
<td>“Blank-firing firearms, also known as alarm guns, starter pistols, or gas guns, are typically noise- and flash producing replicas of real firearms” (Ferguson and Williams, 2014, p. 3). From Replica to Real: An Introduction to Firearms Conversions, Small Arms Survey.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Ammunition / Small Arms Ammunition | “A complete device, (e.g. missile, shell, mine, demolition store etc.) charged with explosives, propellants, pyrotechnics, initiating composition or nuclear, biological or chemical material for use in connection with offence, or defence, or training, or non-operational purposes, including those parts of weapons systems containing explosives.” (Article 3.8 International Ammunition Technical Guideline, Glossary of Terms, Definitions and Abbreviations, UN Office for Disarmament Affairs, 2015.)  

“Small arms ammunition (less than 20mm calibre) consists of cartridges used in rifles, carbines, revolvers, pistols, submachine guns, and machine guns and shells used in shotguns.” Article 3.261 International Ammunition Technical Guideline, Glossary of Terms, Definitions and Abbreviations, UN Office for Disarmament Affairs, 2015.) |
| Assault Rifles           | “A rifle that is usually capable of single-shot, semi-automatic, or fully automatic fire. It is a military-style small arm, predominantly used as an infantry weapon, and not generally recognized as suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting or hunting purposes.” (Sarah Parker with Marcus Wilson. A Guide to the UN Small Arms Process: 2016 Update. Small Arms Survey)  

“is a selective fire rifle with a detachable magazine. It is capable of firing in different modes (both fully automatic and semi-automatic fire) and is typically the standard infantry weapon in the armed forces” https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-13250-2015-INIT/en/pdf. |
| Arms control             | “The imposition of restrictions on the production, exchange and spread of weapons by an authority vested with legitimate powers to enforce such restrictions.” (Integrated Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration Standards, Glossary: Terms and Definitions, UN DDR Resource Centre, August 2006.) |
| Arms Embargo             | “A bilateral or multilateral policy prohibiting the movement of weapons into or out of a country” (OCHA Glossary of Humanitarian Terms) |
| Arms exports             | “The sending of weapons, guns and ammunition from one country to another, often closely monitored and controlled by governments” (Integrated Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration Standards, Glossary: Terms and Definitions, UN DDR Resource Centre, August 2006.) |
| Arms Flow*               | Steady, continuous stream of weapons.  

* Within this report the terms circulation and flow are used interchangeable.
| **Arms Trade** | As per the Arms Trade Treaty and relating specifically to arms: “the activities of the international trade comprise export, import, transit, trans-shipment and brokering.” (Article 2(2) Arms Trade Treaty, 2013.) |
| **Arms Transfers** | “Any transaction resulting in a change of title to, and/or control over, any arms defined in Article 1, and any physical movement of any arms defined in Article 1 from one jurisdiction to another. Such transfers include those conducted in return for direct payment, credit, foreign aid, grants, and goods received as a result of off-set or barter arrangements. They also include transfers of expertise, information, designs, technology or goods under licensing and co-production agreements, leasing arrangements, and arms deliveries in return for which the supplier receives no financial compensation, goods or services. Logistical and financial support for any of the above arrangements are also included.” (Article 2(a) International Code of Conduct on Arms Transfers, 2000) |
| **Battlefield Capture** | The procurement of armaments and munitions as a result of kinetic operations. Can occur during or after an armed engagement or when the group successfully occupies territory. |
| **Converted Arms** | “Any arms such as blank firing, air-soft, paintball or air cartridge that is adapted or modified to enable a shot, bullet or other projectile to be discharged that is capable of lethal injury.” (UNODC, Arms seized by condition.) |
| **Craft-Produced SALW** | “Weapons that are fabricated outside state control, by hand, in small quantities, and with a reduced capability, as opposed to their industrially manufactured counterparts” (Small Arms Survey, Handmade and Deadly, Briefing Paper, June 2018, p4) |
| **Demobilisation** | “Demobilization is the formal and controlled discharge of active combatants from armed forces or other armed groups. The first stage of demobilization may extend from the processing of individual combatants in temporary centres to the massing of troops in camps designated for this purpose (cantonment sites, encampments, assembly areas or barracks). The second stage of demobilization encompasses the support package provided to the demobilized, which is called reinsertion” (Secretary General, note to the General Assembly, A/C.5/59/31, May 2005). (Integrated Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration Standards, Glossary: Terms and Definitions, UN DDR Resource Centre, August 2006.) |
| **Disarmament** | “Disarmament is the collection, documentation, control and disposal of small arms, ammunition, explosives and light and heavy weapons of combatants and often also of the civilian population. Disarmament also includes the development of responsible arms management programmes” (Secretary-General, note to the General Assembly, A/C.5/59/31, May 2005). (Integrated Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration Standards, Glossary: Terms and Definitions, UN DDR Resource Centre, August 2006.) |
| **Disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration (DDR)** | “A process that contributes to security and stability in a post-conflict recovery context by removing weapons from the hands of combatants, taking the combatants out of military structures and helping them to integrate socially and economically into society by finding civilian livelihoods.” (Integrated Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration Standards, *Glossary: Terms and Definitions*, UN DDR Resource Centre, August 2006.) |
| Diversion | “Also see separate entries for ‘disarmament’, ‘demobilization’ and ‘reintegration’” |
| Diversion | “The ATT does not provide a definition of diversion. In general terms, diversion is the transfer of items from an authorized owner/user to an unauthorized user.” (Arms Trade Treaty Implementation Toolkit, Module 1 Preventing Diversion) |
| **Dual-Use Equipment** | Materials and products capable of being utilised for both civil and military purposes. |
| **End-User Agreements** | Contracts designed to “help ensure that legally transferred small arms and light weapons reach their authorized end-user, are used in a manner consistent with their authorized end-use, [and] are not diverted to the illicit market.” (“Small Arms: End-Use Verification.” United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs.) |
| **Firearm** | “Any portable barrelled weapon that expels, is designed to expel or may be readily converted to expel a shot, bullet or projectile by the action of an explosive, excluding antique firearms or their replicas” (Article 3 (a) Protocol against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, Their Parts and Components and Ammunition, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime Treaty Series, 2001) |
| **Handguns** | Smooth-bore weapons with a calibre of less than 20 mm, other arms and automatic weapons with a calibre of 12.7 mm (calibre 0.50 inches) or less and accessories, as follows, and specially designed components therefor: (a) Rifles and combination guns, handguns, machine, sub-machine and volley guns (Defined as an ML1 weapon in the Common Military List of the European Union: equipment covered by Council Common Position defining common rules governing the control of exports of military technology and equipment.) Defined as a short firearm: 'short firearm' means a firearm with a barrel not exceeding 30 centimetres or whose overall length does not exceed 60 centimetres; Annex 1, IV(a Council Directive on the control and acquisition of firearms, European Commission. “a firearm designed to be held and fired in one hand and not dedicated to be shouldered” https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-13250-2015-INIT/en/pdf |
| **Illicit Manufacturing** | “The manufacturing or assembly of firearms, their parts and components or ammunition: (i) From parts and components illicitly trafficked; (ii) Without a licence or authorization from a competent authority of the State Party where the manufacture or assembly takes place; or (iii) Without marking the firearms at the time of manufacture, in accordance with article 8 of this Protocol Licensing or authorization of the manufacture of parts and components shall be in accordance with domestic law” (Article 3 (d) Protocol against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, Their Parts and Components and Ammunition, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime Treaty Series, 2001.) |
| **Illicit Trafficking* | “The import, export, acquisition, sale, delivery, movement or transfer of firearms, their parts and components and ammunition from or across the territory of one State Party to that of another State Party if any one of the States Parties concerned does not authorize it in accordance with the terms of this Protocol or if the firearms are not marked in accordance with article 8 of this Protocol” (Article 3 (e) Protocol against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, Their Parts and Components and Ammunition, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime Treaty Series, 2001.) |
| * **Within this situation report, the terms illicit trafficking and smuggling are used interchangeably** |
| **Illicit Transfers** | A transfer of arms is deemed illicit if “They (the arms) are transferred in violation of arms embargoes decided by the Security Council in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations” or if “They are transferred without a licence or authorization by a competent national authority” (Article 6 (b) and (e) of the International Instrument to Enable States to Identify and Trace, in a Timely and Reliable Manner, Illicit Small Arms and Light Weapons, Small Arms Review Conference, 2005.) |
### Improvised Explosive Devices / Anti-personnel mines

“Due to the lack of an internationally agreed definition of the term IED and the broad use of this term to describe a range of weapons spanning from improvised rockets and mortars to improvised anti-personnel mines and remotely controlled explosive devices, there has been some confusion about which IEDs fall within the definition of anti-personnel mines.” Views and Recommendations on Improvised Explosive Devices Falling within the Scope of the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention | ICRC

"Anti-personnel mine" means a mine designed to be exploded by the presence, proximity or contact of a person and that will incapacitate, injure or kill one or more persons. Mines designed to be detonated by the presence, proximity or contact of a vehicle as opposed to a person, that are equipped with anti-handling devices, are not considered anti-personnel mines as a result of being so equipped.” Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and on their Destruction, 18 September 1997, Article 2(l)

### Loss from Stockpiles

The loss of small arms and light weapons from state-owned stockpiles through force, theft, or pilferage.

### Man-portable air defence systems (MANPAD)


### Machine Gun

Heavy machine guns are capable of firing calibres ranging from 12.7 mm up to but not including 20 mm, the size of the smallest cannon munitions. They are man-portable but are typically mounted on vehicles or ground mounts as antipersonnel and anti-aircraft weapons. They are effective against personnel, light armoured vehicles, low- and slow-flying aircraft, and small boats (Berman and Leff, 2008, p. 21) (Sarah Parker with Marcus Wilson. A Guide to the UN Small Arms Process: 2016 Update. Small Arms Survey)

“A fully automatic light weapon with a calibre of 12.7 mm up to but not including 20 mm.” (Sarah Parker with Marcus Wilson. A Guide to the UN Small Arms Process: 2016 Update. Small Arms Survey)

“is a firearm that fires rapidly and repeatedly without Automatic Weapon requiring separate pressure on the trigger each time The gun will continue to fire until the trigger is released or the supply of ammunition exhausted” https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-13250-2015-INIT/en/pdf
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glossary Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mortar</td>
<td>Mortars are generally smooth-bored, indirect-fire support weapons that enable users to engage targets outside their line of sight, such as behind hills, while minimizing their exposure to direct enemy fire. The Small Arms Survey recognizes three types of mortars in the light weapons category: ‘light’ (up to and including 60 mm), ‘medium’ (61 mm to 82 mm), and ‘heavy’ (83 mm to 120 mm). (Berman and Leff, 2008, p. 26)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Neutralised Weapons* | “To alter the state of a piece of ammunition or munition so that it cannot explode, for example by replacing safety devices such as pins or rods into an explosive item to prevent the fuze or igniter from functioning.” Article 3.183 International Ammunition Technical Guideline, Glossary of Terms, Definitions and Abbreviations, UN Office for Disarmament Affairs, 2015.)  
*Neutralization does not make an item completely safe as removal of the safety devices will immediately make the item active again. |
<p>| Proliferation | “The increase or spread of weapons and ammunition to users” (United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs. Guide to the International Ammunition Technical Guidelines, UN Safeguard, 2015.) |
| Reactivated Arms | “Any weapon previously deactivated by the competent authority with a view to rendering it permanently inoperable and that has illegally been returned to working condition.” (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. Arms seized by condition.) |
| Reintegration | “Reintegration is the process by which ex-combatants acquire civilian status and gain sustainable employment and income. Reintegration is essentially a social and economic process with an open time-frame, primarily taking place in communities at the local level. It is part of the general development of a country and a national responsibility, and often necessitates long-term external assistance” (Secretary-General, note to the General Assembly, A/C.5/59/31, May 2005). (Integrated Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration Standards, Glossary: Terms and Definitions, UN DDR Resource Centre, August 2006.) |
| Retransfer | “The sale or transfer of weapons that were originally imported from another state to a different end user within or outside the importing state; the latter case is also known as re-export.” (Sarah Parker with Marcus Wilson. A Guide to the UN Small Arms Process: 2016 Update. Small Arms Survey) |
| Rifle | “a long-barrelled firearm that expulses projectiles through a grooved or ‘rifled’ barrel and that is designed to be fired from the shoulder. Rifles are a common type of civilian and military small arm.” (Sarah Parker with Marcus Wilson. A Guide to the UN Small Arms Process: 2016 Update. Small Arms Survey) |
| Rocket(-Propelled Grenade) Launchers | Bombs, torpedoes, rockets, missiles, other explosive devices and charges and related equipment and accessories, as follows, and specially designed components therefor: (a) Bombs, torpedoes, grenades, smoke canisters, rockets, mines, missiles, depth charges, demolition-charges, demolition-devices, demolition-kits, &quot;pyrotechnic&quot; devices, cartridges and simulators (i.e. equipment simulating the characteristics of any of these items), specially designed for military use; (b) Missile or rocket nozzles and re-entry vehicle nosetips. Defined as an ML4 weapon in the Common Military List of the European Union: equipment covered by Council Common Position defining common rules governing the control of exports of military technology and equipment. |
| Seizure | “Temporarily prohibiting the transfer, conversion, disposition or movement of property or temporarily assuming custody or control of property on the basis of an order issued by a court or other competent authority” (Article 2 (f) United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime, 2000.) |
| Small Arms and Light Weapons | “Small arms and light weapons range from clubs, knives and machetes to, for example, mortars below the calibre of 100 mm. They are manufactured to military specifications for use as lethal instruments of war. Broadly speaking, small arms are those weapons designed for personal use, and light weapons are those designed for use by several persons serving as a crew.” (Small arms and light weapons (SALW) | Migration and Home Affairs) (<a href="https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/e-library/glossary/small-arms-and-light-weapons-salw_en">https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/e-library/glossary/small-arms-and-light-weapons-salw_en</a>) |
| State-Sponsored Diversion Stockpile | Situation where a State supported the diversion of - intentionally or unintentionally of unauthorized weapons to authorized end-users or authorized weapons to unauthorized end-users. “The full range of ammunition stockpiles in a country under the control of separate organisations such as the police, military forces (both active and reserve), border guards, ammunition producing companies” (Article 3.180 International Ammunition Technical Guideline, Glossary of Terms, Definitions and Abbreviations, 2015) |
| (Suicide) Vehicle-Borne Improvised Explosive Devices | “An improvised explosive device placed inside a car or other vehicle and then detonated. It is commonly used as a weapon of assassination, terrorism or guerrilla warfare, to kill the occupants of the vehicle, people near the blast site, or to damage buildings or other property.” (The United States Homeland Security Market Research) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Surplus of Weapons</strong></th>
<th>“Firearms, ammunition and other related materials rendered surplus, redundant or obsolete through the re-equipment or re-organisation of armed forces or other state bodies” (Article 10 of the SADC Protocol on the Disposal of State Owned Firearms 2004.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unauthorised Retransfer</strong></td>
<td>“Supplies of weapons by states in violation of agreements made with original supplier governments” Conflict Armament Research p31 (rsi.ch)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See the definition of end-user agreements*
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